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Banning snowmobiles 
Local residents meet to decide 
where in the backcountry people 
can go\NEWS A7 
Leave the benches alone 
Vandals can't keep their destructive 
paws off the memorial benches at 
the library\COMMUNITY B1 
A league of their own 
The Northwest Merchants fastball 
team is topping the charts in 
Prince George\SPORTS B5 
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Skeena eel goes for the green 
Company says it needs independent certification of its logging practices to satisfy Europeans 
By JEFF NAGEL Despite the B.C. government's develop- third ofSkeena Cellulose's pulp. Clearcutting, MacDonald said, is allowed 
PRESSURE from environmental groups 
has forced Skeena Cellulose to seek a green 
stamp of approval to keep selling pulp in 
Europe. 
Activists there have had a triekledown ef- 
fect, forcing publishers to push paper pro- 
ducers, who in turn are pushing pulp sup- 
pliers for assurances of sustainable forest 
management. 
Skeena Cellulose now has no choice but 
to follow the lead of companies like Mac- 
Millan Bloedel in seeking independent cer- 
tification of its logging operations, says 
forest resources manager Archie Mac- 
Donald. 
"We can't afford not to," MacDonald 
said. "Things have been progressing to the 
point we could be restricted from market 
access if we don't react." 
merit of the Forest Practices Code to give 
assurances of proper logging practices, 
MacDonald says the international market is 
insisting on independent audits that are out- 
side the control of local governments. 
Skeena Cellulose will initially go forward 
with the easier-to-achieve International 
Standards Organization (ISO) 14001 certi- 
fication on all its forest holdings. 
At the same time, MacDonald added, SCI 
will also seek the more desirable Canadian 
"Things are moving pretty quickly," he 
added. "With what's happening we're 
being forced to pursue the CSA designation 
a lot faster than we anticipated." 
The company fLrst looked into certifica- 
tion in 1996, but the idea was put on hold 
when the fh'm was cut loose by parent com- 
pany Repap Enterprises and the restructur. 
ing crisis ensued. 
"It 's going to cost us some money," 
MacDonald said of certifcation. "We think 
Standards Association (CSA) certification the benefits will outweigh the costs." 
of its tree farm licence and Kalum timber Besides being a good marketing and con't- 
supply area holdings - -  basically the Ter- munieation tool, he said, certification can 
race area forests, but not ones in the Nass also improve practices, adding it's basically 
and around Hazelton and Smithers. good for business. 
"Europe wants more than ISO, and that's " I  don't think it's going to be that cost- 
where CSA comes in," he explained, ly," he said, noting SCI has a good record 
Buyers from Europe purchase about .~ of Forest Practices Code compliance. 
under ISO certification. 
Under CSA certification, however, final 
say on issues like that rest with a corn. 
muuity board who represent local wishes 
and are to take into account environmental, 
social and economic factors. 
The importance of public involvement in 
certification is also why the company is 
planning a public meeting to give an initial 
explanation of its certification plans. It's 
scheduled for Thursday June 24 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Inn. 
MacMillan Bloedel was the fhst B.C. 
company to get certification on its North Is- 
land licorice, followed by Weldwood and 
Weyerhauser. Other companies are now 
also looking into certification, he added. 
"It 's a new world and we're diving in," 
MacDonald said. Archie MacDonald 
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= Road trip 
WILLIAM and Isolde Boehm were basking in the sun as they 
cruised into town from Dawson Creek. The two have been on the 
road for two weeks and are a glimmer of hope that the slow start 
to tourism in the north will pick up as the weather gets better. 
Talstra refutes claim he's a party man 
IAAYOR JACK TALSTRA says he 
resents MP Mike Scott's suggestion 
he's just a dutiful pawn of the fed- 
eral L~erals for his support of the 
Nisga'a treaty. 
"I resent Mike Scott lumping me 
in like that," he said. " I f  there's 
anybody that does not toe the party 
line it's probably me." 
They mayor was responding to a 
June 3 exchange in the House of 
Commons in which Indian' affairs 
minister Jane Stewart suggested 
Reformers look to the support of 
the Nisga'a treaty given by Ter- 
race's mayor and council. Scott had 
responded that Talstra is known as 
a "good Liberal" and can be ex- 
pected to fall into line with the 
party's wishes. 
Talstra said he's taken provincial 
L~eral leader Gordon Campbell to 
task on some issues despite an af- 
filiation to that party and says he's 
a l so  supported the NDP govern- 
ment at times. 
"They were right in supporting 
SCI. And I think they're right in 
supporting the treaty process, too," 
he said. "There are also idiotic and 
stupid things the NDP has done and 
we've called them on that." 
He said there needs to be greater 
flexibility for politicians to 
represent their communities rather 
than their parties. 
"That's what's wrong with 
politicians today," he added. 
"They can't get away from the 
party line. They are yessirs and yes 
men for whatever the party or the, 
leader of the party might come up 
with," he said. 
The same is true for Reformers, 
he added• 
"They've done asinine things in 
following Preston Manning. No 
wonder federal and provincial 
politicians are held in low esteem. 
As soon as they're lected they shut' 
down their brains and follow the 
leader, even if it means going over 
a cliff." 
Talstra added city declaration of a 
week in appreciation of the Nisga'a 
in April - -  cited in the House by 
Stewart ~ was in recognition of 
their economic role here and of 
their convention being in Terrace, 
rather than support of the treaty. 
"They are an important con- 
tributor to our economy. If  the truth 
be known they probably kept our 
community afloat during a 
recession-like time," he said. 
"It was not specifically about he 
treaty, although we do support he 
treaty." 
Road puts grizzlies in jeopardy 
Report may affect 
approval of $30m 
road to Kincolith 
A PLANNED $30 million road 
connecting the coastal village of 
Kincolith with the rest of the Nass 
Valley will affect vital grizzly bear 
habitat, indicates an environmental 
assessment of the project. 
And the chances of increased 
contact with humans after the road 
is built could result in grizzly 
deaths beyond what is su.-tainable, 
the federal-provincial report says. 
The report says the 24kin road 
route will go through the forage ter- 
ritory now occupied by between 
40-60 grizzly bears out of s 
regional population of between 
175-270 grizzlies. 
"Even with a complete ban on 
legal hunting, mortality could still 
be at unsustainable levels as a 
result of  illegal hunting and 
'problem' bear control," notes the 
report in comments from provincial 
environment ministry biologist 
Tony Hamilton. 
"The direct mortality is expected 
to be 4-6 animals per year, depend. 
ing on the level of bear/human con- 
flier, a level that could exceed the 
limit for all human-caused 
ntortalities across the entire 
[grizzly] population unit," 
Hamilton's comments continue. 
The report's warnings about griz. 
zly deaths and habitat loss are 
enough to have some provincial of- 
' fictals worried about how the pro- 
ject will be judged as it goes 
through a combined federal- 
provincial approval process. 
A review of the environmental 
assessment is now underway in or- 
der to determine what can be done 
about the impacts the road will 
CSUSe.  
Depending upon what happens 
from the review, a project certifi- 
cate could be granted as early as 
this fall. 
A provincial highways ministry 
report circulated at the April 
Nisga'a Tribal Council convention 
here notes, "Under the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency 
Continued Pg. A2 
Fleeing car 
kills grads 
Chase was justified, police say 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
R.CMp say they were lbllowing new 
provincial rules govenling high-speed 
pursuits when a stolen vehicle they were 
chasing hit another car Friday night, kill- 
ing two Caledonia students due to 
graduate this month. 
Laura Alison Lee, 17, and Renaud 
Maurice Fontaine, 19, died inslantly at 
the intersection of Hwy 16 and 37 al 
1:38 a.m. when their car was struck by a 
1992 Hyundai Sonata police estimate 
was travelling at 140 kilomelres per Laura Lee 
hour, 
RCMP officers who were in Thomhill 
to investigate an unrelated report of gun- 
shots chased lhe car three kilometres 
from the far end of River Dr. after dis- 
covering it had been stolen an hour ear- 
lier, said RCMP Sgt. Darcy Gollan. 
It had not been speeding or doing any- 
thing suspicious when officers gave 
chase, Gollan said. 
He said police used sirens and flashing 
lights in the pursuit and were conlem- 
plating the use of spike belts to stop the Renaud Fontaine 
fleeing cat' when it hit the Toyota carry- 
ing Lee and Fontaine at the lbur-way stop. 
New regulations adopted a year ago require police to continu- 
ally assess public risk as circumstances ta chase change. 
Pursuits can only happen if an officer believes the offence is 
serious enough and the need for immediate apprehension out- 
weighs any risk to public safety created by the chase. 
Golhm said the decision to pursue was based onthe light trail 
tic that night, road conditions and other factors. 
Asked at whai point police would have broken off the chase 
had it continued at high speeds over the ilew bridge aild onto 
Keith Ave., Gollan would not say, 
"That would be speculation,, he suid. "I'ni not going to go 
there." 
"This was the st,'lrt of a pursuit," Gollan stressed. 
The occupants of the fleeing vehicle- 18-year-oid Terrace 
men Aaron James Douglas and Jerfrey Louis I'ayne - were 
taken to hospital with minor injuries. 
Continued Page A2 
HI=MAINS of a stop sign mark the four-way stop 
where two Caledonia graduates died Friday night 
after iheir car was hit by a stolen car fleeing police. 
t 
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From front 
Road probed over habitat worries 
rules, if there is an impact to an is pegged at five per cent o f  total One of the outcomes could be is a 
endangered species such as grizzly habitat area. determination that yes, there are of- 
bears, the project will have to to "We have done an awful lot of feels, but they are to be balanced or 
mediation or a panel to determine if 
the soeio-economie hnpacts [of the 
road] outweigh the significant impacts 
to grizzly bears." 
"All information to date indicates 
that the project will go to mediation 
under the federal guidelines." 
But Dave St. Thomas, the highways 
ministry's Kincolith road project man- 
ager, says that level of worry may be a 
bit premature. 
lie says the alignment of the road 
has taken grizzly habitat into consid- 
work and we have made some revi- 
sions," said St. 'Thomas. 
John Mathers of the Canadian En- 
vironmental Assessment Agency 
noted that the purpose of the review is 
to highlight problem areas and then to 
find ways of dealing with them. 
" I f  the environmental assessment 
does conclude there are significant ad- 
verse environmental effects that you 
cannot mitigate and there are no ways 
to deal with, a further level of review 
may be ordered and that could be a 
justified by the socio-eeonomic im- 
pacts of the projeeL" 
A road linking the village of Kin- 
colith to Greenville and thereby to the 
Nisga'a Highway and the rest of the 
Nass valley has been a long-standing 
wish of the Nisga'a. Kincolith access 
is by air or ferry to Prince Rupert 
Conslruction became possible nearly 
five years ago when the federal 
government, the province and the 
Nisga'a agreed to divide the costs. 
The work on the road is scheduled 
oration, adding that foraging area loss panel or mediation," he said. to take three years. 
Potential buyers look SCI 
companies toured the Prince "We're making this corn- I f  one company ended up who is back here speaking 
Rupert pulp mill last week 
but government officials 
stressed talks that could lead 
to sale of the company are 
only at a preliminary stage. 
"With the announcement 
of the capital expenditure 
program and with the in- 
crease in the price of pulp 
we've seen in the last little 
while there's a little more 
interest in Skeena," said 
employment and investment 
ministry spokesman Don 
Zadravee. 
This isn't the first time 
poss~le suitors have made 
inquiries about buying the 
company. 
pany markebready," he 
added. "That's our objec- 
tive. And it's not surprising 
people in the investment 
community are aware of 
hat." 
Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht said the govern- 
ment has been clear it wants 
to eventually sell the corn. 
pany, but buyers who think 
they can get it for a bargain 
basement price are wrong. 
"We've always said we're 
not going to unload this 
thing just to get rid of it," 
he said. "We want to get 
o,r equity out of it." 
Giesbrecht said while he's 
"We've been talking to not worried about selling 
From Front  
grieve loss 
Douglas appeared in court Tuesday on I0 charges including 
two counts of criminal negligence causing death and impaired 
driving causing death. He is also charged with possession of sto- 
len property, breach of probation and causing a police pursuit. 
Charges against Payne are also pending, said Gollan. 
Lee and Fontaine, high school sweethearts wo weeks from 
graduation, ~vere returning from a small party. 
Lee, a bright and friendly student, excelled at band and drama. 
She was, said Caledonia principal Geoff Straker, a positive 
student who never failed to say hello in the halls - no matter 
what her day was like. 
Fontaine was a Rotary exchange student from Belgium and 
was to return in July. His body will be flown to Belgium with a 
Rotary club representative when the RCMP investigation ends. 
I t ~ ~t t : q'l~d~ r.~'[~ti~at kids and .We 'don t 'have them+anYmore :" 
::Straker-said,.adding students and staff at the scliool are shocked. 
angry and in a state of disbelief.. . . . . . . . . . .  , 
Eight counsellors were brought into the school Monday to 
help students deal with their grief. 
Lee and Fontaine's lockers are now decorated with a single red 
rose, pictures and messages from students, The lockers, like the 
metnodal at the intersection where they died, have become 
grieving spots for students to sit and reflect on tlie'tragedy. 
with control of most or all 
of the industry, it would 
make business very difficult 
for loggers and conltactors, 
.he said. "They almost get to 
name the price they're going 
'to pay for the wood then." 
Any issues like that aris- 
ing through a future pro- 
posed sale would be public- 
ly aired, he noted. 
"Any purchaser would 
have to go through the 
transfer of forest licence 
hearings which would give 
everyone an opportunity to 
say how they want the forest 
industry to unfold." 
Selling to a private corn- 
at a Chamber of Commerce 
luncheon Thursday. 
Giesbrecht said com- 
munity ownership would be 
"great" but would be a 
complex issue. 
There's be plenty of risks 
for  communities that signed 
.on - -  perhaps more than 
they're prepared to take. 
Being more responsive to 
local community concerns 
could mean the company 
would also be less competi- 
tive, he cautioned. 
"Anything held by any 
political group is always 
subject to pressure," Gies- 
brecht noted. " I f  you con- 
pany also raises question of cede to the pressure it usual. 
whether the possibility of ly means you're less 
community ownership has profitable." 
4818 Highway 16 West 1 
Terrace, B.C. 
Father ' s  Day  
Barbecue  
1 1 a .m.  to 3 -p .m.  
Saturday, June 19 
Proceeds to the 
Terrace Churches Food Bank 
Raffle- three niece t0ol chest 
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"~'~, AWD SEDAN 
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'Automatic 
*Very Clean Car 
$23,995 
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~ ~ ~ i ~ .  AWD Wagon 
"" " : -  . . . . . . .  5 Speed 
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'94 Subaru SVX AWD ~ ~ ~  
"Power Everything 
"Only 3Q,000kms 
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~ ~  ~ ln ~t  Until June l gth 
Casual Socks I Gildan T-Shirts 
Short Sleeve 
Reg. $9.98 2/15 
Dickies Fleece 
black, navy, grey 
Pants rag 2,5,98 ......................... $ I 9 91 
Pants XL rag 27.98 ..................... t~  1 ¢g 
Levis Red Tab Jeans 
+ +. os59°9 
Golf Shirts 
Short Sleeve 
Reg. $34.98 $2799 




Mens Golf Shirt 
M-XL rag 25,98 ............... $1  9 99 
2x-axL rag 33.98 ........... $2  ~99 
Mens & Ladies 
Reg. $4,98 3 /1  O 98  





+,. + . ,  S3999 
Sport Shirts 
Long Sleeve 
++++ s39  °g 
Shorts 
Mens & Ladies entire 
off reg, 
Mens Braided Belts 
,ro,.,,, or ,, 2599 
nee. K.q4.98 
Terrace & District Credit Union can 
Help you get Ahead...Moneywlse i 
With a "HEADSTART® Youth Account" e 
Fast  off  the Mark  ' wi th  gift and a l lowance deposi ts .  
Keep your  eye on the F in ish L ine - w i th  attract ive 
interest  rates, watch  how quick ly  your  money  grows. 
P i t s tops  A long the Way - wi th  Member  Card® access.  
It's a Team Effort - to reduce serv ice charges  for youth.  
Terrace & Distr ict  Credit Un ion-  Go ing all out for you! 
We Belonez To You 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle, Terrace, B.C. 
635-7282 
1 t + 
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INNOVATIVE AND creative minds are being 
sought to run a new society to oversee operation 
of Heritage Park, Ferry Island and maybe the 
R.E.M. Lee Thealxe. 
The Terrace Community Facilities Society is 
being set up and candidates are now being 
sought for the board of directors, says city eco- 
nomic development officer Ken Veldman. 
Tentative plans are for a nine-member board 
two from city council, one from the school 
board, and six citizens appointed by city coun- 
cil. The deadline for nominations i  June 25. 
Veldman says the city succeeded in attracting 
a strong board of directors for its airport society 
aut~ success with the facilities venture also 
depends on good people stepping forward. 
They're hoping for a mix of people who are 
business-sawy and others who are passionate 
about arts, culture and recreation. 
The group would initially oversee operation of 
Ferry Island and Heritage Park, and would also 
likely be part of negotiations tosee if it's pus- 
s~le to also take over operation of the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
Separating the operations from the city with 
an operating society is hoped to open up pus- 
This new job could be yours 
Mail 
those 
sibilties to fully develop the potential of the 
facilities. 
"It's a quasi Crown corporation," Veldman 
explains. "It's our little B.C. Hydro." 
Operations run by the city tend to be rooted in 
a utilitarian philosophy, Veldman said. Any- 
thing that slrays too far beyond the basic sewers 
and roads becomes more open to criticism as 
unnecessary expenditure oftaxpayers dollars. 
"We want to create facilities that are 
responsive to their markets," he said. "And we 
want it to be driven by community members." 
It's also beneficial to have such an umbrella 
group in place in the event more issues pop up 
as did the R.E.M. Lee Theatre when the school 
district indicated it can no longer afford to make 
it available for non-school use. 
A standalone society would have a far bettor 
chance at landing aid from government grants 
and programs than would the city, Veldman 
added. 
There are also other financial advantages to
that arrangement, Veldman said. Administrative 
efficiencies should help reduce costs. 
And running the facilities under a separate 
society rather than by the city puts them outside 
the jurisdiction of the unions that organize 
municipal workers. 
The proposal for the society also says it would 
separate the facilities from the polities of city 
council. 
The level of control the society has over each 
operation could be negotiated. It could range 
from strictly a service contract for the city to a 
lease to outright ownership. 
"The idea of this is to have an independent 
autonomous organization that's run by 
community-minded people with innovative con- 
cepts and ideas." 
The body will have a big role in the city's 
recreation and cultural development if its model 
fi'om Kimberly is anything to judge. 
A similar society there runs several recreation 
faciltiies from a golf course to a campground, 
building its annual sales from $%000 at incep- 
tion in 1984 to nearly $1.6 million today. 
Profits from the operations don't leave the 
society, but are instead re-invested in the opera- 
tions or used as seed money for new projects. 
Grants from the City of Kimberley to subsidize 
its operation fluctuate depending on how much 
is required. 
cards 
A PROVINCE-WIDE mail 
campaign is under way to 
update voter registration i - 
formation, provincial Chief 
Electoral Officer Bob Pat- 
terson said. 
Patterson said that in order 
to cut costs of a door-to- 
door enumeration, as has 
~en the case in the past, the 
provincial government has 
opted for mailing out voter 
information packages. 
Also being provided is a 
toll-free number and a Web 
site address people can use 
to update voter information. 
Patterson hopes that this 
approach to enumeration 
will improve the quality and 
consistedcy of the Voters 
List. 
Enumeration packages 
will be arriving this month 
and should be returned as 
soon as poss~le. 
"k "k ~" -t" "k 
And just because the 
Voters List is being up- 
dated, it doesn't necessarily 
mean a provincial election is 





we fall sbort of  your 
exl~ctatlon, please tell us. 
When a newspaper stow does 
not seem to reflect fairly wZmt 
was sald, let our edltors knom 
When we are unable to soh~ 
your complaint, we encourage 
you to submit t  to the: 
R C Press Council 
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[] Maybe now it's summer 
ITS BEEN A tough and challenging year for gar- community garden project. She's just one of many 
deners of the flower and food variety given the cold hoping the remainder of the summer will bring on 
and rainy May and first week of June. That's Barb some relief. The society has two IocaUons at which 
Whiting of the Terrace Anti.Poverty Group Society's low-income people can grow fresh food and herbs. 
News In Brief 
Local jobs safe 
from ministry cuts 
MINISTRY of Environment staff here are safe 
from a recent round of layoffs that will see 11 jobs 
eliminated in the Skeena region. 
"No positions in Terrace will be cut," said John 
O'Riordan, regional administration manager in Vic- 
toria. Hardest hit, he said, are five pollution prevention 
officers in the Smithers area. But the ministry will also 
cut three administrative positions by sharing recep- 
tionists with the ministry of forests. 
Two Forest Renewal B.C. habitat protection officers, 
one based in the Buikley Forest District and the other 
in the Morice Forest District, will also be cut as well as 
a communications staff member. 
The ministry is attempting to cut staff while 
maintaining the current status of operations, said 
O'Riordan. 
The ministry has said cuts won't affect he number of 
conservation officers it has on staff. 
He added, the ministry is trying to place staffin com- 
parable positions throughout the province by Septem- 
ber this year. Some members opted for voluntary retire- 
ment packages, aid O'Riordan. 
It's quiet at Exchamsiks 
and here's perhaps why 
THE NUMBER of campers visiting Exchamsiks 
Provincial Park are down 85 per cent so far this 
year, says campground contractor Grog Mac- 
Donald. 
He's not sure whether it's due to the unseasonably 
cold and wet spring weather or because locals are con- 
fusing Exchamsiks with the Exstew forest sewice 
recreation site, which is closed right now because of 
bear trouble there. 
"They both start with 'Ex'," MacDonald notes. "A  
lot of people seem to think we're dosed." 
Gun amnesty extended 
to turn in weapons 
AN AMNESTY for those who have not yet reg- 
istered illegal restricted firearms has been ex- 
tended by six months. 
The amnesty will now extend to Nov. 30, said federal 
justice minister Anne McLeilan. 
Guns affected include non-prohibited handguns, 
certain semi-automatic firearms, and guns that can fire 
when folded or telescoped down to a length of less than 
660 mm. 
The roles affect some people in possession of forgot- 
ten war trophies as well as some businesses like 
theatres and Legions. 
"We decided to extend this amnesty to ensure that 
owners of restricted firearms are fully aware of the op- 
portunity to legalize the status of these firearms by get- 
thug,, themselves properly licenced and, having the 
firearms registered," MeLellan said. 
cq,wm  Time 
gog"/Ir___ o 
Thornhill Jr. 
/ ' ~  \ High School 
~ Secondary Band FACTORY AUTHOR|Z|D EVENT 
would like to thank those who supported their trip to 
the national music festival in Toronto ~vhere the band 
received two silver awards: 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
Parents Advisory Council 
Skeena Parents 
for Music Society 
Riverside Auto Wrecking 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Skeena Valley Rotary Club 
Skeena Sawmills 
Primerica Financial Services 
MacKenzie Financial 
H 's TMf a OO ST, moMo sr, 
M 'S YOUR OAO! 
T • • T 
" "Y I ,  
We have ,JOE!  EBOXER . : .  
i ~ i 
for any shape of Dad. 
SKEENA MALL 
WE PAY THE GST!! II 
TIME LIMITED OFFER! 
FREE REMOVAL OF OLD BED 
30 DAY COMFORT & PRICE GUARANTEE 
See instore for details. 
Totem's Countrywide 
Furn i ture  & App l iances  
lt~ LrP1 ~ 4501 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
[ ' L J  , . ~ ~ 1-800-813-1158 638 1158 
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Charge! 
SKEENA NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht is the 
kind of guy you want on your side in a tight 
situation. A loyal foot soldier, Mr. Giesbrecht 
will fix his bayonet and charge the enemy. 
Which makes it no surprise that he's saying 
he'll mn again in the next provincial election. As 
Mr. Giesbrecht puts it himself, he won't turn 
things over to a newcomer to carry the can for ant 
unpopular government down in the polls. 
At the same time, Mr. Giesbrecht is tied to a 
series of provincial government moves here 
which just might give him a fighting chance. 
• Skeena Cellulose. The announcement of $110 
million to open the closed B line at the compa- 
ny's pulp mill in Prince Rupert will put hundreds 
of people back to work. 
• West Fraser whole log export. While giving 
West Fraser's logging contractors approval to. 
expprt whole logs runs contrary to the years of 
fancy talk about a value added forest industry, 
several hundred people are back at work. 
• T~esting the oil and gas drJlting:~:waters~=_: 
There's no guarantee there are commercial 
deposits off the northcoast, but building up pub- 
lic approval for exploration at least holds out the 
promise of a new kind of northwest industry. 
• More money for the Terrace Area Health, 
Council. The $886,000 addition to the budget 
for l~,Iills Memorial Hospital and Ten'aceview 
Lodge this year, more than the last eight years 
combined, recognizes that health care here hasn't' 
received its fair share in the past decade. : :~ 
• Nass Valley highway projects. Benefits from 
the $30 million Kineolith road project and $41 
million for improvements to the Nisga'a High- • 
way leading north from Terrace into the Nass 
:Valley will flow here either directly or indirectly. 
Requirement s for union:level wages and local 
hire will addto the economic jo l t . .  
,,The Nisga'a Treaty. Call it a mega-project. 
,,Public sector construction. A new hospital in ' 
Kitimat and a new high school here should be 
breaki'ng ground by the time the next election is 
called, Good optics, as they say in politics. 
Of course, Mr. Giesbrecht still has to explain 
the problems created by his boss down south.. 
But the above list at least gives him a platform 
on local issues. The big question of whether Mr. 
Giesbreeht can win on a 'northern guy platform' 
remains to be seen. 
RELAX.,.:. 
., IT'S FOR YOU.. 
IT'  FOR YO01 WALL£T.. 
VICTORIA-  The new 
Canada-U.S. salmon treaty, 
ratified last week, may not be 
ideal, but it's probably the 
- :b__¢st-we could get.  
The agreement ends seven 
years of nasty border wars 
over salmon, which severely 
strained relations between the 
two countries and threatened 
to drive the resource to extinc- 
tion, 
Against that background, 
the new agreement, no matter 
how flawed, must be seen as a 
major breakthrough, assuring 
relative peace on the seas for 
the  next decade. 
The agreement is for a 10- 
year period, except for valu- 
able Fraser River sockeye, 
which are covered over a 12- 
year period. 
The new treaty calls for an 
abundance-based style of 
management, favoured by 
~Alaska for :a ;long time, in 
which catches rise when runs ~ 
are strong and drop when 
they're weak, Past practice 
has been to set catch levels in 
. advance, resulting in the over- 
fishing of some runs. Indeed, 
in the absence of a treaty, both 
sides often over-fished. 
The new deal includes a 
$209 million conservation 
fund to rebuild stocks and 
habitat. The overall emphasis 
of the agreement is on con- 
serving weak runs of salmon, 
with a number of sub-agree- 
ments setting out how much 
](,nservation  ,ey to fish dea 
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HUBERT BEYER 
each side can catch when runs 
are strong. 
There is, of course, no 
shortage of critics, not the 
least of whom is Premier Glen 
Clark, who says that the new 
treaty favours Arneriean fish- 
ing "interests and reduces 
British Columbia to being the 
salmon hatchery for the U.S. 
fishing fleet. 
Those' Sentiments should be 
taken for what they are: polit- 
ical barrages, It would be  
expecting too much of the pre- 
mier to whole-heartedly 
endorse the new treaty, con- 
sidering his role in the salmon 
wars of the past. 
When angry fishermei~ 
held an Alaska ferry captive in 
Prince Rupert in July 1997, 
Clark publicly sided with the 
fishermen, causing quite a rift 
between Alaska and B.C., the 
brunt of which was borne by 
the tourism industry. 
The premier later upped the 
ante by threatening to close 
the Nanoose bay submarine 
testing station, causing an 
international incident. 
It was the tried and tested 
Ottawa-bashing strategy taken 
to new heights. 
Surprisingly, though, after 
initially supporting the pre- 
mier's tough stand, the major- 
ity of the public at large as well 
as political observers, this one 
included, eventually rallied 
around David Anderson, the 
federal fisheries minister. 
Much has been made of 
British Columbia's exclusion 
from the signing ceremony. 
While representatives from 
Oregon, Washington and 
Alaska as well as from the 
U.S. aboriginal community 
were present, no one from 
British Columbia was invited. 
past few years, he can perhaps 
be forgiven for his slight, if 
that's what it was. 
Now, I expect hat I will get 
mail from fishermen listing 
some well-reasoned opposi- 
tion to the treaty, and I accept 
that. As I said, it may not be 
perfect, but it is probably the 
best we could have hoped for. 
The opposition from Ixiliti- 
cians, on the other hand, has, . 
so far, been based on little else , 
than the kind of anti-Ameri. ' 
eanism that's o fashionable in ' 
some left quarters. As one of 
them put it to me: "If three ' 
American governors and the ' 
U.S .  vice-president are in 
favour of thi~ treaty, it can't be ; 
good for Canada." 
I for one, choose to believe 
Anderson who had this to say . 
about he agreement: "Instead 
of fighting over a shrinking 
But what appears at first pie, we will now be working , 
:glance asia s l ight ;wasnot  :/togethar to ~nserve~stogks.:,, 
necessarily intended. ~ It's a good deal beoause con . ;~ ' , 
In the U.S., aboriginal 'and 
state groups have a constitu- 
tionally-based stake in the 
fishery. In Canada, fisheries is 
a federal jurisdiction with no 
constitutional rights ~iccorded 
the provinces. 
That doesn't mean Ander- 
son couldn't have invited the 
premier or a fishermen's dele- 
gation to the ceremony. Then 
again, given the treatment he 
has endured at the hands of 
both the premier and the B.C. 
fishing community during the 
servation will mean more fish ' 
in the future for everyone. 
"It's a turning point in our 
relationship with salmon the 
treaty commits British 
Columbia, Alaska, Oregon, 
and Washington to a joint 
effort to rebuild salmon runs ' 
by carefully controlling the " 
harvest, restoring habitat and ? 
investing more in science." ' 
Beyer can be reached at-Tel: 
(25 0 )920-9300;e -mai l :  
hubert@eoolcom.eom; web: . 
htlp:/Avww.hubettbeyer.com/ "
Ignore now and pay later on: 
WITHOUT A moment's 
notice, governments can find 
both counselors and funding The jinx " to cope with an unexpected 
tragedy, but when it comes 
to a child born disabled, nei- BECAUSE THEY come out only once a week, thor evaluation nor coun- 
weekly newspapers hate to put weather stories selling are available insome 
on the front page for fear they'll be out of date. cases for months. Years. 
And then there's a jinx - -  if the st6ry;-s~iys::the= :--BU-t when there is a con- 
sistent, long term problem 
weather is bad, it'll turn good and vice versa, affecting thousands of poe- 
Last week's story was about the cold and rainy pie, it seems governments 
weather in May, So if it has turned sunny by the are loathe to become 
time you read this, we'll gladly take the credit, involved. 
But a 14-month-old baby 
' .. can roll about on the floor 
instead of trying to walk, and 
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Researchers repeatedly 
tell us every dollar spent giv- 
ing youngsters a good start 
in life saves seven dollars 
later. This $45.5 million cut 
guarantees that 15 years 
from now, we'll be paying 
$318.5 million to compen- 
sate. 
The expense will come in 
coping with dysfunctional 
young adults who didn't 
receive care when they 
should have. 
Two weeks ago Joyce 
Preston, government- 
appointed children's advo- 
cate, tabled her annual 
report. In it she criticizes the 
Ministry of Children and 
Families for its lack of early 
intervention programs to 
help children under five with 
identified problems, and lack 
of programs for children 
with special needs. 
Clearly at wit's end, Pre- 
ston noted that instead of 
improving services to chil- 
dren _ as recommended by 
Judge Gore after his two 
year inquiry _ the ministry's 
attention has been focused 
on rearranging it bureau- 
cracy. While the ministry re- 
designed memos, kids' ser- 
vices have been stalled. For 
months. 
If kids were highways 
with bridges that rated rib- 
bon cutting ceremonies and 
bronze plaques lauding the 
minister, maybe kids would • 
receive the prompt, support- ' 
ive services they should: 
have before they grow,  
beyond help. 
Particularly irritating to 
me was minister Lois 
Boone's dismissal of Pro- ,  
ston's criticisms. In words r 
often invoked by school 
boards and other elected • 
bodies to deflect blame, 
Boone said Preston's criti- 
cisms of her ministry dis- 
missed the excellent efforts 
of dedicated staff. e 
Phooey. Preston's eriti- ' 
cism pointed no finger at 
staff. And Boone showed her 
vulnerability by trying to ,  
scare critics into backing off 
and hushing up. 
An army is only as effec- 
tive as its orders. And who 
g ives the orders? Right. In 
this case, Lois Boone. 
Ministers come and go. 
Disabilities can be forever. 
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So what ..... does HRDC mean? [ Pilot project 
THIS IS Federal Pub- 
lie Service Week and 
to note that, Karen 
Wienberg has written 
several afficles on the 
federal Human 
Resources Develop. 
merit Canada (HRDC) 
office here in Terrace. 
They appear on this 
page. Wienberg is the  
centre's employment 
analyst fo r  the north. 
west. 
THERE ARE 40 of us in 
the HRDC office now (at 
the time of this writing,) and 
we are all pretty good at 
multi-tasking, one of the 
catch-words of the new: 
work scenel We do though, 
have our own areas of ex- 
pertise. 
The Insurance Unit is the 
largest component (and the 
one we are perhaps best 
known for). 
There are seven people lo- 
cated at the front end of the 
office, you see most of them 
when you first come in. 
They help hook you up with 
the right forms, phone num- 
bers or individuals and be- 
gin the claims processing. 
We can offer service in 
French, s'il vous plait. 
A complement of seven 
insurance agents, including 
an insurance advisor, are 
kept busy determining the 
duration and rates of the 
HI=HI:: AHI:: lUSt three of the employees working at 
the Human Resources Development Canada office in 
Terrace. They are, from the left, Debbie Smith, Chloe 
Bengle and Ruth Bolin. This i~ Federal Public Servicel 
Week in Canada/The HRDC office here is just one of 
several federal agencies in and around Terrrace. 
Employment Insurance 
claims and finalizing claims 
for the entire northwest of 
British Columbia. 
Those claims that are con- 
tentious, have a quit or a 
fired as part of the reason 
for separation, are passed on 
to one of the four more 
senior agents. 
The Investigations and 
Control Unit is made up of 
both investigating officers 
and interviewer/clerks. To- 
gether they investigate 
potential fraud of the insur- 
ance system and set up 
overpayments and fines for 
those found guilty. 
The five individuals that 
make up the employment 
unit oversee the contractors 
grants and the resulting con- 
tracts and paperwork are 
looked after by these indi- 
viduals. Here again we can 
offer bilingual service. 
A student summer 
employment officer is with 
us for the summer months to 
assist students in job search 
and to encourage employers 
to hire youth. 
The hub of the wheel, the 
corporate services group, 
has a staff of five busy 
people ensuring that the 
stock is ordered, bills are 
paid, fleet is managed, 
paycheqees are correct, ap- 
peals board is prepared, as- 
sist public with our income 
security program, keep track 
of all intemal and external 
thatprovide service to the budgets, disffibute the mail, 
public on our behalf, and on and on. 
Other employment pro. The northwest is the work 
area for the two technical 
support specialists, who are 
respons$1e for a combina- 
tion of no less than 75 com- 
puter workstations, servers 
and kiosksl 
They also have the task of 
introducing and staff train- 
ing on new internal pro- 
grams. 
Also found northwest- 
wide is the labour market 
information analyst or in- 
formation specialist. She is 
respons~le for internal and 
external reports, community 
workshops and ensuring the 
communities are kept as in- 
formed as possible on all 
Human Resources Develop- 
ment Canada functions. 
The two managers and the 
area director liase with the 
communities ~ and  the 
regional and national of- 
rices, and work toward Now after hours is a 
creating the work environ- whole other subject! You 
ment to enable the staff at can see various talented 
all the offices to do all those staff members at Terrace 
things descried above. Little Theatre, on the stage 
The staff is also very or behindthescenes. 
much involved with corn- Others arc well known for 
mnnity charities. Over the their involvement with the 
past year we have donated Rotary Club and a variety of 
time, money and effort high profile charitable bene- 
towards helping out the fol- fits. Some are well known 
for their continuous contri- lowing groups: 
Christmas gift exchange bution to their churches. 
for Anti-Poverty, Heart and The morns and clads are 
Stroke Foundation (see us pretty engrossed in their 
on the Big Bike), the Ter- kids and their activities and 
race Cubs and Beavers, the can usually be seen in 
Food Bank, Salvation Army schoolyards, at the skating 
Christmas Hampers, Mills rink and pool and on sports 
Memorial Hospital Auxil- fields. The golf course, gar- 
iary, the Community Gar- dens, campgrounds and ga- 
dens, the Cancer Society, rage sales hold a seasonal 
Child Development United fascinationfor many. 
Way, Fire Victim Re l ie f ,  Yes,,;.we'repretty much 
Fund. everywhere! 
Programs galore 
BETWEEN APRIL 1998 and March 1999, 
a total of $4,982,218.00 was invested in the 
Terrace/Kitimat rea on various employ- 
meet programs and services. Even if you 
weren't a direct participant, hey did play a 
role in the lives of each one of us. 
Job creation partnerships resulted in 
$105,441 in spending, bringing together lo- 
cal community partners to promote long- 
term employment and meaningful work op- 
portunities for unemployed individuals. 
Local labour market partnerships resulted 
in $311,707 in spending, encouraging part- 
nership within the community to build the 
capacity of the community to take care of 
their employment-related n eds. 
Nineteen partnerships of this type were 
formed from Taku River and Stewart to 
Terrace and Kitimat. The projects included 
a community capacity assessment, which 
was intended to determine what local op- 
pertunities and gaps exist for people trying 
to get into, or back into, the job market. 
Another project was the development of
www.northwest.com, a web page with local 
content for the area s youth work-seekers. 
In the self-employment program, 
$724,889 was spent providing unemployed 
individuals with coaching on business plan 
development and implementation, compre- 
hensive training and guidance towards es- 
tablishing a viable business and financial 
support for a specific period. 
Locally, 16/37 Community Futures is 
contracted toadminister this program. Last 
year it assisted 29 business tart-ups. 
The ideas included pre-schools, animal 
8,roomers, hairdressing, building and 
vehicle inspectors, retail sales, bakeries, 
music and theatre for children. 
Worksharing involved $844,587 at 23 
area businesses, from small offices to huge 
mills. They used this program to keep 321 
workers employed this past year. 
For n specific length of time, worltshare 
allows two or more workers to reduce work 
days and share a job, remain employed and 
,collect EI benefits. This allows the 
~mployer an alternative to layoffs when 
laced with an economic downturn. 
.m Training took up $1,888,601. These 
,'monies covered nil costs associated with in- 
.,'dividunls attending Iraining/schooling ofall 
,',kinds. Tuition, books, travel, day-care, ai- 
',lownnces, EI Benefits are all induded. 
; The ongoing schooling of apprentices at 
'~$102,175 is supported by the provincial 
~govemmeet and by the federal govenuneet. 
Targeted wage subsidies took np $89,067,: 
~At least 18 once-unemployed people ap- 
,~roached area employers with this program. 
I It shares the wages with an emp!oyer, en-, 
couraging them to hire and train individuals 
they would not have hired otherwise. 
Jobs included bookkeeping, eneral office 
duties, retail sales, rock scaling, log house 
construction, forestry, mechanic, customer 
service. 
Employment assistance services spent 
$471,126 on local organizations contracted 
to provide services such as employment 
counselling, career decision making, job 
search, access to Intemet and to computers 
for resume writing, and access to training 
dollars and Targeted Wage Subsidies. 
In our area, Kitimat Skills Centre, Kitimat 
Community Services, Terrace's Inter- 
connect, Northwest Training and Northwest 
Community College in Stewart are provid- 
ing these services. 
All of these programs are available not 
only to those that are EI eligible today, but 
also those who qualified for benefits over 
the past three years, or over the past five 
years on maternity/parental cl ims. 
The services are available to everyone 
and anyone who can make use of them. 
The opportunities fund at $25,667 pro 
rides a wide range of services to assist any 
individual that self-identifies his or herself 
as having some level of disability by 
moving them toward paid employment or 
self-employment. 
The transitional job fund, at $193,202, 
was available for projects that, in collabora- 
tion with community partners, will enhance 
the long-term employment prospects of the 
local area. 
The Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club was a two-year project hat saw the 
expansion of the golf course and the exist- 
ing club house and the installation of an ir- 
rigation system through this fund. 
There were direct jobs created in the con- 
slruction phase and on completion of the 
project and a positive spin-off for the 
tourism industry for the area as a whole is 
anticipated. 
The strategic initiative fund, with an ex- 
penditure of $50,000, was used at the 
Kitimat Community Skill Centre. Overhead 
and capital purchases were made possible 
thmngh this fund to enhance the ccntre's 
ability to deliver oyber-based training using 
on-line technology. 
Job opportunities for youth spent $15,972 
and works like a targeted wage subsidy. It 
is specifically for youth, under 30 years, 
that are job ready, but lack the work experi- 
ence to get into the job market. 
Summer career placement spent $157,841 
to subsidize'public, non-profit and private 
organizations last summer, securing jobs 
for 164 students. 
CHRIS CULP isn't too busy at the Deep Creek 
Hatchery, but come September all these troughs will 
be full of coho eggs, Human Rasoumes Development 
Canada provides money for upkeep of the hatchery, 
Students get 
a job boost 
THE RECOMMENDED applications for the Federal 
Government's Summer Career Placement Program have 
been advised of their funding approval for this year. 
This program is designed to assist students in preparing 
for their future enUy into the labour market. A wage sub- 
sidy is provided to the approved employer. 
The area covering Terrace, Kitimat, Nasa, up through to 
Atiin submitted 94 applications. The private business ec- 
tor received funding for 14 jobs; 22 went to the Public sec- 
tog and 37jobs were funded for the Non-Profit sector, 
The number of weeks of work for the summer students 
total 721. The positions varied from community projects 
that would suit the high school student to career pathways 
forthe 2nd year UniverSity student. The funding for these 
posiiions totaled $152,603~ 
A Student Employment Centre is located in the Human 
Resources Development Office. Come on in and find 
work, or Hire a Student. 
lead the way 
BACK IN 1981, Employment and Immigration Canada 
(now Human Resources Development Canada) met 
with aboriginal eaders to find a way to streamline 
employment services to the aboriginal community. The 
B.C. Native Employment S rategy was born. 
From this evolved native program officers who pro: 
vided one window access for special programming 
such as training, job creation projects, contracts for na- 
tive organizations, etc. 
A district advisory board, made up of aboriginal lead- 
ers, was formed to provide advice and guidance to all 
involved. Slowly, the decision'making function moved 
to this group, with thq[ &dministration of the program 
dollars till remaining ¢¢ th ( lanada. 
The next phase was aptly named Pathways, which in- 
volved a step-by.step process down the path toward 
self-management. I  1993, the Skeena Native Develop- 
ment Society was incorporated as a non-profit co- 
ordinating roup to provide mployment programming 
for the 25 First Nations communities within the Skeena 
region of B.C. 
Contract dollars were set up and decision making and 
administration of the program monies were dispersed 
to this society. This innovation was one of the pilot 
project leads for the rest of Canada. 
In 1997, a regional bilateral agreement took over 
where Pathways left off. "The two-year agreement was 
reached in concert with First Nations leaders through- 
out Canada. The Skeena Native Development Society 
entered into a contract with HRDC and formed the 
Skeena Aboriginal Management Board at that ime. 
Their contract includes approximately $5million per 
year for employment programming plus other monies 
for administration (salaries and the operations and 
maintenance ofthe organization). 
Their mandate includes experimenting with ways to 
increase the First Nations participation in the area's 
workforce. Some projects that have been funded 
through this partnership nclude the Centre For Leader- 
ship and Technology on Keith Avenue and the ,new 
Kermode Friendship Society Youth Centre on La~kelse 
Street. 
The Skeena Native Development Society has full 
control over these monies and how they are spent. It 
has its own board of directors comprised of representa- 
tives from the various nations covered in the Skeena. 
area. Their offices are located on the Kitsumkalum 
Reserve and they can be reached at 635-1500. 
The Metis have their own budget and representation, 
for further information please call Rob Simonds in 
Prince Rupert at 624-8089 or toll free at 1-877-638- 
4776. 
THE SKEENA Native Development Society is one 
of the northwest's major players when it comes to 
employment training and associated services. 
With a banner carrying the society's name is, 
clockwise from the back, job placement officer 
John Amos, finance administrator Ged Vance, ad- 
ministrative assistant Diane Manlon and Kimbedy 
Munroe, editor of the society's newsletter. 
Check it out 
PROVIDING CANADIANS with information is an 
important part of what we do at Human Resources De- 
velopment Canada. That's why we've developed a 
number of web sites that are easy to use, reliable and 
available anytime, any day. 
Just go on-line and get the information you need to 
make the right decisions about your future. All site ad- 
dresses begin with http:// 
www.gc.ca B the Gmnddaddy of all the Canadian 
government sites. Something for everyone can be 
found here. 
www.hrdc.drhc.gc.ca m the HRDC national site, in- 
formation about everything we do. If you're unsure 
about where to begin, begin here. 
www.hrdc.drhc.ge.c~/isp/~ Old Age Security and 
Canada Pension Plan info. 
www.worksearch.gc.ca ~ a how-to guide for anyone 
looking for work. 
jb.ge.hrdc.drhc.gc.ca ~ the Job Bank job listings 
www.ele.spe.org ~ the Electronic Labour Exchange, 
connecting employers and employees. 
labour.hrdc.drhc ~ all of the initiatives, legislation 
and workplace information of Canada's labour pro- 
gram. 
www.worksearch.gc.ca/hroJfice ~ for the business 
owner, the Human Resource Office for Employers. 
mi.inff.hrdc.drh¢.gc.ca - -  Labour Market Informa- 
tion Service, local job market information all across 
Canada. 
mgr=vchooinet.ca m The national graduate registry, 
connecting students and recent graduates to employers. 
www.workdesllnatioms.org ~ is a guide to work and 
relocation in Canada. 
www.youth.gc.ca ~ the Youth Resource Network of 
Canada. 
t 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Music's magic will live on 
despite all the heartache 
Dear Sir:. 
In the midst of the consternation about the funding cuts 
to /.he music program, there was a celebration at the 
1LE.M. Lee Theatre. 
Robin Hollett gathered her Grade 6 and 7 bands and jaz2 
bands together to play the music they had learned during 
the year. 
Tom Walker, the manager of the theatre whose position 
was cut and who will be gone in three weeks gave them his 
usual quiet, professional support. 
As a parent, I found it humbling to realize the thousands 
of hours that had gone into the evening's performance: 
children practising alone, children practising together, 
progressing from uncertainty to delight as they discovered 
that with courage and hard work they could be fh'st 
musicians and then that magical thing called a band. 
There were black children there and white, Tsimshian 
children and Punjabi children. Our children. 
All of them with their eyes focussed intently on their 
music, disciplined, excited. Band after band, number after 
number. We applauded each one. 
When it was finished, we stood and applauded them 
again for a long time. It seemed like all we could do to ex- 
press our appreciation for what they had done and our 
heartache atwhat the board had done to them. 
Then, as they so often do, our children taught us. With 
the last band still on stage, the other musicians lined the 
stairs. And they played together. 
And they sang. "All things shall perish from under the 
sky. Music alone shall live. Music alone shall live. Music 
alone shall live. Never to die." They sang it together. They 
sang it in rounds and Robin Hollett was not the only one 
who wept and was thankful for the great hearts of our chil- 
dren. 
Robert Hart, Terrace, B.C. 
(received via emaii) 
Cause outweighs the mug 
~ ~ c i i  ie ~ o°~:e!d br  e U~a ~e~rr  re:c~e ie a~ c ~i~ ethe ~ ~ i ~ i  ! : i~  e,! i i i  ~me ~ud~gl us m~, i:dian~$ 4~i: elli°sn :~1~ a:  
Ms. Sandecki commented at length on the mug's 
diameter, capacity, weight, and handle size all of which, 
she feels, are well beyond what is required of a good mug. 
The mug that so overwhelmed Ms. Sandecki bears more 
than a passing resemblance to a product hat symbolizes 
hope for the one in nine Canadian women who suffer from 
breast cancer. 
The product o which I am referring is part of Avon's 
Flame Crusade Against Breast Cancer, and the Avon sales 
dealers who offer it to their customers have put their hearts 
I am sure that you share my respect for these remarkable 
women as well as my hope that through their efforts, a 
cure for breast cancer may eventually be found. 
It would be most unfortunate if Ms. Sandecki's dis- 
appoinUnent with her mug created any confusion with ours 
and dissuaded the members of your community from 
making their own donations. 
Bennett R. GalHna, 
President, Avon Canada, 
Pointe-Claire, Quebec 
Ci|IMI-'  
. -  , .-635-TIPS  roII PIl.il.  
CAPTURE today**** 
Xr * 
before it slip'away 
We say YES to all 
your portrait needs! 
YES! 
YES/Order only the portraits you wa.t, 




t~,'w-,,e "-','. .~ 4~ 
View and approve your portraits . . . . .  
Immediately on a colour monitor 




This letter is in response 
to C. Robinson's letter titled 
"School Board lied," June 
2, 1999. 
I appreciate your feelings 
re: loss of music and band 
programs in the school dis- 
trier,: but closing Parkside 
School is not an option. 
How many more cuts do 
you want to endure? If you 
had your children at Park- 
side School you couldn't 
write what you did. Mrs. 
Eide and her staff are doing 
a fabulous job of educating 
our children. 
I also feel very angry at 
the school board for cutting 
an essential and valuable 
program - -  music and band. 
Our older son is in grade 
eight bandat Skeena and 
doing extremely well, 
thanks to the teacher and the 
headstart in grades six and 
seven.  
Our younger son in grade 
one at Park.side School will 
miss this opportunity if the 
programs are not reinstated. 
However, two wrongs don't 
make a right. 
The school board needs to 
come up with innovative 
ways to manage our tax dol- 
lars to facilitate optimum 
education ['or our children. 
It shouldn't be done at the 
expense of cutting one pro- 
gram or another. 
The public needs to unite 
to fight against program 
cuts. Division will not take 
us anywhere. 
Please keep such ideas to 
yourself and let the school 
board officials who are get- 






Tbc gutless participants in 
the evil endeavour against 
Yugoslavia are criminals 
and must be treated as such. 
Peoplc referring to such 
killem as heroes are in the 
same category with their 
sick, apathetic appreciation. 
The pompous uniformed 
. asses at the Pentagon, 
giving daily interviews, 
seeking justification for 
their criminal acts, bleating 
about their accuracy, so 
proud of thetr cowardice. 
They deserve no media 
time. 
Doug Buiieid, 
' Terraeee B.C. 
'1999::Cavalier Sedan 
The car n[ore 'Canadians tiabe behn " 
depending on for the last i0 years. 
• 2.2 Litre engine 
• 5-speed manua l  transmission 
• 4-wheel anti-lock braking system 
• PASSLock TM theft deterrent syster 
• Next Generat ion dual air bags  
• Child safety door  locks 
• Theatre d imming lights 
• I~ear seat heat ducts 
• AM/FM stereo 
SMARTLEASE 
'178 
for 36 months with $1,938 down 




Inctudes Freight of $680 and PDI. 
WITH 
J '~O/  LEASE RME UPTO - I  U/O~mo~.sox 
1 ~H PURCHASE FINANCING 
- I t -O  ~F  UP TO 48 MONTHSt 
1999 Chevrolet Malib,, 
A quality, affordable midsize sedan that 
delivers nwre than expected value. 
* 2.4L 150HP Twin Cam engine 
• 4-speed automatic with overdrive 
* Next Generat ion dual airbags 
• 4-wheel anti-lock braking system 
" Air condit ioning 
• AM/FM stereo cassette 
* PASSLock TM,  theft deterrent system 
SMARTLEASE 
$228 
for 36 months with $3,116 down 




/ndndes r-re/~ht of $720 an# POI. 
WITH 
&/o 
~ff  PURCHASEHNANCING 
@, ,~ UP TO 4! MONTHSt 
1999 Oldsmobile Intrigue 
Sophisticated design, nimble handling, spirited 
per.formance in a midsize package. 
* 3,5L V6 Engine 
* 4-Speed automatic with overdz 
s 4-wheel anti-lock braking systc 
• Next Generation dual air bags 
• Air condit ioning 
• AM/FM stereo cassette 
• Power  w indows 
• Power  locks 
• Cruise control 
• Remote Keyless Entry 
SMARTLEASE 
s318 
fo¢ 36 months w/th $3,906 down 




Includes Freight of $835 and PDI 
WITH 
&/o 
~1[ I'URCnASE FINANCING 
O~.,f UP TO 48 MON3'HS f 
We'd like you to know mere: For vehicle selection Or the location of the nearest dealer call 1,800-GM-DflWE ~- visit our wobslle at www.emcanada.com. "Based on e 36 month lease for Cavalier Sedan R7Z I Malibe RTZ I Oidsmoblis 
Inthgue RTZ, A down payment or bade of $ 1,9381 $3,116 / $3,906 and security deponlt of $300 / $3001 $350 required. Total oblloaUoo Is $8,3471 $11,324 1 $! 5,355, Annual kilomeisr limit 20,000 len, $0.12 per excess Idlometer. 
Other lease options ave]isbis, :[:Freight included. License, Insurance, and taxes not Included, Dealer may sell or lease for less, jFinenclng on approved GMAC ~Klit only, F.xemple: $10,000 at 1.9% 14,9%/L~R, the monthly payment 
is $21631 / $229.84 for 48 months. Co6t of borrowing is $392,48 / $1,032,34, Total obligation is $10,392.481 $11,032.34, Down payment, rade and I or security deposit may be required. Monthly payment and oset of boaowfng 
wiil vary depending on amount borrev~d and down payment / trade. • t tOffers apply o~ly to 1999 new or demoostrater models of vehicles equipped as descrri~l end applies to qualified re~l cmterners In 8,C. only. Dealer order or 
trade may be necessary, Limited time offerS which may not be c~mblned with other offers. See your dealer for conditions end details. 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941o.,, r 
Groups feeling excluded 
from vital land use debate 
He said anyone could app- 
ly for reimbursement if it 
can be proven they bring 
unique and crucial view to 
the table. 
O'Donoghue opposed 
public discussion of the 
details of the proposal now, 
adding that should wait until 
the fall. 
The Terrace Rod and Gun 
Club and the B.C. Wildlife 
Federation will also be 
shown proposals this fall 
which could affect hem. 
But affected groups fear it 
could all be settled by then, 
with little chance to change 
whatever recommendations 
emerge. 
Bewick said the Mount 
Remo Backcountry Society 
targeted specific small al- 
pine areas and proposed the 
LRMP table set them aside 
for non-motorized use. 
The areas, he said, would 
balance use of popular 
snowmobile trails on Thorn- 
bill Mountain, Robertson 
Ridge, Claque Mountain, 
BoRon Ridge, Sterling ahd 
Trapline Mountains. 
The LRMP table 
hasn't Issued regu- 
lar public announce- 
• merits, leaving tax- 
payers out in the 
cold until the this 
fall, when the group 
feels it'll be ready 
to release its 
proposals. 
By CHRIST IANA 
WIENS 
A PROPOSAL to ban snow- 
mobiles and other motorized 
Iraffic from seven local 
The areas are necessary 
because high-tech snow- 
mobiles are beginning to ac- 
cess areas never eached be- 
fore, he added. 
"It 's wrong and I 'm dead 
set against it," said Ron 
Niesner, director of the B.C. 
Snowmobile Federation's 
northwest zone. "It 's not 
balance when there are ex- 
clnsive areas." 
Niesner sat in on the 
LRMP plamling sessions 
when they started years ago, 
mountains i being privately 
: debated by a body in charge 
of deciding key land-use is- 
sues in this area. 
The Kalum Land and 
Resource Management Plan 
(LRMP) organizers have so 
far fated to invite snow. 
mobilers to meetings discus- 
.... si•ns have centred on the 
proposal put forward by the 
ML Remo Backcountry 
Society, 
The group, which is build- 
mga cabin on Mount Remo 
along a ridge east of Shames 
Mountain, wants a ban on 
motorized access on Mount 
Remo, Sleeping Beauty 
Mountain, Mount William 
Brown, Mount Morris and 
Shroud Mountain west of 
Terrace as well as Maroon 
Mountain, Mount Garland 
and Glacier Peak to the 
north of Terrace. 
"We always wanted to 
talk to the clubs involved," 
said forests recreation su- 
pervisor Dave Bewick, who 
sits on the planning com- 
mittee. "And it doesn't 
sound like there will be a 
problem." 
But when members of the 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile 
Association were asked, few 
knew of the proposal or of 
the LRMP process that 
holds monthly meetings to 
set land-use priorities within 
the Kalum Forest District. 
While LRMP working 
group meetings are open to 
the public, their times and 
places are not generally ad- 
vertised. 
And if members of the 
public did attend, they can 
only act as observers and 
aren't allowed to participate. 
"They told us if we talked 
to the media we'd be kicked 
out," said one member who 
asked not to be identified. 
But, he added, the LRMP 
table hasn't issued regular 
public announcements, leav- 
ing taxpayers out in the cold 
until the this fall, when the ,  but found them too general 
group feels it'll be ready, to be productive. 
"No area should 
be excluded and 
don't expect my tax 
dollars to pay for 
J r . "  
" I f  the LRMP table 
doesn't get news releases 
out to the public, how are 
people supposed to know?" 
he asked. 
In addition, he said, 
govermnent officials and 
native representatives can 
go  to meetings held during 
the day when other com- 
mittee members can't be- 
cause of job commitments. 
Eamon O'Donoghue, a 
forest service official in 
charge of meeting and 
agenda scheduling, said he 
tries to have meetings when 
members can attend m 
whether that be evenings, 
weekends or during the day. 
And, he said, scheduling is
a delicate balance for 
government staff, who can 
end up working seven-day 
work weeks. 
O'Donoghue added that 
the issue of paid representa- 
tives was taken out of con- 
text. First Nations represen- 
tatives, he said, are not paid 
to sit at the table but are 
paid if they need extra time 
to be brought up to speed on 
specific land-use issues. 
He said organizers had 
promised that snowmobilers 
would be told if decisions 
began to affect hem. 
"It doesn't make sense 
that we wouldn't be in- 
volved," Niesner said. 
He would be in favour of 
limited acces.s uch as after- 
season or by-permission 
snowmobile use on Shames 
but not total exclusion, 
G 




"No area should be ex- 
cluded and don't expect my 
tax dollars to pay for it," 
Niesner said. 
He said the only 
snowmobile-designated area 
in the disUrict is Sterling 
Mountain and, for access, 
Big Cedar River. 
Niesner says those areas 
are not exclusive and any- 
one is welcome to use two 
emergency cabins as long as 
they replace wood and other 
materials taken. 
The local club is now 
plauning to name a repre- 
sentative to the LRMP 
board. 
Shames Mountain Corpo- 
ration president Gerry 
Martin said the ski corpora- 
tion's ability to expand will 
be restricted if surrounded 
by no-access areas. 
He said the non-motorized 
proposal on the only local 
mountain where more than 
$5 million is invested is ex- 
tremely frustrathng. 
"Not that we have plans 
right now," said Martin. 
"We just don't want our 
hands tied." 
Martin said the Mr. Remo 
backcountry group is taking 
advantage of the Shames 
parking lot since the lot is 
easily aceess~ie and skiers 
can get access to the cabin 
via the Shames lift. 
The next LRMP meeting 
is scheduled June 10-11 at 
the Kalum Forest District 
offices, the meetings run 
from 1 p.m. until 9 p.m. 
June 10. The public is wel- 
come to attend as observers. 
H 
L • • 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
McEwan GM is pleased to announce the 
appointment of Jim Highe to their 
professional Automotive Sales Team. 
Jim looks forward to his new career and 
invites you to see him for all your 
automotive requirements. 
~.dc  TERRACE 635-494" 
KITI MAT 632-4941 
w~,~m~,~.  Sales & o~o~o~.cu~E.. 1-800-OMCEWAN* - .  - • U ~ i J - O M ~ e ' V I /  mewnm.gm~.~ . . Leasing (1.8o0-e62-3926) 
We Can lfL~ lt lta~e At The Bdeht S~ot On lit~w~16 West In Tm~ 
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Introducing... 
Exc lus ive ly  In  Ter race  At... 
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Kids can enter Dad's name 
into the Skeena Mal l 's  
Father's Day Contest. 




Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
It can be used towards dinner, pro.shop 
items or even a few rounds of golf. 
The Draw Will Take Place At 
5:30pm 
Jvae I1, 1999 
in the Skeena Mall 
Get your entry forms from any 
of the mall merchants! 
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Psych service 
boost sought 
at the college 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College has been chosen 
to join a two-year project sponsored by the Canadian Men- 
tal Health Association (CMHA). 
Supports for Higher Education: Spreading the Word 
About Best Practices is designed to better the services and 
supports available to people with psychiatric disabilities in 
post secondary institutions. 
Elizabeth Snyder, Co-ordinator f Services for Students 
with Disabilities at NWCC, said tlhis project is a unique 
and challenging opportunity oimprove xisting services. 
"This is a chance for us to take a close look at our ser- 
vices and ask what can we be doing better," she said. 
"We're going to have to be creative, but what we will 
get out of the project will be priceless," Snyder said in ad- 
ding there isn't any extra money attached to the project. 
The CHM_A project is being held in six post secondary 
institutions across Canada to assure diversity. 
"NWCC is a mulU-campus college so services on each 
campus will reflect adifferent community," Snyder said. 
Diversity from campus to campus is an important aspect 
of the project, but diversity from person to person is what 
will be most beneficial to N3VCC, Snyder said. 
"There may be some similarities in assistance we give to. 
students with mental illness, but it ultimately has to be 
tailored to each individual." 
The project is also an opportunity to educate people 
about mental i lness, Snyder added. 
"There is such a stereotype associated with mental ill- 
ness and it can leave people feeling isolated and alone," 
she said. 
Snyder hopes information sessions and workshops held 
at all NWCC campuses will help inform students and staff 
about he realities of mental i lness. 
"It takes courage to openly admit that you have a mental 
illness, but if we have services that can help then it should 
make that first step a bit easier." 
Plan rcjocted 
CONSTRUCTION O~ a 250-student elementary school on 
the bench as been pushed back months after the education 
ministry rejected the school board's design plans. 
Construction will be delayed until the board and the pub- 
lic can choose anew plan. 
The board, as is the case throughout B.C., is encouraged 
to choose standard plans provided by the education minis- 
try and used elsewhere to save costs and time. 
The education ~inistry rejected the stock plan chosen 
last year since changes made to suit students' needs here 
were too costly. 
Board secretary-treasurer Barry Piersdortf said the costs. 
of making changes to the building couldn't fit within the 
ministry's pricing guidelines. 
Last December, Terrace residents were given the op- 
portunity to chose from four existing ministry building 
plans for the new school. 
An overwhelming majority chose to build the school 
~om the same plans used to build South Hazelton 
Elementary. , ,, 
"Now we'll have" to look for another stock plan," 
Piersdorff said. 
The new school, which will be smaller than Uplands 
Elementary, is being built to eliminate the portables cur- 
rendy needed at Uplands. 
The new school will house 200 elementary students and 
50 kindergarten students. It will be located on the South- 
east comer of Bailey Street and Soucie Avenue. 
.,.,..:.~::::::@i'~iill 
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Facials, Waxing, Manicures, 
Pedicures, Lash Tinting, 
Fiberglass and Silk [grap 
Hails 
' , e  
~l' ~;~!~';~ ~ " '~.~-.,< 
~i~ii~ ~ !if::.:... ~. ~e~ i ;i~..'.',.'.~!~! . .~ ~.~ :'.,.. ~~.!...: ~;~?.,.'~ ~: .... 
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Ir'l A J~LA/X,~D AI'ID P~I~SOI"IAL S~TTIHG 
4546 Park Ave. Suite 208,Terrace, B.C. 
RissB welcomes Oou to call for an f:tppointment 
~ift Certificates and Pampering Packages l:luailable 
EUZABETH SNYDER from Northwest Community 
College Is leading a two-year project aimed at better- 
ing services to students with psychiatric disabilities, 
The college is one of six post-secondary institutions 
across the counbT taking part in the project. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Borri,te. & Soli¢ito. 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - IO75 Wmt Georgia Sheet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 




TERRACE COMMUNITY FACIUTY SOCIETY 
REQUEST FOR DIRECTOR NOMINATIONS 
The Terrace Communilv rm ity Sociely fl'CFS) is an indepen mt 
organizatian beina creama 0 plan, activate, pramote and a ~r- 
ate recreational, n=sronco~ qdcultural attractians in the Cil of 
Terrace. 
Specifically, TCFS will be expected to investigate assuming the 
operation of Heritage Park Museum, Ferry Island Campground, 
and/or the REM Lee Theatre. 
TCFS is seeking nominations for its inaugural Board of Directors. 
Ideally, the Board of Directors will represent a cross-sectian of 
cammunily interests, especially the business, tourism and arts sec- 
~rs:A tOtal of's;X Directors are required," 
If you are interested in sifting on the Board of Directors please 
contact he following before Friday, June 25, 1999: . 
Ken Veldman 
Economic Development Officer 
Cily oF Terrace 
Phone: 635-6311 
E-Mail: cily.terroce@osg.net 
LU(;KY DOLLAR BINGO 
 o, oo9 PALACE 
1==.. 2~'3~"~ 4 L~ea~ 
Paa~o~gic .~=ia~ Club 8ociety &Sidas of Te~ 
No~ Royal Canad~ Terrace Mbor N~a'aT~ Courd 
Legion #13 SolU0al AssodatJon Tenacel~al 
7Ten'ace k ~  ~ L  1 ~ 11~a~ unily 
• ' Minor 
Hockey Terrace Pipes 0~'d I~is~'a T~ Caural 




Tempe Ska~j Club 
~ 
13 14 
Skeena Junior Terrace 
Se=nd~ Sd~ol Minor Hockey 
PmntAu~limy 
~ n  






















~ 2,1 Ten=. 25 
ti=~umM~e TmzeMmr lt~'aT~Courd. 
lundgsZd'mdad Sollod/~smdalion ;emeLocal amsat~ 
26 ~" 
~mF~ 
Te~e Y~u~ S0~ec 
27 28 29,~. 
CidmSeniz Temce Pam~gt¢ 
suile/~ee= 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS 
4410 Legion, Terrace 




Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Games 9:45 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635.2411 
I For Father's Day " ' j  ' "  " : " " "  " : "  
Leatl~er wallets from $9  es ~~; ~ , 
I Ham, nm, s 
[ ;; woonec COMpHV : 
r __  ' ' ' . . . .  SKEENA MALL _ .,,' 
.y:  En r o.,r d row ,o . . . . . .  
To be drawn on June 19, 1999. 
ItUs Back! TRY OUR i~RESH 
T 12 Grain 4~j, STRAWBERRY Time Again for the Terrace Hearth 450aj PIEg 
MIIAt 47 AO| llT ltlilil, l $ 59  CHEESECA'KE OR 
Bc~u=,,#e2179o . ,.,. TARTS 
Tickets: Avazlable a t : .  ~ Hamburger or 
[ '50°° .  . 
[ Mastercard East.EndChevron Cakes (a inch) Hot Dog Buns 
ChmookSales $ 9 $ I 89 
Chic le  oaue, ea. ]doz.  
I ~a "Terrace Equipme t m 
• ! 
GRAND PRIZE: 
1998 Citation Supreme, 24' Motorhome 
Value: $83,000 
Draw Date: August 2, 1999 
*BookMasters 
(Kitimat) 
Early Bird Prize: 
,0 • • July 1: . . . .$7S0 Canad,an T, re Money i 
For Tickets Ca11-(2S0)638.798 i ~ ~ ~ 
Total T;ckels: 3200 , No Prize Substitutions Winner's Conjoint o Name Re!~_,e_ 
Come in and try our wide variety of cookms 
Cal l  To Order  Aho.~d! 
detox and treatment centre in Terrace. 
Jeannette Anderson, program manager at Northwest Ad- 
diction Services, said the announcement to spend $850,000 
on six youth residential detox/treatment beds will provide 
young people with services they rightly deserve. 
Anderson said the northwest has a greater consumption 
rate of drugs and alcohol than the rest of the province, but 
it has the least amount services available. 
"Terrace is a hub [for drugs]," she said. "There's a lot 
of things Coming into or through Terrace." 
Northwest Addiction Services is the only agency in Ter- 
race that provides outpatient counselling and support for 
youths trying to quit substance abuse. 
Kristine Vennebo-Suwala, the city's sole youth and fam- 
ily counselor, said she's booked solid helping young 
people recover. Because Terrace doesn't have a youth 
detox centre, she's forced to send teenagers to an adult 
detox centre in Prince George. 
Although the adult centre has modified its detox program 
to serve youth, Vennebo-Suwala said it's not the same as 
having a program specifically suited to teens. 
She explained young people respond differently to al- 
cohol and drug treatment than adults. Family and friends 
play a greater role in recovery for youths, Vennebo-Suwala 
added. That's why she doesn't often send Terrace youths 
to treatment centres in Vancouver, where waiting lists are 
up to six months long. 
The problem with sending youth away for detox and 
treatment is that it removes youths from their homes. 
families, friends and support system. 
"Youth often make the decision not to go," she said. 
"It's a big thing to ask a youth to do." 
A detox 1reatment centre in Terrace will allow young 
people to heal closer to their families, which is critical to 
their recovery. A building will either be constructed or 
renovations made to an existing structure. 
Anderson said in order for the detox/treatment centre to 
thrive in Terrace, it will needs the community's support. 
Youth treatment detox beds TheTerroceStondord, Wednesdoy, June]&,]999-A9 
Dad badly needed ,n'the north HAMILTON Weeken'd s
by ALEX Out 
LOCAL ADDICTION counselors are cxcited and relieved 
the province has finally recognized the need for a youth 
KRISTINE VANNEBO-SUWALA and Jeannette 
Anderson from the Northwest Addiction Cenlre have 
been pressuring the provincial government o create 
a youth detox/Ireabnent centre in Terrace for months. 
Finally, they will get what they've been asking for. 
The sooner young people are treated for their drug prob- 
lems the better, she said. "We're preventing it from bee- 
oming an adult problem." 
In B.C. there are currently only 15 detox beds available 
specifically to youth and they are in high demand. 
Because of this the government has committed to spend- 
ing $9.25 million for youth addiction services this year. 
Drug and alcohol treatment counselors ay many drug 
addicted youth from the northwest migrate to Vancouver's 
Downtown Eastside, the worst drug infested area in the 
country. Once there, often their problems exacerbate as 
they get involved in crime or prostitution to fuel their drug 
habits. 
One resulting problem is that when these youths return to 
their northern communities for help, there aren't any sup- 
port services available to help them, says Laurie Duncan, a
children and families ministry official. 
"They come home to escape the Downtown Eastside but 
there are no support o keep them there or to help them," 
she said. 
Many young addicts then end up back in the Downtown 
Eastside where their life continues on a downward spiral, 
Duncan added. 
,boriginal network approved 
CHANNEL SURFERS will have one more station to 
browse when Aboriginal Peoples Television Network 
(APTN) hits the air this September. 
APTN is an offshoot of Television Northern Canada, 
which has broadcasting in the far north for a decade. 
The Canadian Radio-television Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC) approved APTN's application citing 
the national broadcast plan is in the public interest. 
APTN is expected to provided 120 hours of program- 
ruing a week which includes English, French and 
aboriginal language programs. 
APTN will be a part of the basic cable package offered 
by Okanagan Skeena Group (OSG), costing cable sub. 
sen'hers an extra 15 cents. This charge is customary for 
specialty channels. CTV Sportsnet, for example, costs sub- 
sen'bets approximately 80cents. 
Tim MacLean, an OSG vice president, said it will carry 
the new channel. "It's regulation and we're going to carry 
it. There's nothing more to say," he said. 
A channel number has yet to be assigned. 
"Hey Dads," 
Father's Day , 
comes once a year, 
use your weekend 
wisely. . 
Have some fun. 5 e ;8  
I F r iday ,  un  & 
. . . . .  Saturday ,  June  19  
There will be games! Prizes to be won! 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
For Your Home 
(Even  if  You Don' t  Have  One!) 
' 1 Softub is truly tim world s most portable spa. Apartment, home, 





Canada's Truly Portable Hot Tub. 
IRLY  B IRD 
Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
More Fish for Canada's Future 
Canada and the Ui i i ted States have reached a ¢omprel i~i ls ive agfe 'e~en~ . . . . .  
. . . .  under  the Pacif ic Sa lmon Treaty. It's the first long- term agreement  in 
seven years, and it's impor tant  news for al l  those  who care about  the sa lmon.  
• "~ "~ i; : . 
What  is the  Paci f ic  Sa lmon Treaty?  
• The Treaty is an international greement setting out rules and 
catch shares for 14 separate fisheries of five salmon species 
in the waters off British Columbia, Oregon, Washington State, 
and southeast Alaska. 
• Pacific salmon hatch in rivers all along Canada and the United 
States, then migrate thousands of kilometres through the ocean. 
As they return to their rivers of origin, they swim through the 
waters of both nations. Fishing fleets in each country have always 
intercepted salmon heading for rivers in the other country. This 
is exactly the reason for adopting the Treaty in 1985 
• The Treaty is based on the two principles of conservation and 
equity. Disagreements over their interpretation have prevented 
re-negotiation f detailed catch sharing arrangements under the 
Treaty since they expired in 1992. 
The  New Agreement :  Conservat ion  benef i t s  
• New fishing arrangements u e Abundance Based Management, 
which is more sensitive to the health of the stocks than previous 
quota systems. 
, Alaska and Washington State fisheries will pass more of the weaker 
chinook and coho stocks through to their spawning rounds 
The  New Agreement .  More  fish for  Canada  
• For sockeye, pink and chum salmon fisheries, where stocks are 
in relatively good health, all the new fishing arrangements will 
restrict US interceptions, or increase Canadian catch. 
• For the prized Fraser River sockeye salmon, the new agreement 
restricts the US to a share of 16.5%. This is down from last 
year's agreed share of 24.9%, and an average of 20.5% between 
1985 and 1996. This means that Canadian fishermen would 
have caught 4.1 million more sockeye had the new provisions 
been in place since 1985. 
- Alaska will reduce its chinook harvest when abundance is low. 
For example, in 1996, Canada's chinook fisheries had to be closed 
because of low abundance and interceptions by Alaska. Had 
the new arrangements been in place, Canadian fishermen would 
have been able to catch chinook. 
What  the  New Agreement  means  for  Canada  
• More fish for Canada means larger harvests when stocks are 
healthy, and more salmon returning to spawning beds when 
stocks are weak. 
• The agreement means Canadians and Americans will share the 
burden of tough conservation measures more equitably. 
in Canada. The agreement includes the first ever restrictions on • The agreement will allow earlier announcement of annual fishing 
southeast Alaska fisheries that will protect northern coho when plans, and greater stability and certainty of fishing opportunity 
abundance is low. for all industry sectors and West Coast fishing communities. 
. Canada nd the United States will jointly administer two Endowment 
Funds totalling $209 million, for salmon conserve tion initiatives 
in habitat, marine science and stock management. The money 
will be provided by the US, and spent in both countries. 
. Cooperation among scientists and local officials from both countries 
will be improved through several new joint committees. 
• The two countries have added to the Treaty a commitment to
restore and protect salmon habitat. 
• Strict conservation measures remain necessary, but the 1999 
agreement means the US complements Canadian efforts, and 
this improves the chances of rebuilding salmon stocks. 
"Last year we adopted very tough conservation measures to put the fish first in our 
own waters. The new agreement with the United States builds on the same approach. 
Instead of fighting over a shrinking pie, we will now be working together to conserve 
and rebuild salmon stocks. It's a good deal because conservation will mean more fish 
for Canada's future:' David Anderson, Minister of Fisheries and Oceans 
Get the facts. 
For more details an the 1999 Pacific Salmon Treaty agreement 
visit our website, www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca, 
or call toll-free 1-800-OCANADA (1-800-622-6232). 
Fisheries and Oceans P6ches et Ocdans 
Canada Canada Canad  
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REAL ESTATE 
= Morgue expanding 
KEVIN GODDARD, of Deep Creek Masonry, works 
on the concrete block wall going up as part of the ex- 
pansion of MacKay's Funeral Service chapel on 
Davis Ave. The 1,200-square-foot expansion is being 
overseen by general contractor Anhorn Construction, 
of Terrace. Owner Jim MacKay says the addition at- 
taches onto the exisSng crematorium and will primari- 
ly be used as a delivery and dispatching area. He 
said the expansion is costly and is required because 
of new specifications the business must meet be- 
cause provincial health officials have declared its 
morgue a medical facility. 
Building 
pace anemic 
AFTER increased con- 
struction starts in April, 
May saw building stats drop 
back down again. 
June one building permit 
for a new home was issued 
by the city, with renovations 
and additions making up the 
bulk of the $645,000 worth 
of construction started in 
May. 
The month's total brought 
the year-to-date construction 
tally to an anemic $2.35 
million. That's nearly 30 per 
cent below last year's dis- 
.real pace and way off the 
$13.8 million recorded to 
the same pointin 1997. 
The larger . commerd'al 
conslruction projects ap- 
provcd /n May included a 
Out About 
$180,000 permit for Also happening at the 
reconstruction to part of same time will be thc cham- 
Kalum Tirc's shop that bet's annual general meet- 
caved in under a record ing and election of officers, 
snowfall Feb. 11. Also which was postponed one 
started last month was foun- week. 
dation work for the new The postponcment has 
Evergreen Pub on Hwy 16 also meant there's been 
West. more time for people to sub- 
mit nominations for the an- 
SCI CEO nual business awards. 
speaks here I 
SKEENA CELLULOSE 
president Bill Steele will ad- 
dress the Terrace and Dis- 
. trict Chamber of Commerce - 
luncheon this Thursday at 
the Coast Inn of the West 
Cyber bills 
B.C. Hydro's interuct Ac- 
count Online servicc has 
becn updated to includc 
customer billing informa- 
tion. 
By posting billing in- 
formation on their web site 
B.C. Hydro hopes to givc 
customers more con- 
vcnicnce as well as cut 
down printing and delivery 
costs by climinating papcr 
bills for those people who 
want to pay on-line. 
F r e e  Medi ta t ion  I ns t ruc t ions  
By Representatives of Sant Thakar Singh 
esday, June 16th 
-~ or/%- ..... 
day, June 17th 
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urday, June 19th 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
nat Public Library 
HO Wakashan 
leditation instructions one 
e full 3-1/2 hour program 
ormatlon calh 638-0315 
SEE THE WAY OF MEDITATION ON CABLE CHANNEL 10 
SATURDAY, JUNE 12 at 1:35 p.m. 
- English Version 
SUNDAY, JUNE 13 at 8:05 p.m. 
- Hindi Version 
i GE OLD I 
Ay S TO MAKE 
3 W, AT SUMM|It • 
THI9 1 ,...E ~ , /  
1. Join Weight Watchers now for $28,00. ," 
3, G~I o free beauty and fashion guide, "Celeblote "~t l~ '~" /~ J~  ! 
__  ide ~ ~ , . , o , ,  ~ '~"T~-~'= Free Gui  " 7 
1 2 = 31 :- While quantities lasl. I.,~, ~ ..... Y,-,,~ 
Join now for $28,00, 
Call 1-800-68:2,-8011 for more information, 
' Foryourconvenience registration and welgh.in begin at Ihetimesllsledhelow. 
The meeting slarls one-hall hour later. 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 7:00 pm 
Valid at paruc~pat*ng locations for a limited time. Subsequent weekly Fees apply. GST not Included. 
©1999 Weight Watchers Intemational inc. Owner oFtheWEIGHTWATCHERS trademark.All rights reserveo. 
PRE-SUMMER 
SERVICE SPECIALS 
r~guy . .  Tgr  vgeu[ Igg  




range & Lube 
~ire Rotat ion  
• 15 Po in t  
Inspect ion  
3995 
• Environmental Lev~ extra 
I TUNE-UP 
rosary plugs. Air & fuel filtre 
~yl L- S3995 ........ 
6 cyl - *49~ 
8 cy l  - *59 ~ 
Parts Extra 
15% off parts only with copy of ad. 
RUTOPRQ 
re 'Am 
f l l ECHRnlCRL  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Ke i th  Avenue,  Ter race ,  B .C .  - 635-6334 
149B C i ty  Cent re ,  K i t imat ,  B .C .  - 632-2224 
Police Beat 
Warrant issued 
after knife attack 
TERRACE RCMP have issued a warrant for Robert 
Jolh'l Dixon Junior, 19, of Terrace after he allegedly 
stabbed aman outside aKeith Avenue arcade June 6. 
Witnesses called RCMP to the arcade at 5:30 p.m. 
June 6, and found a man suffering cuts to his right ear 
and head. They took the 22-year-old man to the hospi- 
tal for stitches. 
Dixon is wanted for assault causing bodily hann and 
uttering threats to cause death or bodily harm. Anyone 
with information on Dixon's location is asked to call 
the Terrace RCMP at 638-7400. 
Double rollovers 
injure seven people 
TERRACE RCMP responded to two single vehicle ac- 
cidents in the Terrace area June 5 and 6. 
The first accident happened at 11:57 p.m. June 5 
when the driver of a car heading south on Kalum Lake 
Drive lost control and drove into the ditch. All four 
male occupants in the car were taken to Mills 
Memorial Hospital with non-life threatening injuries. 
The second accident happened af 6:45 a.m. June 6 
when a car rolled over on Queensway. One of three 
males in the car were taken to hospital with non-life 
threatening injuries. 
RCMP are investigating the incidents. Alcohol was 
not a factor in either incident, said RCMP Cpl. Rod 
Faith. 
Steal it, smash it 
and then let it be 
A TERRACE man faces theft, possession and 
dangerous driving charges after allegedly stealing acar 
sad wrecking it on Hwy16 June 10. 
Terrace RCMP allege Dale Gordon Smith, of Ter- 
race, took a 1984 Honda Civic from a home south of 
Terrace at 1:15 a.m. Thursday, June 10. 
An hour after the car was stolen, officers were called 
to an accident on Hwy16. They later found the missing 
car abandoned at Exchamsiks Provincial Park 56 kilo- 
metres west Terrace. 
The car, said officers, had obviously been in a serious 
accident. 
Officers tracked the car's driver and passenger using 
a police dog and took the two men to the hospital for 
minor injuries. 
RCMP officers say alcohol and speed are factors in 
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Complete One Stop Beauty Services 
Hair Care For Every Member Of 
The Family 
See Delee or Eliza For All Your 
Esthetic Needs: 
Facials, Manicures, Pedicures, Nail Enhancements, 
Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting, Earpiercing, and 
Removal of Facial and Body Hair By Waxing. 
Images also offers Electrolysis 
Massage and Reflexology. 
Open Every Weeknight 
Until 7:00 
Wanted Alberta man 
could be someplace 
in the northwest 
EDMONTON POLICE believe a man 
wanted on a western Canada wide war- 
rant for sexually assaulting five women 
at a gas station there may have escaped 
to the Terrace-Kitimat rea last week. 
Edmonton police official Kelly Gor- 
don said police there received a tip that 
the 48-year-old Alberta man was en 
route here. 
Since then, a second tip has come in, 
in reporting that Daljit Singh Bhinder 
of Alberta was seen in Terrace board- 
ing a bus to Prince Rupert, Gordon 
said. 
Edmonton police do not suspect he 
man has family in the area, but he may 
have known about large East Indian 
communities in Terrace and Kitimat, 
said Gordon. He added the suspect may 
be travelling to Vancouver where he 
has an immigration hearing later this 
month. 
The man is wanted for suspected sex- 
ual assault, sexual interference, forcible 
confinement and sexual exploitation of 
a minor. Two child victims were al- 
legedly locked into a back storage room 
before they were assaulted. 
"There's a possibility that other chil- 
dren are at risk,~" said Gordon. Locals, 
he. said, should not approach him 
directly if spotted. He urged locals to 
call the RCMP if the man is spotted. 
The heavy set man can be identified 
by a scar on his nose, missing top teeth 
and white spots on his right hand. 
Terrace RCMP Inspector Doug 
Wheler said RCMP are double check- 
ing tips with Edmonton police and be- 




Starts at 8 a.m. 
4818 Highway 16 West ,, uy,CaturJa'" June ! 9 A Terrace, B_C. _ 
N~rthw~st 
congratulates 
our Welding Apprentice student 
James Lambert 
for winning the 
Gold Medal in Welding 
at the Canada Skills Competition 
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Max imum Technology 
The Blue Max~ wallsystem is North America's leading 
insulated concrete wallsystem. A better way to build for 
stronger, safer, healthier, more secure and energy efficient 
homes. 
Maximum Savings 
• Many Blue Maxx homeowners report savings of up to 70g 
on their energy bills. 
• Blue Maxx keeps your home warmer inwinter and cooler 
in summer than traditional co~truction methods, 
I~u~imum Slren~h 
• The structural integrity ofBlue Maxx creates design 
possibilities for your dream home that; simply cannel 
be realized with wood frame comtruetion. 
• The strength ofBlue Maxx provides unequalled 
protection from hurricanes, tornadoes and earthquakes. 
I~udmum Seee~ 
• Reinforced concrete walls create an impenetrable 
barrier for intruders 
Igaximum Peace of Mind 
• With an STG rating of 50 (versus 33 for wood frame 
construction), Blue Maxx eut~ out irritating noise 
pollution from the outside. 
ICBC Rates Decline. 
[] 
II1, 
Savings ahead ~,,:,,~~'-,~ i'~': i! i:,~i!i '!i~i ii ~ 
of up to $100 
per policy on 
optional coverage * 
for one million motorists 
ICBC rates are coming down. Again. 
Effective June 17th, optional coLLision 
and comprehensive or specified perils 
coverage will cost Less for about one 
miLLion BC motorists. Savings wiLL 
range from a few doLLars up to $100 
depending on the vehicle you drive 
and the coverage you purchase. 
!i~i ;~The new Lower rates 
~,_~_ ~: ~'~app[y to a wide variety of 
~,~f~fvehicLes.based on theft and 
p{damage claims experience. 
The savings are part of ICBCrs 
ongoing commitment to provide the 
Lowest possible rates and the best 
value for your insurance doLLar. 
Together with our 1999 ICBC Road 
Safety Dividend and RoadStar GoLd 
premium reductions, this Latest cut 
in rates means BC motorists wiLL save 
over $100 miLLion on insurance premiums 
this year. 
SoJe driving. Lower rates. It's just good Rood Sense. 
&l 2- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, June 16, 1999 
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TERRANCE FEBRIL (left) and Fred Sturby (Right) 
waif for the first seniors to walk through the Ter- 
race Correctional Facility's doors at an open 
house June 11. The seniors got tours of the jail as 
well as tea and snacks made by the inmates. 
REM Lee hope 
springs eternal 
SCHOOL BOARD trustee Roger Leclerc is struggling to 
find a way to keep the REM Lee theatre access~le to the 
public - -  not just students. 
He's met with city councillors, the Terrace Concert 
Society and Arts Council members to find a way to keep 
the city's only arts auditorium open to community use at 
no cost o the school district. 
"I have a real interest and a real love for the theatre," 
Leclerc said. "I'd like to see both education and com- 
munity use of the theatre." 
What Leclerc is hoping to create is a co-management of 
the theatre, which would involve an interest group operat- 
ing the community aspect of the theatre. 
Theatre manager Tom Walker's position will be 
eliminated July 1, so Leclerc must have a management 
committee in place by then. 
The school district isn't interested in selling the theatre 
because the board relies on the estimated $45,000 in edu- 
cational grants the theatre receives each year from the min- 
istry. 
City councillor David Hull said the city can't bail out the 
school board. "We don't want to race in at a heart beat 
with a cheque from the same taxpayer," Hull said. "The 
city doesn't have $80,000 to give them." 
However, the Terrace Facilities Community Society, 
which was recently developed to manage and promote 
tourism-cultural type sites, like Heritage Park, could take 
over esponsibility ofthe theatre, Hull said. 
Many residents are worded about how the equipment, 
like the $100,000-grand piano and the $5,000.cordless mi- 
crophones that the community fundraised to buy, will be 
taken care of once the theatre manager islaid off. 
"We are so terrified of equipment getting lost or 
broken," said Karen Birkedal, president of the Terrace 
Concert Society. 
Barry Piersdorff, school district secretary treasurer, said 
the equipment which is insured, and will be locked up 
when not in use. 
Shooting nets $12,000 in fines 
A LOCAL MAN has been fined a total of $12,000 for his 
conduct in the 1995 shooting of a premature grizzly bear 
near Golden, B.C. Robert Bruce MacAdam has also given 
up his licence to practice law. 
The B.C. Law Society determined MacAdam, who prac- 
tised law at the L'ax Ghels Community Law Centre here 
until November 1998, knowingly committed a crime and 
then lied about it afterward. 
On May 23, 1995 MacAdam and his friend Larry Wil. 
liams went hunting and MacAdam shot a young grizzly 
bear without aproper hunting licence. 
In order to make the kill appear legal, they pretended 
Williams shot the bear, using his limited entry licence as 
the reason. 
When MacAdam discovered conservation fficers might 
lay charges against Williams b_ecause the bear was too 
young, he admitted to the shooting. 
MacAdam then pleaded guilty to killing a grizzly bear 
r 
PRINT ING EOUIPMENT 
FOR SALE  
USED PRINTING EQUIPMENT 
TO SET UP A SMALL PRINT SHOP 
Includes Harnada 500 printing press, camera 
and dark-room equipment, folder, jogger, 
numbering/perforating machine, collator, misc. 
cupboards and printing supplies. No reasonable 
offer refused. Call 250-632-5251. 
two years old or younger and illegally using the hunting 
licence of another person. He was fined $2,000. 
Law society penalty panel chair Gerald Lecovin ruled 
MacAdam acted selfishly and only lied because he wanted 
to bring back the grizzly's hide. MacAdam voluntarily 
gave up his licence as of December 1998. 
Lecovin did not consider MacAdam's actions enough for 
a serious reprimand but did fine him $5,000. 
"It was brought about more by an error in judgment than 
by an intention to contmit an offence," writes Lacovin. 
MacAdam was also ordered to pay the law society 





Volunteers needed to help our seniors! 
Can you give a couple hours 
a week on a regular basis? 
Help those who need help to go Shopping, to medical 
appointments, out t a social outing. 
You could also be a friendly visitor. 
For more information on the 




4& 5 Yr. 
5.95%* _'5%* 
"subject o chenge A"=¢°ver the Differen,, 
without notice L~I~ ~ I~.~ 
e v //A~..// NORTHERN 
'I~.~.# S A V I N G S 
CREDIT  UNION "' 
Keep Your Money in Our Community 
Terrace Truck & Diesel Ltd. 
1994 INTERNATIONAL 9400 
48" SLEEPER 
470 HP DETROIT SRS 60 
18 SPEED FULLER TRANS 
MERITOR RT46 4.30 REARS 
REDUCED TO $37,500 
1987 FORD t800 DUMPTRUCK 
CAT 3208 ENGINE 
5 SPEED TRANSMISSION 
2 SPEED REAR AXLE 
$11,500 
Freightliner Trucks 
1988 FORD L800 FLA1DECK 
CAT 3208 ENGINE 
5 SPEED TRANSMISSION 
2 SPEED REAR AXLE 
$8,995 
1994 INTERNATIONAL 9400 
48" SLEEPER 
470 HP DETROIT SRS 60 
18 SPEED FULLER TRANS 
MERITOR RT46 4.30 REARS 
REDUCED TO $37,500 
5408 Hwy. 16 West, P.O. Box 1032, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V1 
Tel: (250) 635-4938 TOLL FREE: !-800-663-7766 
DID YOU KNOW:  I 
If you are Iookinq for a well payinq career with the potential for 
future advancement perhaps ),ou should consider enrolling in the 
Computer Technology Program at Northwest Community College. 
A certificate in Computer Technoloav will provide you with Internet 
Proficiency Certification and Marl~btable'Skills in areas such as 
Programming, Networking, Database Fundamentals, Computer 
Haidware and Operating Systems, along with Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS), Computer Aided Design (CAD) and 
much more 
For More Information contact an Educational Advisor at 635-6511 
or Program Coordinator at 638-5469 
THE OH| AND ONLY GENUINE 
LA-Z-BOY CHAIR. 
ISN'T YOUR DAD WORTH IT? 
Specially priced from =499 oo 
Totem's Countrywide 
Furn i tu re  & App l iances  
~ ~  450! Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
638-1158 • 1-800-813-1158 
F INF INCING ' 
On every new '99 Mazda 
OR LERSE FROM 
$199 
PER HONTH/48 HONTHS. OR PURCHIISE FROH $15~790 
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Margaret Miskelly and Gayle Appleton of Terrace are two of the first graduates 
from a cohort of 13 students who have been enrolled in the Masters of Community 
Health program in Terrace. 
since 
Universit'y has it#~zi:i.o • grown from 1400stude  
about 3200. 457 Students graduated from 
UNBC this year, increasing the total number 
of UNBC alumni to more than 1100. The 
growth in numbers has been matched only 
by UNBC's growing reputation: in the 1998 
Maclean's magazine ranking of Canadian 
universities, UNBC debuted in the top ten. In 
a survey of more than 4000 people across 
Canada, UNBC was identified as a leader 
of tomorrow. 
UNBC's position on the national stage will 
continue. 7his fall, the University will host a 
national summit on rural health research, and 
construction is underway of a state-of the-art 
Forestry Lab. 
This past year, more than 120 courses were 
offered to students in 20 Northern BC com- 
munities. The library resources available to 
those students have increased, thanks to 
new internet technologies. Students now can 
access up to 100,000 scholarly journals on- 
line. 
Finally, the UNBC Northern 77mberwolves 
men's and women's basketball teams will be 
competing for the first time in the BC colle- 
giate league this season. 
UNBC has raised more than 
$7 Million for scholarships 
and bursaries. 
For more Information: 
Northwest Regional Office 
(250) 624-2862 
Email: alexcee@ unbc.ca 
Web: http ://vaughan.fac.unbc.ca/nw 
Other Terrace grads: 
Frank McMullen, Social Work MSW 
Kelli Stedham, BA General 
Margaret Favela, Accounting BCOMM 
Erik Hernes, Accounting BCOMM 
Bryn White, Environmental Studies BA 
Christine Sharpies, Geography BA . 
Rebecca Bravi, Biology BSc 
Kim Hewgill, Forestry BSc 
Shawn Munson, Forestry BSc 
Miguel Viveiros, Forestry BSc 
An historic educational event took place in the 
Nass Valley shortly after Convocation when 
degrees and certificates were presented to 
graduates from Wilp Wilxo-oskwhl Nisga'a (a 
post-secondary institution affiliated with 
UNBC). Four bachelor's degrees in Nisga'a 
Studies were awarded to Cecilia Azak, Lavita 
McKay, Charity Peal, and Charlena Clayton 
and three of the four completed all of their 
coursework in the Nass Valley. 
/'isAe~-iel flele~ch ;.::~ 
G~yle Applefo~ ~d Mav~et Hi,kelly 
Roxanne Sanderson, Wilson King Annual 
Scholarship- $1000 
Konstantino Sainis, Rotary Clubs of BC 
Bursary - $1000 
Angela Ranahan, Rotary Bursary - $1000 
This Fall, students in Terrace will be able to 
choose among UNBC courses in History, Com- 
merce, Environmental studies, Psychology, 
Geography, English, and First Nations Studies. 
UNBC has been offering courses on Tsimshian, 
Nisga'a, Haisla, and Witsuwit'en language in 
the Northwest- the first time these languages 
have been taught at the university-level. Con- 
tact the Regional Office for more info. 
Two of UNBC's more popular graduate 
programs have been offered in Terrace. 
The master's degree program in Community 
Health has had thirteen students all working 
and conducting research on health issues that 
affect the community and the region directly. 
A masters degree program in Education has 
about 40 students from Terrace, Kitimat, 
Rupert, Hazelton, and Smithers. 
UNBC Biology professor Dan Heath (pictured 
with DNA analysis equipment) has been 'nves- 
tigating the genetics of steelhead and rainbow 
trout and the results of the research may have 
implications for the management of the sport 
fishery. His work will determine the genetic 
structure of steelhead populations in north- 
western BC and whether steelhead and rain- 
bow trout are, genetically, the same thing. 
J J 
f 
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Reform loses 
Nisga'a vote 
ALL OTHER parties in the House of Commons have com- 
bined to vote down a Reform Party motion to send the 
Ntsga'a treaty to the Supreme Court for a ruling on 
whether it violates the constitution. 
The motion, led by Skeena MP Mike Scott, was defeated 
220-54 last Tuesday in the House of Commons, 
Scott argued referring the eeaty to the Supreme Court 
could settle constitutional issues quickly before Ottawa 
ratifies the treaty in the fall. 
He maintains the inclusion of self-government provisions 
within the treaty effectively creates a third order of govern- 
ment that could be struck down as unconstitutional by fu- 
ture court challenges. 
He also says rights of individual Nisga'a could be 
threatened because the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
which is supposed to apply to the Nisga'a contains a 
clause saying it can't be construed as affecting any 
aboriginal treaty or aboriginal rights. 
"At some point there is going to be a lawsuit that will 
wind its way to the Supreme Court," Scott saicl. " I f  the 
Supreme Court rules that this agreement is unconstitutional 
or requires a constitutional mendment, then we are going 
to have utter chaos." 
"Why don't they get that question resolved?" 
He noted Ottawa has asked for Supreme Court reference 
decisions on issues including Qi~ebec separation. 
"Why haven't hey done it in this case?" he demanded. 
"What are they afraid of?." 
Scott said a ruling that the agreement is constitutional, 
and that Charter ights of Nisga'a and non-Nisga'a people 
won't be •affected would go along way to easing concerns 
about he treaty. 
He also says the federal government shouldn't ratify the 
treaty until overlap issues between the Nisga'a and the 
neighbouring Gitanyow natives are resolved. 
THIS CAIRN is in memory of the two local Ministry 
of Highways avalanche technicians, AI Evenchick 
and AI Munro, who died in a slide last winter. The 
cairn is located beside Hwy 37 in the Snowbank 
Creek area, 350 km north of Terrace, where the 
men were killed. 
New Kitselas chief has big job 
with :l'=allenges facing band 
A NEW chief councillor is 
in charge of the Kitselas 
baud. 
Ken McDames edged out 
candidates Wilfred Bennett 
Sr., Debbie Moore and 
Brian Seymour for the chief 
councillor seat in band elec- 
tions held June 3 at the 
band's Queensway Ave. of. 
rices. 
The election also saw 
three new faces on the four- 
member band council, with 
Glenn Bennett, Judy Gerow 
and Shirley Gray all joining 
successful incumbent coun- 
cillor Wilfred Bennett Sr. 
Eighteen people ran for 
band council. 
Reducing the band's 67 
per cent unemployment ra e, 
cutting its deficit and listen- 
ing carefully to the concerns 
'of band members top 
McDames' agenda. 
"We're going to try to be 
more responsive to the com- 
munity, make sure we're 
going in the right direc- 
tion," McDames said last 
week. 
The band remains under a 
federally supervised 
remedial action plan in- 
itiated in recent years to get 
a handle on a high deficit 
and other financial prob- 
lems. 
. ,  
Ken McDames 
The monetary difficulties 
had also been the source of 
some dissent within the 
band, including protests and 
an occupation of the band 
building last year. 
At that time chief council. 
Ior Mel Bevan responded to 
calls for his resignation by 
stating opponents could run 
for election this spring if 
they're not satisfied with the 
results of an annual audit. 
Fore ; :  : 
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• $32.10 gives reduced and tree 
greens fees at 295 B.C. and 
Alberta courses - -  and more 
• Another $19.26 adds benelils at 
450 courses In Ihe western U.S., 
including Hawaii 
CalITckelmastet e t280-4444 
o~1"800"863"3611 , 
(no eervk:e charge, prtces include 081"). 
t BRITISH COLUMBIA  
LUNG ASSOCIAT ION 
Bevan did not run again. 
"We're still dealing with 
the deficit," McDames aid. 
"They're just completing 
our financial audit. Once we 
get the auditor's report we'll 
get a better look at where it 
is." 
bfcDames said the band 
council is under pressure to 
develop more housing for 
band members who want to 
return. 
And he also wants to l~y to 
find new ways of getting his 
people employed in the 
forest industry, in silvicul- 
ture and in watershed 
restoration work. 
A three-term former band 
councillor, the 50-year-old 
McDames is a lumber 
grader in the planer depart- 
ment at Skeena Cellulose. 
Another challenge for the 
band will be to reach out to 
Kitselas people who live off 
the reserve and who will be 
entitled to vote in future 
band council elections as a 
result of a Supreme Court 
ruling last month. 
"A lot of our people are 
scattered across the coun- 
ty , "  McDames said. 
"We've got people in Van- 
couver, Edmonton, Prince 
George and even Toronto." 
McDames thanked his 
supporters, particularly ocal 
elders. 
" I  am looking forward to 
working with this council 
for the betterment of Kit- 
selas." 
• Big Brothers and Big Sisters 
would like to apologize for canceling our 1999 
Annual Fun Golf Scramble. We would like to thank 
the golfers who signed up and the following sponsors 
for their support. 
Bank of Montreal 
Northern Saving Credit Union 
Misly River Books 
Paragon Insurance Agency 








Elan Travel-George Clark 
Terrace Interiors 
Ikon Office Solutions 
Terrace Truck & Diesel Ltd. 
-Cedarland Tire 
Canada Safeway 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
Skeena Mall Merchants & Macklin Services Amusements & Kiddie Rides. 
Terrace Supportive Housing Society's 
Terrace Mountain Manor 
4011 Sparks St., between Terrace View Lodge and Heriiage Park 
for seniors (55 & up) 
suites are now for sale, casII or lillallCe nil to 75% 
Call Betty J. Barton at 635"0036 for an 
information package or personal  presentation. 
The Office of the Wet'suwet'en invites all persons of 
Wet'suwet'en descent, and all persons of the 
wet'suwet'en communities to: 
~. ,  ,,'~,;r; ~ . .  ~t  , ~ ~ .  ~> ~ . 
-. EISUWET ;EN,G 8:E B!NGg/.  SUM:Mi  
"REVISITING THE PAST...AND PREPARING FOR 
THE FUTURE" 
June 30, 1999- 9:00 am to 4:30 
July 1, 1999 - 9:00 am to 4:30 t 
July 2, 1999 - 9:00 am to 3:00 t 
Evening social events will be sche 
~. Location: Tse Kya Gathering P 
~ ~*  Hagwilget, B.C. 
(New Hazelton, B.C.) 
Plan to attend this important conference. 
Learn about what the Office of the Wet'suwet'en 
is accomplishing, for the Wet'suwet'en. 
: i::~*: if you:would'.!ike:.to:~itle,~di: pl/zaSCconia'Ci:':!! :::' 
"i ( . ; : .  :~ : office.:of wei's:uwet'Cii- Bob :SebiiStian.::~ i: i:/,:~-:;:i /i /::..-: 












...The voice of 
Three Dog Night 
and many more! 
FREE Unlimited Camping with advance ticket purchase. 
Designated camping zones for families, tenters etc *Gates open 10 am - 10 pro, 
24 hour security *Full concessions on site *Water services available *Beer Gardens 
*Artists subject to change *Rain or shine *No pets permitted 
TICKET INFORMATION 
Adult weekend pass $120.00 
Child weekend pass (age 6-13) $60.00 Age 1-6 Free 
Tickets available at: Towne Iicket Centre - "ticket Master •All Sight & Sound Music Stores 
Town Sound Vanderhoof 
Charge by Phone 250.614-9100 -- Site Information 1-877-ROC.FEST (762-3378) 
www.hwy16.com/rockfest 
Sponsored by
J~!  fH90 F INNIN(~ 
~.~ ~ ~ Auto focus, auto 
~ b ~ b ~  self llme" 
Save $14 
• ~ ~, ~.-:: ~ ~ .~ 35-60 mm zoom, 
~ ~ L  ~J  ~ red eye reduction, 
~, ~" . i~"  auto advance & 
S a v e  $24 
! Minoita Freedom 90ex 
I - • ._ aMMI,. _ mm=oom, 
~ ~ ~ ;  ~.~ . auto focus, auto 
~ ~ i !  J .~  ! ~ I | ~ advance & rewind, 
i l l m ~ M l ~ ~ ~  Jr I J~ ~ r tl ~ consecutive shoot- 
~ ing, multiple expo- 
P ' - ~  sure & scenic. 
..,.~,.~ r " ~ , .  ~ Option of remote aave : ou conlrol. 
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People love clocks. 
They need them. They need to 
know where they are in time. 
They are always saying, "What time is it? 
What time is it?" If they can't see a clock or 
if their watch is broken, they will ask a conl. 
plete and total stranger, in a park, "Excuse 
me, do you know what time it is?" If that 
doesn't work, they will hiss at passing 
pedestrians, "Got the time? Got the time?" It 
is like they need a hit or something. Manl 
Then, if the poor stranger says, "No, 
sorry," they might sweari They might say, 
"C~/3?%&!!." then, "Pardon me," or "Thanks, 
anyway." 
Yesh, people like their clocks. 
And that is good, to love a timepiece. "Oh, 
no," you might say, "All that clock-watching 
and time-keeping is evidence of a society that 
is siekl We are too obsessed with hurrying. In 
this day and agel To live or die by the tick- 
tack of a ten-dollar Timex is terrible!" 
That's what you might say. Eut you would 
be wrong. 
Listen,,it is really all right. People just need 
to know where they are, they need to s tay  
oriented. See "Maps," below. 
Maps 
My husband knows where the map stores 
are in every single place we've ever lived in. 
It's true. He is very map-involved. 
:And (even more astounding to me) he 
knows, for a fact, that every town has a map 
store, or The Map Store, if there is only one. 
He knows where to find the place to walk up 
to the counter and say, " I  need the 1:500000 
of the NE08,SW12, Number 801-Dash-A," or 
whatever, and the person behind the counter 
knows exactly what he's talking about and 
pulls out a giant paper scroll. The map is un- 
rolled for his inspection: will it do? They dis- 
cuss it. 
I 'm not kidding. Sometimes it is rejected, 
and a new map is smoothed out and held. 
So first, in Winnipeg near the airport (he is 
aviation-involved, too) there is that first map 
store he took me to. We were on our way 
camping. We had the canoe on the roof of that 
big old car, it was a sunny surcaner day, it was 
dreamy. 
Theu, next, we're in Halifax, doing some er- 
rands, all married and all, and he makes me 
drive on one of those dizzy traffic circles. 
Turn right here and quick left there, and we're 
at another map store. "Fine," I think to 
myself, "So he's a pilot, and pilots need their 
maps." Then I thought, "Every big city has. 
one of these places," and let it go at that. 
But then we are in Terrace, sweet Terrace, 
and one day he's supposed to take me out to 
Don D's and Aggie's on a Friday after work, 
and there we are in a map store. He takes me 
to a building I've never been in before and he 
strides up to the counter, says the magic 
words, and promptly a scroll is unfurled for 
the ensuing discussion. 
"Right," I think, "There are map stores 
everywhere, if you know where to find them. 
If a person eeds a map that badly, he'll know 
where to get one." 
So here's the thing: we get aggravated with 
people if they are constantly watching the 
• clock, watching the clock. But we don't get 
mad at them for poring over maps. We think, 
as a society, that looking at maps is a Good 
Thing. We understand that people i~eed to 
' know where they are, that they should stay 
oriented. 
It's the same with docks. If  my kitchen 
clock is broken or missing, I look at the frozen 
hands or that round smudge on the wall, over. 
and over again. It feels kind of spacey not to 
know if it's already ten after four or not yet 
three o'clock. 
With a map, a person wants to know A. 
Where they are, B. Where they are going, and 
C. How best o get there. Clocks serve exactly 
the same purpose: should I start supper or do I 
have time to quickly do this or that? Should I 
phone now, or leave it for the morning? What 
is the best way to navigate through this dense 
bramble of time? 
We are just trying to do our best, for the 
most part. There are hours to live and places 
to go, so let's make the best of it. That is what 
clocks and maps are for, to help us live well as 
we can, in the here and now. And hopefully 
beyond. 
Festival held 
to keep native 
culture alive 
DRESSED IN traditional 
clothing, native dancers, 
singers and drummers from 
across Canada will compete 
this weekend at the second 
annual First Nations Cultur- 
al Festival. 
A highlight of the festival 
are the performances by 13 
northwest dancing groups 
and dozens of competitive 
PowWow dancers. 
"The PowWow dancing is 
very healing," said Kathy 
Mansouri, festival 
organizer. "It's holistic." ' 
Mansouri said the cultural 
festival is open to everyone 
m not just First Nations 
people. 
"It is a gathering for 
people to share cultures, see 
old friends and to make new 
friends," she said. 
"It 's a way to keep tradi- 
tional ways alive." 
Festival coordinator 
Patricia Bolton said she ex- 
pects more than 4000 
tourists to attend the gather- 
ing held at the arena June 
18-20. 
Hew additions to the festi- 
val will be a First Nations 
Fashion Show, featuring 
northwest designers, a baby 
crawling contest, a moose 
calling contest and a soap. 
berry whipping contest. 
The festival is organized 
by the Kermode Friendship 
Society. Money raised will 
go towards youth projects. 
Drugs, alcohol and video 
cameras will not be 
permitted in the arena. Pho- 
tography cameras will be al- 
lowed, however, photog- 
raphers have dancers' 
permission before taking 
their picture. 
Mansouri said some 
dances aren't to be photog- 
raphed because they are 
sacred in respect to an. 
cestors. 
Craft tables and native 
food will also be available. 
If anynne would like to set 
up a craft table, contact Lil- 
lian Tngweil at 635-4906. 
Admission to the festival 
is $7 for everyone over six 
years of age. Children under 
six years are admitted for 
free. 
DESTRUCTION: Betty Campbell, president of the Greater Terrace Beautification 
Society holds an arm that was tom off one of the memorial benches at the library. 
Bye-bye library benches 
ENOUGH IS enough, grumbles Betty 
Campbell, president of the Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society. 
The two wooden benches located outside 
the l~rary will be removed if vandals 
can't stop senselessly destroying them, she 
said. 
Last week, just four days after inmates 
from the Correctional Centre revarnished 
the benches and stripped them of graffiti, 
vandals tore off an ann rest. 
The benches were purchased last sum- 
mer by the Gleason family in loving 
memory of their mother Hemline Witte. 
The family wanted the benches placed at 
the library so people could relax and read a 
book while enjoying the outdoors. 
But ever since the seats, which cost 
$250, were placed at the library, vandals 
have covered them with graffiti, engraved 
their initials into them, and broken off 
limbs. 
L~rarian Holly Nguyen said the benches 
have become apopular hangout for people 
at night because the area is lit and covered. 
Earlier this month, the city cleared away 
shrubs and bushes from the area to ensure 
it is clearly vis~le from the street. 
"But it didn't help," Campbell said. 
"It 's discouraging." 
She doesn't blame the Glcason family 
for wanting to remove the benches and 
place them in their own yard where they'll 
be respected. 
Group home goes fishing 
By lVIIKE PURDON 
SHERRY LONG caught a 
fish her first time ouL 
A resident of a group 
home in Terrace, Long was 
in Kitimat last month to take 
part in a fishing and 
sightseeing tour organized 
by the B.C. Paraplegic As- 
sociation and Kitimat's 
Charter Boat Association. 
"This is my first time 
being asked to come out 
here," said Long. "I had an 
awesome time. I 'm coming 
back next year." 
More than 30 people with 
developmental or physical 
disabilities gathered at the 
Alcan dock at 7:30 a.m. to 
brave the wind, rain and 
even hail to try their luck 
fishing on the Douglas 
Channel. 
While Long's 24 pound 
spring salmon was the only 
fish caught, some great 
memories were captured by 
everyone. 
"It 's for people who can- 
not get out and explore 
these areas for themselves 
and get a look at the sea," 
explained charter boat oper- 
ator Murray Bromley, who 
helped organize the event. 
"'This provides them with 
the opportunity o do it." 
Bromley said in addition 
to the six charter boat opera. 
tars that volunteered their 
time and equipment, many 
others pitched in to help 
make the day a success. 
"Alean offered the use of 
their wharf, security guards 
to help people on to the 
boats and some supplies for 
the picnic," he said. 
The rescue vessel Snow- 
flake gesponder II was on 
hand in case of emergency 
and commercial fisherman 
Dan Paul donated 22 pounds 
of shelled prawn just in case 
the expedition's crab traps 
came up empty. 
Regional consultant for 
the local branch of the B.C. 
Paraplegic Association 
$oanne Thorpe said the an- 
nual event is on a lot of 
calendars. 
'='[hey look forward to it 
NATIVE dancers, singers and drummers will compete at the arena this weekend. • 
from year to year," she 
said. "They're already talk- 
ing about next year. People 
came all the way from Van- 
couver this time." 
Thorpe said that while the 
BCPA organizes the event, 
other groups who work with 
mentally or physically chal- 
lenged people are welcome 
to come aboard. 
This year marks number 
four for the event hat began 
with only 10 people and has 
since grown to more than 
50. 
Nora Owilt, a residential 
care worker for the Choices 
program in Terrace said this 
is the first time she was in- 
volved - -  but it won't be 
the last, Four members of 
the program's group home 
attended, including Long. 
"There was lots of squeal- 
ing," said Gwilt. 
"Sherry screamed the 
loudest when she spotted the 
fish and Ray (Hepting of 
Spring King Charters) 
brought it in, So I guess it's 
her fish." 
Around Town 
Go see TLT play! 
THE TERRACE Little Theatre play "A Life in the 
Theatre", which won the best play award at the Skeena 
Zone Drama Festival this spring, will be performed at 
theMcColl playhouse June 17,18, 19, 24, 25 and 26. 
The play's two stars, Alan Weston and John 
McGowan, also won best actor awards. Director 
Marianne Brorup Weston is toying to raise money so 
they can compete at the Mainstage 99, the provincial 
competition, in Nanaimo July 3-10. Marianne said the 
play's script, written by David Mamet, is flawless. 
Tickets are available at Uniglobe for $10. 
Kinsmen raffle 
THE FINAL draw for the Terrace Kinsmen's nver 
boat will be June 20, Father's Day, at 2 p.m. at the 
Safeway parking lot. 
Tickets are available from fishing and outdoor sports 
shops in Terrace as well as the Bargain Shop, Fountain 
Tire, Wayside Grocery and from Terrace Kinsmen. 
All proceeds will go towards community projects. 
Tickets are $20 each. Only 2500 tickets were printed. 
First prize includes an 18 foot aluminum riverboat 
with a 175 horsepower sport jet motor. 
Music jamboree 
THE THIRD annual Rosswood Music Jamboree 
needs performers, entertainers and volunteers for this 
year's event Saturday, August 21 at the Rosswood 
Community Fairgrounds. 
The Jamboree is a musical celebration that brings to- 
gether local and regional performers as well as 
hundreds of music fans. All styles of music are en- 
cournged...something for everyone[ There will also be 
a children's tage and food and craft vendors. Early 
bird tickets are available at Sight and Sound until July 
19 and cost $25 family, $12 adult and $5 youth. After 
July 19 tickets cost $35 family, $18 adult, Youth $8. If 
you would like to volunteer or play at the Jamboree 
call Yvonne at 635-2263. 
Terrace locals win gold 
CHAD BUHR and James Lambert won gold in their 
fields at the Canadian Skills Competition i  Kitchener, 
Ontario June 5. 
Buhr, from Caledonia Senior Secondary, competed 
against 11 other secondary students from across Cana- 
da in Carpentry to take the national gold medal. 
Lambert, from NWCC, faced 12 other apprentices in 
the post-secondary welding contest o bring home his 
gold medal. 
With their win at the nationals the two have now cap- 
tured gold medals at the provincial and national level in 
their fields. 
JAMES LAMBERT (right) and Chad Buhr (left) 
won gold medals in their fields at the Canadian 
Skills Competition in Kitchener, Ontario. 
BAR 
SCENE: 
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A GATOR'S PUB presents Love Cats until 
Saturday, June 19th. Join Aaron Hanson for 
free swing lessons Sundays from 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Live entertainment with 
CITY SCENE 
I -  r-" te~ T I  
Halfyard, the amazing one-man band every [ -  ['-- , '~ l |  
. Thursday, Friday and Saturday night. Come II I ~ V | I I  
style was what first captured her. 
"A Life in the Theatre" will be performed at 
rite McColl Playhouse June 17, 18, 19, 24, 25 
and 26. Tickets are available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel and cost $10. Profits will go 
directly for the 9-member crew to travel to 
Mainstage July 3-10 and for the truck which 
will carry the sol 
watch the hockey playoffs on the big screen, 
VAL: 
;GEORGE'S PUB: Live music "Due South" 
singing top 40 country hits and classic 
favourites from June 15-19. Come win a chance 
to win a trip to see Shania Twain iu concert! 
RANKY PANKY'S: Top 40 Tuesdays, free 
• pool Wednesdays, millennium night Thursdays, 
June 11-12 Star Wars weekend, and karoake 
• Sundays and Mondays. 
THEATRE: MUSIC: 
• Locals will have the opportunity to see the 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE play "A  
l ife in the Theatre", directed by Marianne 
Brorup Weston, for the first timc next month. 
The play was awarded best play award at the 
Skeena Zone Drama Festival and the play's two 
stars, Alan Weston and John McGowan won 
best actor awards. Weston describes the play as 
"a love letter to the theatre." She said the 
A Everyone is welcome at the Kermode Friend- 
ship Society's second annual FIRST NA- 
TIONS CULTURAL FESTIVAL held at the 
Terrace arena Jane 18-20. First Nations folk of 
the Plains, Cree, Tsimshian, Tahltan, Haida, 
Gitxsan, Haisla and Nisga'a are gathering to 
celebrate through dance and song. It is a time to 
share cultures, traditions, music and regalia. 
Cost is $7 for everyone xcept children under 
six, who am free of charge. All proceeds go 
towards youth activities. 
• TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND: Join 
them for a Father's Day celebration Sunday, 
June 20, beginning at 2 p.m. at the Ryan Band- 
shell in Lower Little Park. Bring your friends 
and family to the Band's final concert of the 
season. Included in the afternoon performance 
will • be selections from Moderato (the Adult 
Beginner Band) as well as a set from our own 
Terrace Big Band. Please show your support for 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638.7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event o the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
- - ::--L.:," 
A TERRACE MUSICIANS ASSOCIATION 
presents Valerte Cardiil, a traditional celtic 
singer and harpist at Groundworks Friday, June 
18 from 7-10 p.m. Also playing is local folk 
band Samsara Fish. Admission is free. 
• COFFEEHOUSE: The Terrace Musicians 
Association presents their year end coffeehouse 
featuring the best of 1998-99: Frolicking 
Simpledites, Samsara Fish, 3 Old Men and a 
Bud, David Western, No Ego and Bus Wheel. 
Come to the Elks Hall Saturday, June 19 at 8 
p.m. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. Members $4, non-. 
members $6, children 12 and under $2. 
ART 
GALLERY: 
• June 2 to June 27: Terrace Art Gallery 
presents Natural Perspectives", featuring oil, 
pastels and watercolour paintings by Kitimat 
artist Albertina Steinbock. 
June 4 to June 27: The Terrace Art Gallery 
presents "Brushstrokes I I "  featuring water- 
colour and mixed media works of art by 
Maureen Woroby, Randy Penner, Gall Turner 
Sears and Alan Soutar (in no particular order.) 
Opening night reception is Friday, June 4th at 7 
p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
L IVE  MUSIC  ! 
Tuesday to Saturday 
June  15-19 
DUE SOUTH 
Play ina top. 40  count ry  and  
c'l'assic favor i tes .  
,ive..s c f! Oe Ou, a 
THURSDAYS! The Rain!  
Don't miss our weekly 
,Start your Friday Night door 
prize for a 
weeknd off Patio 
J '  
Right/' Umbrel la 
C o m e ~ : ~ i !  
Georges Pub or T h ~  
for your chance to win a trip to see 
Shania Twain 
~ in Concert ~ ~ i!iiiiiiii! 
playwright David Mamet's superb language Terrace's band programs. Thursday for the following week's paper. 
Wednesday, June 16 
FREE MEDITATION INSTRUC- 
"lIONS: Experience inner peace 
through meditation. Everyone is 
welcome to a free informational talk 
on the awakening of the soul 
through meditation of the inner 
Ught and Sound, This talk will be 
followed by practical instruction in 
the meditation for those who are 
sincerely interested. Come to the 
Northwest community College con- 
ference room 2001 from 6:30-10 
p,m, on Wednesday June 16 or 
Thursday, June 17. 
Thursday, June 17 
FAMILY SUPPORT INSTITUTE: 
Do you have a child with a dis- 
ability? So do  wel Come talk with 
others who understand at the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre at 
7 p.m. NO CHILDMINDING AVAIL- 
ABLE. For more info call Lisa 638- 
8761 or Karl 638-1363, 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Drake Gavin Payee Taylor Sierra-Dawn Gibson 
Dale & Time of Birth: Date & Time ef Birth: 
May 17, 19~) at 8:05 a.m. May 31, 1999 at 12:15 aJn. 
Welghg 91bs 14.5 oz. Sex: M:de V/eight: 71bs. 13 0z. Sex: Fenl~e 
Parents: Stacy &Lash Payee Parents: Jamle.Lynn Gibson 
Brother to Tadn : . 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Kolten John Almgren 
Gavin Matthew Palmer Date & Time of Birth: _ 
Date & Time of Birth: JUne 8,1999 at 8:39 a.m, 
May25 1999at5:27 p,m, Weight: 7lbs IOo7. Sex:Male 
V/eight: 8Ibs 9 oz. Sex:Male. Parents: j0bn & Slacy Almgre n 
Parents: Lyne aStuart Pahner Baby Brother fur PaJge 
Baby's Name: 
James Allan Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May31 999 'at 10:05 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs 2 oz. Sex: Male ' 
Parents: Rocky & Shirley Gray 
Baby's Name: 
Modem Nelly Irwin 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 9, 1999 at 6:00 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs 14 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Cheryl Irwin 
& Wayne 0rbel 
Get A 
Free  
" Baby Gift • , I I  
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
M 0verwaltea 
...... , , R=,, 
Friday, June 18-20 
FIRST NATIONS CULTURAL 
FESTIVAL will be held June 18-20 
at the Terrace arena. Northwest 
dancers will be performing and Pew 
Wow dancers from across Canada 
will be competing. There will also 
be a First Nations fashion show, a 
baby crawling contest, a soapberry 
whipping contest and moose calling 
contest. Everyone is welcome. 
Saturday, June 19 
BIG BIKE is coming to town one 
day only. Enter your team to win 29 
bikes for 29 riders. Call 638-8464 to 
book a team or for more informa- 
tion. Join the fight against BC's 
number one killer...heart disease 
and stroke. 
Monday, June 21 
TERRACE SYMPHONY OR- 
CHESTRA annual general meeting 
at 8 p.m. at the old Terrace Stan- 
dard building on Lazelle. 
Saturday, June 26 
REGISTRATION for the 1999 "A 
• World of Reading" summer reading 
club will take place at 10 a.m. in 
person at the Terrace Public II. 
brary. Children will receive a 
"passport to reading" booklet to 
keep track of the books they read 
during the summer, a bookmark 
and some stickers, FREEI More in- 
formation call the library at 638- 
8177. 
Monday, June 28 
TERRACE MUSICIANS ASSOCIA- 
TION holding a general meeting at 
the library board room at 7 p.m. 
Friday, July 2 &3 
SMITHERS MAIN STREET FAIR: 
5 km fun run, 10k competitive run, 
bed races, bus boy races, garage 
sales, bakesale, vendors, slreet 
dance and entedainment. 
Saturday, August 21 
3RD ANNUAL ROSSWOOD 
MUSIC JAMBOREE at the 
Rosswood Community Fair. 
grounds. The Jamboree is a music 
celebration that brlngs together lo- 
cal and regional performers as well 
as hundreds of  music fans,  All 
styles of music are encouraged. 
Also a children's area and stage 
and food and craft vendors. 
Volunteers and musicians needed. 
Call Yvonne: 635-2263, "Uckets 
available at Sight and Sound, Cost 
before July 19 is $25 family, $12 
adult, $5 youth. Tickets after July 
19 cost family $35, adult $18 and 
youth $~3. 
Wednesday, September 1 
POETRY CONTEST: Teens ages  
12-18 are invited to submit poetry 
to the Terrace Public Library's 2nd 
• annual poet.ry contest. Deadline for 
entry submissions September 1, 
1999. Win cash pdzes. First prize is 
$100; second prize is $75; third 
prize is $50. Contest details are 
available at the library. For more in- 
formation cal ! Holly at 638-8177. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN CLUB 
meets the first Wednesday of every 
month at 7:30 p.m. at the Clubhouse at 
the Rifle Range. 
PARENTS DROP IN to weigh babies 
takes place Wednesdays from 1-2 p.m. 
at the health services ociety (formerly 
Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 Kalum 
St.) Public health nume on hand to ans- 
wer questions. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL COMMITrEE  meetings 
held every second Wed of the month. 
COMMUNITY BIBLE STUDY 
FOR WOMEN meeting every Wed- 
nesday starting Sept. 16 from 9:30 a.m. 
to 11:15 a.m. at 3602 Sparks St. Free 
nursery for infants and toddlers. Call 
635-9610 for more info. 
TERRACE DUPLICATE BRIDGE 
CLUB meets Wednesday evenings at 
6:45 at the Legion. Inte,~ted partner- 
ships welcome. For more information 
contact 635-3788. 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN Club 
meets the first Wednesday of every 
month at 7:15 p.m. at the rifle range 
clubhouse. Anyone interested in out- 
door sports including fishing, hunting 
and shooting is invited to attend. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY ~ -  
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
c&arge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
primed neatly. 
ENJOY NHL MARTINI MADNESS MARGARITA 
PLAYOFFS ON PRIME RIB MADNESS 
OUR HUGE DINNER SPECIAL ROCK TRIVIA 
1 
• MINERALS AND MENTAL HEALTH " ; 
It has been known for a long time that some metals are : 
toxic and can cause psychiatric disease. The best example is ; 
the =mad hatters" who worked with liquid mercury in making 
felt hats-mercury has been found to cause psychosis. (still i~ 
wondering whether to have those mercury amalgams i:i 
removed?) Lead is another toxic metal which, even in small ::: 
amounts, has been proven to cause learning problems with ii:i 
children. This is one reason why most gasolines no longer ::i 
contain lead. Studies have shown that a deficiency in essen- ii:i 
Sial minerals can also contribute to mental illness. Minerals ~!: 
like calcium, magnesium, zinc, manganese, and selenium are :/ 
important in preserving mental health. Calcium is needed to 
maintain bone tissue and prevent osteoporosis especially in ::i 
woman. Symptoms of calcium deficiency include anxiety and ::i: 
susceptibility to fracture. Magnesium is s natural muscle ;: 
relaxant and is ve W good for improving the mood and pro- ::::~: 
motes the body's ability to utilize calcium. A deficiency of i! 
magnesium can cause depression. Zinc is deficient In most ii 
water washed soils and is related inversely to copper-when :ii 
you get too much copper it drives zinc levels down Zinc defi- :~i 
clency causes a number of symptoms uch as collagen disor- ii; 
ders and slow healing. Manganese is also deficient in water :/: 
washed soils. Tranquilizers bind manganese and cause a 'i::: 
deficiency which Is one of the causes of tard ve dysk nesea ~::~ 
Selenium is needed as an antidote against mercury and is an :;:: 
anti-oxidant end anti-cancer mineral. Most of the above men- : 
ttoned minerals are leached from the body by excessive caf- ::':~: 
feine consumption, Vitamin C decreases the toxicity of all :i; 
toxic metals, Excellent resource material can be found in :'i! 
'Orthomolecutar Nutrition" by A. Heifer and M, Walker and :i ;: 
'Mental and Elemental Nutrients" by C.C. Pfeiffer. Here's :ii 
to your health, :ii~ 
NATURAL HEALTH AND 
FITNESS SOLUTIONS 
EDUCATION,  INFORMATION, & 
CONSULTATIONS 
KATHLEEN & BRYAN HUNT @ 
635-1120 FX 635-6265 
EMAIL: bhunt@kermode,net  
Local earns special certificate 
YVONNE MOEN , 
CONGRATULAT IONS to'  
Ruth Evenson for her 
wonderful academic 
achievement. 
Last month at Northwest 
Community College, Ruth 
received a special certificate 
for completing the Adult 
Special Education Program. 
The two-year program in- 
cluded workplace skills 
~aining. 
Ruth would like to thank 
everyone at Northwest 
Community College for en- 
couraging and helping her 
achieve her goal. 
She said everyone at the 
college was very kind. 
Ruth would especially like 
to thank her teachers Sharon 
Proctor, Debbie Hoikestad 
and Keri Eisner. 
Ruth is very proud of her- 
self to have achieved this 
special certificate. 
She said she did this for 
her parents. They would 
have been very proud of her. 
RUTH Evenson celebrates her recent graduation from Northwest Community Col- 
lege with her teachers Ked Eisner and Debbie Holkestad. 
Ruth is the daughter of the and Ruth. My apologies to the 
late Harry and Helen Jeffer- Doris, Reg and Ruth still Christys. 
son. I am sure many people live in Terrace. Lena lives in , ===================== ............. '~:~:=:~ .............................. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' 
remember her mother, Mrs Vancouver and Francis, :i!:i :il/i::!:iii~!ili:~!::iiii!i!::~!ii~!i~ii~::i!i~i~iiiiii~iii~ii ~,~:~i~ 
. - :  : :..:i:::~;:.'..~i~!~;!~:::~L~f2~z:: .... ,,:~,! 
Jefferson, who was a Charlie and Murray h'ave ~:~i::}iii:~i~::~i~:~::~:~i~i~:~U~i~!~i~.:::.~i~:!~:~:~/~:::i~i::~ii:~::ii:ii!~;i:::~!!i~iiii~::i~i~:ii~1 
wonderful nurse at the Old passed away. 
Red Cross Hospital. Congratulations Ruth! :~.~::!i::;~::i!~i::~:~i:~!:~i:~:~ii~ii~i~i~::~:~!i!iii~:i::~!~i~!iiii~i~ii~::~::~i~!!~!~i@~i~.``,iii ~!~ 
R.th was in Nova  e0pup  egoodwo,k. $161IT< $0U  
Scotia. When she was 10 [D i~ 
years old shehad polio. * * * * PRODUCTIONS 
In 1956 Ruth came to Ter- 
race with her parents. There CORRECTION: A mis- 
were six children in the take was made in my last 
family: Francis, Charlie, column. Viola Giggey was 
Lena, Doris, Peg, Murray 96 years old when she died. 
[] Grads 
of '99 
USA WESLEY receives 
her award from Caledonia 
principal Geof Sb'aker at 
the First Nations Achieve- 
ment Awards June 5. 
Wesley was one of 18 
First Nations grads to win 
awards. 
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• SPECIAL EFFECTS ~-~,:i~i;i 
LIGHTING ,~,,~, 
P H 0 N E iiii..~i i 
635-5333 
Stuart's Lakeside ~ 
Comfort i~"~i 
Bed & Breakfast 
bxaled on Lakelse Lake ii~i~ 
We provide agreat evenlng o~ 
romance in our exquisite ~ii 
honeymoon room where you can i~ 
en oy the in room spa tub and have !~ 
break[ast over ooking the beautiM 
to 0'se  e ii!iii 
Call to book nowl !;:::;!i 
CHOLESTEROL 
CL IN IC  
SAFEWAY ('~)_~~ PHARMACY 
4655 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Tuesday, June 22, 12 noon 4 p,m. 
Registered nurse will tell you what 
your blood cholesterol is. 
How to choose foods lower in saturated 
. . . . . . . . . . .  fats and cholesterol. . . . . . . .  
What are the risks of having high cholesterol? 
Learn the difference between saturated and 
unsaturated fat. 
For  more  in fo rmat ion  cal l :  
635-1375 
• Appointments Recommended, 
~i~!"b '~:  ::::~:," .:::~e~:~:". :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ii ~ : k~;~ ~P' :'~ }~ii~ . . . .  " ~: :  ~ : : : : ' :~: ::::' ': ::'!~ 
~ : ~  . , . ~ :  ~?:::e~:~:~: .:~:::~:~::~:~:~:::~:>~:::~.:::~:~:~`~::.~.~:::::::$:~::::~.:::~L~::g?&~:b ===================================== ' . : '  .' .'~ -:: ; ~i.:;::', ;:~:: 
The key to Planning a wedding is to work ahead. The guide- 
lines below have ample leeway built in or you can plan fur- 
ther ahead. 
ONE YEAR PRIOR TO THE WEDDING: 
• Work with a jeweler to select an engagement ring that 
suits your tastes and budget. 
• Select a date. 
• Reserve aceremony and reception site, 
• Reserve acaterer. 
• Have engagement portraits taken. 
• Announce your engagement i  your local paper. 
NINE MONTHS PRIOR TO THE WEDDING: 
• Choose colours and style (formal & informal) for your 
wedding. 
• Shop for a wedding dress. Order your dress at least 6 
months ahead of time, if possible, to allow for both dally- 
ely and alterations. TIP: Give your shop a wedding date 
that is three weeks before your real date; this will give 
you a margin for error in the event of a problem. 
• Meetwith your officiant to discuss your ceremony. 
SEVEN MONTHS PRIOR TO THE WEDDING: 
• Select bridesmaid dresses and order them. Again allow six 
months for delivery and alterations. 
• Arrange for music at the ceremony. 
798-2544 ~i~ !iili • Select he bone~oon site and make rese~,ations 
!Tiiiil !iiiiiii~il ~"i i* i!iiii:i~iiii;iiiii~!:iii!i i iii !/................ ~*~ ................................................................................... : ::~: :*~:!i::*~:i~i:~i~i:~:i*~::*Y::i*i::i*!::"i:~:i:~::i:%:::!*i*!*~:!i:i:i~:~i~:~i* !iii i~:~:~*i:~ i  
Great Gift Ideas 
Attention all 1999 
Brides 
Don't forget o register your 
special day wilh usl 
Canad ian  T i re  
5100 Hwy 16 West 
63~•7178. Toll ~ 1-888-317-8473 
Or Fax ~ at 1-250-635-6864 
. . . .  ~a' :=n,~~ ..... I
reception to suit your spatial needs | 
and budgel, from decorations to 
cakes to entertainment. 
Let us lake cam of the details. 
,~ reception to rememberand 
bea~tlful rnemodes Io last a lifetime! 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
638-8141 
B 
 iii / !; 
Dale Bumstead 
Them Thompson, President & CEO of the Insurance 
i Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC), Is pleased 
to announce the appointment of Dale Bumstead to 
Assistant Vice President, North/Central Region, An 
ICBC team member for 24 years, Mr. Bumstead will 
be responsible for maintaining quality service through- 
out the region across all lines of business: Driver 
Services, Insurance Services, Road Safety Services, 
Commercial Vehicle Services and Claim Services. 
in response to community needs, ICBC has made 
slgn!flcant operating Improvements over the past 
year, Investments In customer service and public 
road safety have helped ICBC freeze rates for the 
fourth consecutive tear, returning $47 million to 
policyholders as a Road Safety Dividend. The new 
Assistant Vice President positions are designed to 
ensure the quality of service continues to Improve 
across all regions. 
ICBC Is a provincial Crown Corporation established 
in 1973 to provide universal auto Insurance to 
BC motorists, After a merger with the Motor Vehicle 
Branch in 1997, ICBC assumed responsibility for 
most driver and vehicle-related services, iCBC's 
mission Is to help British Columbians take the risk 
out of road transportation by providing effective 
and reliable auto Insurance, as well as safety and 
auto crime programs. 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want... 




Save $70  on the 
team. #47000. 
Washer. Dual-Action {~ 
agitator. #47662• 
Sears reg. 629.99. 
Dryer. Reversible side 
swing door. #88662. 






and Game Mode. 
#14359. Sears reg. 
549.99. 489 .99  
m 
USE YOUR SEARS CARD AND DON'T PAY FOR ONE FULL YEAR 
ON ALL MAJOR APPUANCES 
Don't pay until June 2000, on approved credit, with your Sears Card. Minimum $200 purchase. $35 deferral fee and all applicable 
taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase. Excludes Catalogue purchases. Offer ends Saturday, June 19, 1999. Ask for details 
.Regls!ered !rademark of KitchenAid USA. KitchenAid Canada licensee in Canada 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C, 
V8G 2K1 
Monday - Saturday 
9 :30am.  5:30pro 
Brand 
12.engral®  
THE BRANDS YOU WANT 






Copyright 1999. Sears Canada Inc. 
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CIL Semi Transparent Stain 
& CIL Oil Cedar Treatment 
25°  
Al l  C IL  Exter io r  Pa in ts  
And  Sta ins  
~_ .  On  Sa le !  
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
~ 4610 Lazelle, Terrace 
:,~ 635-6600 
~-.-__ _ : ;-=:: - : ; '~~'' . '~~f  ' '"" _- , ~ v  
FATHER'S DAY WEEKEND 
Beautirg Your View i 







• Wood Blinds 
• Pleated 
• Roman 
• Roller Shades 
Custom Made 
• Valances -- 
• Draperies 
• Bedding 






. . . . .  "~  ~ ~  
. . . . .  #.~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ :# . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  .............. ~"  ~ '"-~_~* ~,,.~ ;,~ ~: ..'~!~.~. ~,~ ..~:.. ~ ................................ . . . . . .~  . ,  ~:~. ~ .o ~..~ 
• ~ ~  ,~ ~ ~ ",~ . . . . .  ~ 








5 gal to 7 gal pots 
Fruits 
rpin Cherry 










j . oplraea 
flowering shrubs in 2 gal, pot 
Reg. price $14,99 NOW I 0 .99 ' Save 4°°! 
Assorted 2-gallon 
S i  nSave2-50_ °n 2 gal's~ ze°f 1~ | 
Weigelia 
• flowering shrubs 
99 
NOW 4Save 3°°! 
99 
NOW Osave 4°~! 
- . . . .  , : Reg price $17.99 • , . 
.... R,eg #ce $14. 99 
Pink Star Magnolia 
2249 reg, $29,99 NOW 
Royal Star White Magnolia 
,o~ $2,. NOW 2249 





1-800-317 TIRE COD orders  only 
5100 Hwy 16 West-  Terrace 
i ~: 'ilii: ~~!i  :~i~i ~ii!~ii! ~i ~ : i~ i i,  i:~i~i:~ i~!ii/~ ( :i I ,~ i~ 
.~.  .;~ ~ii~ii~i i~ ~ i i • • • 
i Fr i .  8 :30  am -"g O0 pm-" 1
• Saturday 8130 am-  6 :00  pro/ 
[ Sunday 10 ,00  am-  5 :00  pm|  





i n big cities directions need to be given. 
with something resembling scientific pre- 
cision; on Haida Gwaii/QCI all you need 
is a couple of names and a landmark. 
Wiggins and Richardson Roads are in my 
head and I already know where to fred the Tlell 
fiver. This information leads me to and art gallery 
and a woman with a pleasant smile who is sitting 
behind a desk and a computer writing what looks 
like a letter in long hand. 
"Can you tell me how to get to Bob Crooks' 
place?" I ask. 
She is half way into her description when a flash 
from the past, complete with a headband, long hair, 
and beads, comes through the door. 
"This is Bob's neighbour," the woman says. 
"He can give you better directions than I can." 
This said, she looks at him, motions to me, and 
says, "he wants to know how to get to Bob Crooks' 
place." 
The young anachronism nods then proceeds to tell 
me how to get to the Crooks' residence in exquisite 
detail. I concentrate hard, trying to sort and file all 
the landmarks he mentions - -  large rocks, piles of 
drift wood, fence posts - -  in my memory. 
"The only problem," he says when he's identi- 
fied the last thing to look for, is Bob's in 
Montreal." 
The woman laughs. "That's the first bit of in- 
formation I would have given him," she says. 
"That's OK," I say. " I  enjoyed the trip." 
After that I spent some time looking around the 
nicely appointed gallery and the book store, art 
supply complex upstairs. 
A number of the pieces decorating the walls are 
signed by Noel Wotton, a long time member of the 
Queen Charlotte Islands Branch of the Steelhead 
Society. 
"Is this Noel Wotton's gallery?" I ask the 
woman. " I 'm Rob Brown, I 've known about Noel 
for a long time." 
g,  , ,  ,¢  • , ,  Hello, she says, I m Barb Small, then be- 
fore I can say anything else she gets up and opens 
the door. 
"Noel," she calls. "Rob Brown's here." 
A man with a handle bar moustache slxides 
through the door. He's wearing a beret, sturdy gar- 
dening clothes, and Haida Gwaii footwear of 
choice, gum boots. 
After brief introductions Noel ushers us out into 
his yard and beckons us to follow hint on a tour of 
the grounds. He shows us some nicely developed 
raised beds. 
The soil on the Islands needs lot of fortification 
before it will produce. It's obvious that Noel has 
put a lot of work into this garden and his grounds. 
"When we moved here it was just a logging slash 
by the edge of the road,"he says with sweep of his 
hand. CaR and I sense his pride, and it's justified. 
A short distance down the path from the art Gal- 
lery/book store is a nice house Noel and Barb rent 
out for two nights at a time, a kind of bed and 
breakfast plus. 
From there Noel lakes us down another path to an 
artistically cut boardwalk set on stilts to lift it off 
the marshy pasture at the edge of his property. 
In the distance the Tlell winds through the same 
pasture. 
"Any fish around?" I ask. 
Noel tells us he came back from Vancouver the 
day before. As soon as he could, he went out to the 
fiver to check if the cutthroat were still there. 
He found they were. 
"You should walk down the road at the end of 
• my place and do some fishing," he added. 
' Noel then lakes us for the rest of the tour, which 
includes a gnome-like hut with a shake roof bent in 
such a way that it looks like a giant acorn. 
Made by hollowing out a spruce stump 17 feet in 
diameter that he'd found on a cut block on Moresby 
Island, Noel is in the process of painting frescoes 
on the chiseled interior walls. There is a window, a 
Spartan bench and a stump. Guitar eases lie on the 
floor. 
"We have sing alongs in here. Do you play?" he 
asks. 
"A little," I tell him. 
"All you have to know here are C, F and G," he 
says. 
I know Ihose, I tell hhn. 
CaR and I meet the dogs, a Chesapeake Bay 
retriever and an affectionate chocolate lab. After 
that we have another look at the gallery, then bid 
• our good-byes and drive on to explore Tlell. 
Noel has planted the seed. I've just got to make a 
few casts; l park the ear, We make our way to the 
end of the road way then up a path that ends at one 
of those thick, wet, green, impenetrable forests. 
Next week cutthroat, Bob and Dress for Les,,, 
PORTS 
STEEERIKE: Brad Neufeld from Northwest Mer- 
chants men's fastball team goes for the fence at a 
practice June 10. The team plays in a Prince George 
Life in the 
fast lane 
The Northwest Merchants season 
began May 15 but these players 
have been practicing for months. 
THEY SAY the road to success is long one, but the North- 
west Merchants never thought to take the saying literally. 
Seventeen Merchant players will drive to Prince George 
to play in a fastball eague there almost every weekend this 
summer. 
And that doesn't include tournaments in Vernon, 
Kelowna, or Williams Lake and extra mileage Hazelton, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert players docked when they trek 
here twice a week to practice. 
The players hope that by training hard (they started prac- 
ticing indoors last February), they will regain their 1998 
league title and get to the provincials in Victoria July 23- 
25. Last year, the team came in third at provincials, nar- 
rowly missing a chance at Nationals. Brad Neufeld was 
named tournament MVP. 
This year, the Merchants plan a top-two performance at
provincials o they can go to the Nationals in Ontario Aug. 
22 to Sup. 5. 
But as of June 12, they've won seven games and lost 
three. 
"It's a slow start o the season," said a testa representa- 
tive last week. "Typically, we do a lot better than this." 
The players, who played together as juniors for years, de- 
cided to compete in Prince George to play more challeng- 
ing teams than Terrace had to offer. 
But that decision's taken a lot of commitment from 
players when only two of 12 league games are played here. 
Their next league game here is June 26-27 against En- 
vironmental Days at Riverside fields, play starts at 12 p.m. 
and 2 p.m. 
TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL 
Vanderhoof wins 
local tournament 
By GREG COWMAN 
FIVE VISITING teams 
from Prince Rupert, 
Smithers, Houston and 
Vanderhoof tackled three 
house teams at the Junior 
Tournament June 4-6 at 
Rotary fields. 
Vanderhoof went un- 
defeated all weekend and 
finished with a 12-2 win 
over All Seasons in the A- 
event final. 
The B-event final say,, lo- 
cal Kinsmen defeat Houston 
14-3 and in the C-event, 
Pizza Hut beat out Smithers 
11-6. 
Tournament organizers 
were grateful for the 
weatherman's cooperation, 
who stopped the rain an 
hour before the first game 
on Friday, allowed some 
sun on Saturday and held 
off any precipitation until 
half an hour after the last 
tournament game Sunday. 
Thanks go to all the 
participants, Jack Kelly's 
field crew, umpires and 
scorekeepers for keeping the 
field groomed and the 
games on schedule all 
weekend. 
In league play, the Kins- 
melt took over sole posses- 
sion of league standings 
after a June 9 game against 
Pizza Hut. 
The Hut lead throughout 
the game behind Jonathan 
Marceilin's five inning 
pitching performance. 
After a pitching change, 
the battling Kinsmen scored 
four runs in the top of the 
sixth and held on to defeat 
the Hut 8-5. 
On June 8, SpeeDce and 
All Seasons met to decide 
who would stay in the 
league basement. 
The Printers took an early 
lead that grew to eight runs 
by the start of the last half 
of the last inning. 
All Seasons came to bat 
and quickly scored three 
runs before SpeeDee got 
two quick outs. 
Bet All Seasons would not 
be denied and scored five 
more runs with the final out 
coming on Corny Paulsen's 
tag out at home on what 
would have been the win- 
ning run in a 14-14 game. 
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league-and is made up of Terrace, Kitimat, Hazelton 
and Prince Rupert players. They're getting ready to 
take on teams at a Vernon tournament his weekend. 
: > 
)]: 
BATTER UP: Catcher Danny Beaulac and hitter Rob- 
hie Martins practice their game at Riverside Park 
June 10 in Terrace. 
BUFFED AND READY: Terrace bodybuilder Mark 
Dhami posing for judges at competition in Prince 
George June 5. 
Dhami qualifies 
for B.C. champs 
LOCAL BODYBU1LDER Mark Dhami won gold in 
the light heavyweight division at the Prolab Classic 
Bodybuilding Championships in Prince George June 5. 
Dhami, 22, stole the men's overall best poser award 
and finished second overall in the competition. The 
meet qualifies him for the provincial championships in 
Burnaby Aug. 21. 
Dhami won last year's Western Canadian Natural 
Bodybuilding Championships in Mission, B.C. and 
planned to reattcnd the competition June 11, where 
compelitors take lie detector tests and prove thcmscives 





Saturday, June 19 
Fan Appreciation Day 
at the Terrace Speed- 
way. 
Saturday and Sun- 
day, June 19-20 An- 
nual Gold Cup Fast- 
ball Tournament at 
Elks Park. Regional 
tournament runs 8 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Satur- 
day and Sunday. 
Sunday, June 20 Fa- 
ther's Day, Sponsors 
Day at the Terrace 
Speedway. 
Sunday, June 27 
Northcoast Rugby 
Union games at North- 
west Community Col- 
lege. Women's games 
start at 12:15 p.m., 
men start at 1:00 p.m. 
Friday to Sunday, 
July 2 to 4, Skeena 
Valley Open Men's 
Golf Tournament. 
Saturday, July 3 
Community Day at the 
Terrace Speedway. 
Sunday, July 4 Coke 
Classic weekend at 
the Terrace Speed- 
way. 
Friday to Sunday, 
July 9 to 11 Skeena 
Valley Open Women's 
Golf Tournament. 
Sunday, July 11 
Northcoast Rugby 
Union games at North- 
west Community Col- 
lege. Women's games 
start at 12:15 p.m., 
men start at 1:00 p.m. 
Friday to Saturday, 
July 15 to 16 Skeena 
Valley Open Junior's 
Golf Tournament. 
Saturday and Sun- 
day July 17-18 
Memorial Day 
weekend at the Ter- 
race Speedway. 
Sunday, July 18 
McBike Cross Country 
race at the Spdng 
Creek watershed in 
Terrace. Mountain 
Bike and Cross coun- 
try races. Call McBike 
at 635-5225 for more 
information. 
Sunday, July 25 Mul- 
tiple Sclerosis tourna- 
ment at the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Coun- 
try Club. Call the club 
for more information. 
Christmas in July at 
Shames Mountain, 
runs 12 noon to 5 p.m. 
Expect Santa Claus, 
candy canes and 
Christmas carols. 
Saturday and Sun- 
day, July 31 and 
Aug. 1 GM Good- 
wrench 100 at the Ter- 
race Speedway. 
Saturday, Aug. 14 
Heart and Stroke 
charity tournament at 
the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country 
Club. Call the club to 
join. 
Sunday, Aug. 15 Kid- 
dies Day and Last 
Points Day at the Ter- 
race Speedway. 
To get your game, 
event or meeting 
added to the Terrace 
Standard Sports 
Menu, fax us at 638. 
8432, attn: Sports 
menu, 
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REDUCED TO SELL! 
5158,900 
I/4 Bdr., 3 1/2 bath. 




v°On bus route 
2410 Kalum Street 
638"1995 
3618 Alder Ave. 
1340 sq. ft./Full 
basement 
4 Bdrm., 2 full bath, 
appliances, stonewall 
fireplace, 2 pantries, 8 
man covered hot tub. 
Asking ~ 149,000 
or off'ers. 
638-8324 
for appointment toview. 
.Ex_ cellent Family Home 
Offering Privacy Plus Cily II 
& Mountain Views. ]1 
3 levels Io~ollinn 3840 sq. ft., 6 i J  
bedrooms, 4 ~11 baths, ~veod I I  
stove in basement, gas fireplace I J  
so~rium with I I  on main floor, 
southern exposure &sp9 " . 3 car 
garage which accommodates 26' 
RV and also has an office 
with/bathroom. Lot size is 
165'x540'. V~ew Iron(age is 175' 
For an appointment to view 
call ~ter 5:00 p.m., 
635-3736 or 638-281 t
and leave message. 
I I 
A MUST SEE 
2 levels totalling 2,600 
sq.fi, on large cily lot in 
quiet area. 4 bedrooms 
,with 2 full bathrooms and 2 
n/g fireplaces. Finished full 
basement. Built in dish- 
,washer and microwave 
range hood. carport with 
double . paved driveway. 
Fully landscaped, close to 




1 1/2 storey seasonal 
cabin on a well-treed and 
private waterfront lot. 
Properly is situated on 
Lakelse River near the 
entrance to Lakelse Lake. 
Boat access only. 
Call evenings only: 
250-638-7258 
for appointment to view. 
2300 SQ. ft., 4 bedroom house, 
open design, large rec. room, 
oak cabinets, NG fireplace, 
fenced yard backs onto green 
space in Thornheights, fruit 
trees, greenhouse, garden 
space, small workshop, extra 
large driveway for lots of park- 
inq. Must be seen. 638-1280. 
3YR OLD home in 125 acres, 
partially cleared and fenced, ex- 
cellent water and great view. 
Locate: Kispiox Valley. Ph: 842- 
5560. 
4 BDRM, 2 bath house in Kiti- 
mat. Fenced yard, attached ga- 
rage. Asking $96,000. Lakels6 
79S-2126 Carol. 
4 BDRM. home near Elks Park. 
2-4 piece bathrooms. Rec. 
room, bar, n/g fireplace, fruit 
trees, shed. 638-6631. 
5 BEDROOM house on .9 acr- 
es in city limits, approx. 1250 
sq.ft, over a full finished base- 
ment. 11/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
w/(ridge, stove & built in dish- 
washer. $148,000. Call Jan at 
635-1132 or 250-962-6221. 
BABINE LAKE Smithers 
Landing. All season home for 
sale with boat, fully furnished, 
TV. Auto(el, p¢0pane/electric 
heat. 3/4-1 *hr: Noah ' ~of 
Smithers. $150,000. (250) 847- 
8358. 
CAFE FOR lease on Hwy 37. 
Fully equipped seats 30. 250- 
771-3737. 
FOR SALE or lease, 10x522 
bedroom mobile home in quiet 
park in Thornhill. Call Derick at 
C-21635-6361. 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
For sale or rent by owner a 
1245 sq. ft. home on full 
basement with 4 Iodrs., den, 
3 baths & central air 
:ondilioning. Situated on nicely 
randscaped fenced lot. Close to 
golf course and has a 24x32 
fully finished wired & plumbed I
shop with 12 ft. ceiling. J 
A must see at $147,500. I 
Call evenings 635-5511 J
[or appt. to view ' i 
Immaculate 
14x70 Mobile 
with addition and deck. 
Was $96,500. 
Now $86,000. 
3 bdr, 2 bolhrooms, 
5 appliances included. Nowlll 
siding, windows, gutters, JlJ 
wired shed. 156'x66' Il l 
fenced yard with play area. J |  
3925 Simpson Crescent J | 
638-1011 JJ 
FOR SALE  
Executive Style- 4 Level Split 
- 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths 
fireplace, beautifully land- 
scaped with fenced yard. 
4814 Walsh - $169,900.00 
Excellent Horseshoe location, 
4 bedroom, 2 1/2 both 
grade entry home, finished 
roc room- 2 fireplaces 
4829 Walsh - $159,900.00 
Excellent starter home or 
investment properly- 
3 bedrooms large living room 
with fenced yard. 
4842 l-zelfe - $84,900.00 
OPEN TO OFFERS - 
TO VIEW CALL 635-5555 
CUTE 1084 Sq. Ft. Starter HOUSE AND boat for sale. 
house, 3 bedroom, living & din- 
ing rooms, mid size kitchen, Dodge Cove near Prince Ru- 
pert. View at 
fenced, treed back yard. 4727 http://dodgecove.webjump.com 
Soucie $98,800. 638-5405 days $1t4,000. 250-399-4585. 
& 638-8856 evenin.qs 
LAKESHCRE LOTS on Mc- ' 
FOR SALE by owner. 160 acr- L6ese Lake, 30 minutes north 
es, pine, spruce, access, 32 of Williams Lake. Approx. 1 
mile NE Burns Lake. Good acre, paved road. $74,900- 
creek. Reduced to $49,500. $75,500. (250)392-6733. 
Niho Land & Cattle (604) 606- 
7900. 
For Sale By Owner 
Family Home, =Cluiet Area ~ 
4703 GAIR AVENUE 




N/G +Wood Stove, 
Double Garage, 
Sundeck (fibreglass) 
Greenhouse + Garden Area 
' "'$167;500,00 
'.~"; :: tO'~IEW OUa: 
638-1779 
Cozy nolurnl gee fireplace indining/iivingmm 
and pdio does to o covered d~ which o11tms 
a view of the munfeim. Extras in¢ ude ten,el 
voc, alarm,custom Binds, double paved 
ddvev~, end o new vinyl fence. 2080 ~.fl. 





Saturday, June 19, 
1999 
1:00 TO 3:00 P.M. 
Nice house, nice yard on 
large private lot with fruit 
trees and 9 chickens. 
5 bdrm, 2 full bath, 4 I 
nat. gas appliances, II 




LARGE OLDER home in North 
Usk. New foundations, upstairs, 
roof, drilled well, septic and ma- 
sonary chimneys, wood heat. 
Larg6 lot with fruit trees, ber- 
ries,and workshop. Needs fin- 












4921 Galr Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
; ~ ~ Fax: (250) 635-5926 
SKEENA RIVERFRONT - GETAWAY - 
25 Acres with 1/2 mile of ~ . ~ ~ '~ i l~ lgg~l  
fishing river(rent. ~ , ~ ~  
Also border Price Creek. " ~ % ~ .  
Nearly new house & oudoldgs. ~ ~  
Unsurpassable viewsl .~ ~,  • ! 
Perfect for B&B, retreat, ~ ~  
getaway, retirement, your : '  ~ ~  
home. Whotan incredible spatl ~ . .~ :  .~. " 
CALL LYN PATRICK, ~ ~  
CALDERWOOD REALTY 
842-5650 
HOUSE 2200 sq ft. unfinished, 
5 acres, zoned commercial/agri- 
cultural; pasture, Lakeview, city 
water/sewer. Granisle $47,500. 
1-250-697-2586, 
MOVING, MUST selll Reduced 
to $174,000. A 4 b6droom 
home on 5.41 acres in town lim- 
its; Open Floor plan, large 
country kitchen, 2-4 place 
baths; gas/forced air heating. 
Large fenced yard, 20x32 shop, 
wired and heated. Appliances 
and satellite SYstem included. 
Call Houston: 1-250-845-3227. 
MUST SEE immaculate 3 bed- 
room bungalow in horseshoe. 
Large fenced yard, 2 fruit trees, 
playhouse & storage shed, 
Must sell. Asking $128,000, 
635-0067. 
NELSON BC. Trade for equal 
home in Terrace. Our house 1 
yr. old, 2000 sq ft., 4 bdrm, 3 
bath on 0.43 acre. 10 minutes 
west of Nelson. Valued at 
$180,000. (250)-359-6689. 
REDUCED PRICE 4 bedroom 
home, 2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
N/G heat & water, carport, new 
roof, full basement 1/2 finished, 
fenced backyard. 1,040 sq ft. 
4704 HalliwelL Was.  asking 
$1271500 now asking $120,000. 
Still must sell, open to offers. To 
view call 635-6475. 
REDUCEDI COMPLETELY 
renovated 3 bdrm. ranch style 
house. Located at 4910 Halli- 
well, New (ridge, built in range 
oven and dw. Oak cabinets, 
I Commercial Proper  on ~ n c h  fencedSunken R21ivinglot. wasrOOm'$124,g00Large 
• or Sa r Lease ~ A L E  3 bedroom, 
I ~ . ,  ~11 2250 sq. ft. building 2 bath, 1350 sq ft. Central A/C, 
garage, deck, all appliances, 
I l i B i i ~ / I  formerly largo corner lot. Adult section. 
[ ~ ~ ~  ~* ~ Nodhern Light LOW lot rent. No GST, immed. 
I " '  635-30041 s dio po=ess,o, new development. Vernon Lawrence Heights 
Free ~ ....... Sheila Love I Private Sale $88,000. Of(are 250-542-6150. 
| Phone 638-0413 ~ in town on Market 
Evaluation ~,=- - -='=, I I $125,000 double lot. Has new siding; roof, 
I~/VII~ of Terracel and flooring, l ive for free and 
I I make mon6yl $149,900. Phone 
636.1902. 
iii~il;; .~~ . .':~ i ~,,~,,,.:~.::,.~:~<. :i)i!:1 
".,i =ZZ,.:. i 
4930 HUNDM. Dm~E 
Vaal~d li~nErecm wermed by ~,s fireplace, 
Oak ¢osntry kitehee and eating area with 
gardeu door tu deck. Deluxe jacuzzi n the 
m~ter suite. Spacious family ro~m, 4 bedroom 
& den, 3 baths. M~ 
JACKPINE FLATS 
Uniquely designed! Three bedroom plus 
den with in-law suite, spacious ldtchen 
has island patio doom out~ wrap m'ound 
deck, off master bedroom with old 
fashioned tub in ensuite, MI~ 
4934 HUNDAL DRIVE 
Charming two storey home on park like lot. 
Family room off kitchen with skylit soak, 
t'amial living'dining room fea~u~ natural gas 
fi~phce and buffet space. 3bedrooms up * 2 
baths. M~ 
,~ .~'~::::!~!i !~ i:!!~:!::,i::i::,~ :~i:iii '
JACKPINE FIATS i Three bedroom mobile home with 
addition on two acres. Peaked root 
and new vinyl siding. 24'x19' wired 
shop. MLS 
i 
John Evans   RF//H of Terrace 
638-1400 
Perfect Housel QuieiAreal 
Double Lot Great Lot 
$99,900 MLS $89,900 
Horseshoe Location! No Thru Road! 
Close ToAil Schools Located On The Bench 
$149,900 MLS Reduced to $129,900 MLS 
I J~ :  : : ~  
Cheaper Than Reatl [ t ' [~ i . i . :~ :~ 
3 Mobiles From 
$16,900 MLS ~ " 
Call J ohn  for details. 
4 BMroerns On Main Floor 
Full Basement 
Reduced to $12~,900 MLS 
SPACIOUS, BRIGHT, & AFFORDABLE 
Beauti[ully maintained & ful~ landscaped 
Split level home in Thornheights 
Features 4 bedrooms, 2 ½bathrooms, 
vaulted ceiling, gas fireplace, large kitchen with 
abundant oa~cabinetry. 
Huge deck, double garage, & 
extra large driveway. 
Don't miss this gem! 
$1 59 ,900  
Call 63,5-7209 
LAKELSE LAKE 
SIZE WILL SUPRIZE YOU 141' LAKE FRONTAGE 
Updated five bedroom home A-frame cabin, nicely treed, 
with oak kitchen, Family size roud access via Onion Lake Ski 
dining room, in-taw suite. MLS Traits forestry road. MLS 
Call:  She i la  Love 
638-1400 of Terrace 
SATURDAY, JUNE 1 9 l pm.3pm   4730 Scoff Ave 2 + 1 bedroom home Hosted By ~ Steve Butler 
4907 l mbly Ave 
3 bedroom ranche/mm= a 
Hosted By ~ l i  
C0dnna M0 ad 
635-6361 
Res  
 gh an & Smith R al / 63  S-S338 
FLY 
WITH 
DERICK  @ 
Denek K ~  
Bonus Air Miles 
"When you purchase 
one of these homes 
from Derick. 
i: i: i[  ¸  : 
4728 McConnell 
1 ,000  Bonus 
3552 Cottonwood 




Wish(man &Smith Rexlty Ltd. 
Bus. 835-61361 ReL 635-304g 
i I i 
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USA PROPERTIES Take over 
30 acres in prosperous Texas, 
$150 monthly payments of 
$9,995. Call toll free anytime. 1- 
800-875-6568, 
1973 EMBASSY 12x56, 2 bdrm 
with addition + shed, Recent 
rends. 4 appl. Nice and clean. 
Exc, starter home $28,000. 






.... HOME.  
Must be moved. 
Asking $25,000. 





for appointment to 
view. 
1973 DBLE wide mobile. Adult 
Thornhill Park. New palnt car- 
pets. $24,000, 635-7411, 
1981 14X70 3 bdr. Pine Park. 5 
appl. 10x,?.0 addition. 8x24 
covered patio, shed. Must Sell. 
$45,000. 638-7766. 
lg81 14X78 Trailer with addi- 
tion located in Pine Park. 
$46,500 obo 635-7576. 
1996 DOUBLE WIDE SRI mo- 
bile home. 2 bdrm, 2 bath, on- 
suite with jacuzzi tub, 5 apl. All 
window coverings, regency nat- 
ural gas fireplace, Adult section 
Timberland Trailer Park. 
$85,500. 635-1821. 
3 +1 BEDROOM mobile home 
with large addition, leundry 
room, large entrance way, two 
shops, carport, almost 
completely renovated. Terrace 
Trailer Court. 635-9598 
DRIVE BY #6 Marsh Crescent. 
Then call for appointment to 
view. 3 bdrm. plus the 2 addi- 
tions make this a very attractive 
modular home, front kitchen, all 
appliances consider short term 
financing on purchase price of 
$79,900. Ph 635-7425. 
FOR SALE 1971 3 bedroom 
trailer, fully renovated. Must be. 
seen. Reduced price $24,500. 
Phone 635-2319. 
EXCELLENT STARTER, in 
good condition 14x70 three 
bedroom 1979 Bendix mobile 
home with addition• Frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer, and deep 
freeze. Reduced to $33,500 
obo. 635-5113. 
FACTORY DIRECT Modulars. 
Custom plans designed for your 
needs. Open House at Cahpar- 
raTs Factory. Sheldon Custom 
Homes, 3075 Sexsmith Road, 
Kelonwa, Toll Free 1-888-765- 
8992. DIJ0146 
FINE SELECTION of pre- 
owned 14'x70' mobile homes at 
Pine Ridge Homes in Burns 
Lake. Starting at $18,900 deliv- 
eredt Call Leon at 1-250-692- 
3375. 
OLDER 3- bedroom mobile 
home 12x48 with full length 
newer addition in quiet forested 
Braun's Island Park. New line, 
hot water tank. Nat. gas fur- 
nace, plus auxiU wood stove, 
woodshed, $9,000. Phone 638- 
1423. 
PRIME PADS available at Boul- 
derwood MHP, 40x100, serv- 
iced and ready for your home. 
Phone Gordon 638-1182, for 
details on: $1,000 moving dis- 
counts, senior discounts and 
purchase incentives. 
SR1 HOMES now available at 
Pine Ridge Homes in Burns 
Lake, Single wides starting a( 
$39,900, double wides starting 
at $59,900. 7 year warranty. 
Call Leon 1-250-692-3375. 
TO BE moved 1973, 2 bdrm 
mobile home 12x60 w/metal 
snow roof. Carpet, line, vanity, 
and tub recently replaced. 
$5,000. 635-0016. 
1 AND 2 bdr opts avail immed. 
On site management• 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDRM basement suite. Close 
to town. No pets. Avail immed. 
DD+ re,. read. 638-8874. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite 
for single, non-smoking, work- 
Ing person. $475 plus DD. Utili- 
ties included. 638-2044. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite 
near school and town• No pets. 
No smoking. $455/mo. + DD. 
Electrici~ incl. Call 635-4791. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Re, reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638-. 
7737. 
2 BDR apt. Avail immed. Quiet 
& Clean. Laundry facilities• F/S. 
Ground level. Re, reqd. 635- 
1126 or 635-6991. 
2 BDRM 6 plex. Hardwood 
floors throughout. $450/mo. No 
pets. Thornhill. Avail immed. 
P/S. DD $225. 635.1322. 
2 BDRM apt. Quiet & clean. 
Basketball, raquetball court, 
plus volleyball. References re- 
quired. $525/month. Newly 
renovated. 635-D662 or 615- 
6762. Sale or rental pumhase. 
2 BDRM double wide mobile in 
quiet adult park• 4 appliances, 
ngas heat. NO pets. $500 ruth. 
635-7411. 
2 BDRM duplex suite on 
Queensway. G/C, $500, 1/2 DD 
635-7844. 
2 BDRM duplex. 4 appl, fenced 
yard. Thornhil July 1. $650 me. 
635-3546. 
2 BDRM house in Thornhill 
$550/mth + damage deposit. 
Avail June 1. 635-7657, 
2 BDRM small duplex in Thorn- 
hill. F/S. No pets. $375 plus DD. 
Re, read. 638-7727. 
2 BDRM TRAILER $400. Avail 
July 1. 1 bdrm. house $395 + 
DD. Avail now. No pels. 635- 
9530. 
2 BDRM unit in 4 plex. Thornhill 
$600/mo. Util incl. also 1 bdrm 
basement unit in hospital area. 
$425/mo 635-5992. Non 
smokers preferred. 
W/D, H.U. No pets. 635-5213. 
2 BDRM well lit basement suite. 
W/D H.U., F/S. No smoking. No 
pets $500 635-5081. 
2 BDRM unit in townhouse 2YR old2 bdrm apt. downtown 
$600 and 2 plus one bdr unit in on Main St. F/S, W/D, H.U. 
duplex. $700. Both with F/S, $575 Util. incl. 638.1702. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
2 BEDROOM duplex In quiet 
area. Fridge, stove, & draper- 
ies. No pets. Avail July 1. $615. 
635-2556. 
2 BEDROOM unit private 
entrance, carpeted, S/F, FP, 
suitable for working persons or 
seniors. No pets. $350/mo. 635- 
7341. 
Would you I e a landlord 
who treats you as a valued 
customer? If so, h'y usl 
Availabls immediately 
Beautiful 3-Bedro0m Suite. 
Bdght, Ensuite to Master 
Bedroom, Washer/Drier. Nice 
fenced yard. Storage area. Close 
to schools. Available July 1, 1999. 
• . $ 8.00/monlb 
{utilities ind. -y~. IXzy f'or only 
cable and letephonel) 
Call 638-1797 
MLS CATALOGUE Property Manag'ement 
Are you moving from town and AVAILABLE your house hasn't sold? Let me 
find you a renter and manage it 
FORPICK UP for you. Cal l  Steve Cook  at  638- 
AT OUR 0FFICE 0371 or  638-7144 A f te r  
• hours .  
638 0371 i! FAX: 638-1172 Toll Free 1-877.770.2565 MU~.~PLZ u~r~ S.~0E coldwell.bankez~osg.net =' 4650 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
4 hdrm, 4 appl., new roof 
$62,900 ML8#2433 
In Horseehoe, 8-plex. Good revenue 4 bdrms, 8baths, 2446 sq.fi. 5 bdrms, 2acres Lg family home w/muna house 
$489,900 MLS#17425 
. 
8 bdrms, 2room shed 
$84,000 MLS#20425 
3 bdrme, 2baths 
$67,500 lVILS#13935 
• ~ . . ~<,~¢~Ys~$ I 
I ~¢~?~ )..:~.~' ~.t~;~ 
Great starter, fruit trees 
$89,900 MLS#10493 
$214,900 MLS#20236 
2 hdrms, 11741 sq,tt 
$132,900 MLS#16857 
5 Bdrms, 3 baths, spectacular view 
$169,900 MLS#17110 






4 bedrooms, 2 baths, renovated 
$116,900 MLS#7623 
Excellent 3 bdrm home on 13 acres 
$88,4OO MLS 
$254,900 MLS#21877 
........ 4~ ~ 
......... :!.~::!i!ii:!ii~ii !ili: i!:;ili!~:~.~ '+ :: '! .'.+!:....i.+ 
5 bedrooms, 2 NG fireplaces 
$164,900 MLS#17864 
Great starter, large fenced lot 
$72,900 MLS#15597 
~l  ~YJlq K'g M I ~ [ ~  
Executive Home, 3 bdrm, 3 bath 3 bdrm, 1280 eq,ft., lg lot 
$189,900 MLS#18709 $89,900 ML8#21519 
: <ii .! 
~:? ~i~! 
~.. ~.~ 
~+~::~: ~:~ 1 sr TERRACE REALTY 
An independently owned and oporo)=J 
rnembe~ of Cokb, ell ~nker alfiliale~ o| Canada 
I ..,, , .  I Katherine I Wv Steele I W..aa Walberg I 
638-8544resl - ** - [ Hicks I 835.6905 r0sl 635.3750res I 
P ° ¢ e r ~ . 7 3 6 3  pager 63E~380 . 
Tonight, June 16 
6:30pm-7:30pm 
3915 Sande Ave.  
Hosted by Viv Steele 
132-4524 Scot t  Ave .  
Hosted by Wonda Wolloerg 
4809 Walsh 
Hosted by Raia Sandhu 





Quiet location, 3 bdrm starter 
$59,900 ML8#20423 
I.i Acres of treed building lot in 
Jackpine Flats. Available imme- 






Is'.o" = 1~'. O" (aeo~tM) 
r j ',,:o:.A~.:=" 








NOTE: THIS DESIGN INCLUDES 
AN UNFINISHED BASEMENT 
(NOT SHOWN) 
2 X 6 EXTERIOR WALLS 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
g2S SQ.FT. (8¢0 M') 
IY, Cr = 16'. 0" 
I : fAMILY i~  L 
I 
f IS l I I IU )  
~MA~N FLOOR PLAN ~ J 
1287 SO,FT, 0t9.6 M =) 
WIDTH - 40'. 8" (12,4 M) 
DEPTH . 82'- 0.t 14" (15.9 M) 
TOTAL 2213 SQ, FT. (20S.6 M:') 
 iii:i',:,ii,,,,iiiiii+i++iii:+ii ili! 
8 bdrm, full basement 
• $144,900 MLS#19490 
Hobby Farm in Town 
$169,900 MLS#21480 
K 
Ree]den6.1, Commercial, industrial, I
MerIne&RV's I "It"" " dg '' 
On hme and on bu et 
= ml~'l.~_~'0r,, ~_ _.~_J m~---'~"-- I ~, ,  Home renovations. New home construction ~ 
Services Ltd, D Commercial construction ,IB~ ~. 
=___F Certified Blue Max~ r;gld foam/concreto installation ~ A= 
Furnace, Duct and Chimney ~ BC-certified builder 1~" .d 
Cleaning "b J~ 
Septic and Drain Cleaning ~ ' 
& Much More.,. ~ J  BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD.  ~ ' 
Uffd GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Su/lding a R~putaflon for Ouality " ( /~  Free Estlmoles 24 Hour Service ~ Tel/fax 63 5.6244 ~. , .~  
Ph: 635-1132 ~=: ass.,, j .  
+o, ~e~: ~-8~.+~5-~3~ l~J" m ~-1~" =~rr ~1~'~ ~g~-,~ ~ ~ti~ L~.,, 
Medical  Equipment  
Loan Service 
In '(our Community. 
In Your Home. 
Canadian Red Cross 
~Ncw 14 x 70 Mobi~ 
$39,900 
YES! 0 
Includes: freight to 
Prince George, block & 
level, fridge, stove & 
drapes, 2x6 exterior 
walls, 1 piece tub & 
shower, and cathedral 
ceilings. 
[!'o N1 
1956 l tar t  l-lighw=ly 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 
563-5412 
small valridge@ pgonline.cnm 
wel) puge 
www.valley rid gehomcs.bc.ca 
1-888-301-22882 






3 BDRM dplx In Horseshoe 
area f/s, w/d. No smoke. No 
pets. Re, reqd. $7O0/mth. plus 
utilites.+ DD. Avail immed. 635- 
2484. 
House Plans Avai lable Through 
 'mceB lm 
+ ] mzla + 
~.  terrace.builders@osg.net i~1~1111 
1.8oo.47o vo IT T,=ar#,, 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
3 BDRM Duplex, Upper Thorn- ' 
hill. F/S, W/D H.U. clean mod- 
ern. Spacious basement & attic. 
Fenced yard. N/S only. Avail 
July 1. For appl. please call. 
635-4368 $750/mth. i 
3 BDRM duplex. Washer/dryer 
HU. F/S. No pets. 638-1622. 
3 BDRM house F/S, W/D, pets 
ok. Fireplace, N/G heat. 
Horseshoe area. $800 + DD + 
. re,. reqd. Avail mid July. 635- 
6352. 
3 BDRM renovated townhouse 
close town. N/G fireplace, new 
kitchen, f/s/w/d, Non smokers, 
no pets. $650/mth. 635-3004 & 
leave messacle. 
3 BDRM townhouse. N/G heat, 
f/s, new carpets. 4700 block 
Davis• Call 635-5653 or 615- 
7665. 
3 BDRM trailer located at Sun- 
ny Hill Trailer Park. Incl. w/d, f/s 
close to town. No pets. Avail 
immed. 635-4571. 
3 BDRM upstairs suite. 4 appl. 
Large yard with fruit trees. Incl 
utilities and cable. No pets. 
Avail immed. Wil l  consider 
rental purchase. 635-2556. 
3 BDRM. house• Large fenced 
lot. 5 kitchen appl. Covered pa- 
tio. 16x20 wired shop. Thomhill 
close to Copper Mr. School 
$690 +DD. Avail July 1. Prefer 
Ionfl term lease. 638-8822. 
3 BEDROOM condo close to 
Utile Park and town. Avail July 
1. No pets. Re, read. 635-3042• 
3 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS 
house 1 1/2 bath. Close to 
town. F/S, W/D $875 utilities 
incl. No pets• Re, req. + DD• 
Avail July 1 638-8874. 
4 BDRM upper suite. Close to 
schools. Southside. All utilities 
included $800/mtn. 638-7290. 
5 BEDROOM house for rent. 
Nice house• Nice big yard. NG, 
double garage. $800/mo. 635- 








. Clean, quiet mn0vated suites 
. Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities on each floor 
. Close to schools & downtown 
. On bus mute" .... 
. Security entrance 
• On site management 
,Nopets 
• References requir,~l 
To view call 
638-1748 
. . . .  • _, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..--" . 
FOR n=NX': 
Attractive 1 
bdrm suite, w/d, hotwa- 
ter & cable provided. 
Gas heat & private 
entrance. Avail. Ju ly  1. 
$449 Per  Month :  2 
bdrm apartment, hot 
water included, cable 
available. 
Downtown Reta i l ;  
4200 sq.ft, air conditioned, 
parking, $9.50 p.s.f. 
Excellent location. MLS 
C-3 commercial. 4,000 s.f. 
Good exposure. 2-14'OH 
Doors. 1-10' OH Door. 
Ideal for sales/service 
parts supply. Only $3,250 
plus utilities. MLS 
$700/Month :  
3 bdr home, F/S incl. 
,avail. July 1st. 
COLDWELL B~$:ER 
1st Terrace Realty 
638-0371 Bus. or  
(638.3006 after hours) 
"~ELCOME~[~D  
• • 14(+ o?,OoN 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess 
for Terrace, B.C. 
is! 
L inda  
635-9768 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
iust had a new 
baby, are'getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give me 
a call. 
~s~A COM~ o?o  
B8 - Tl~e Terrace Standard, Wednesday, June 16, 1999 
70 ; :FORSALE : ::• 




ATTRACTIVE 1 bdrm suite 
avail to non smoker July 1. lncl 
w/d, hot water, gas heat & ca- 
b;a. Private entrance $650. 638- 
0436. .~HRYSLE6 
AVAIL IMMED 1 bedroom 
basement suite. Close to town. 
DD + ref reqd. Utilities incl. 
$500 a month. Call 638-8010. 
AVAIL JULY 1, 2 bedroom 
house on Queensway Dr, No 
pets. $600/mo plus utilities. 
Phone 635-3901 after 6 Din. 
AVAIL JULY 1/99-1 Bedroom 
ground floor suite in quiet 
neighborhood. Suite comes with 
washer/dryer, fridge and stove. 
$600 per month includes utili- 
ties. 635-5414. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent to a 
working person. No pets 
please. 635-5893. 
BRIGHT COSY 3 bdrm suite on 
Park. Non-smokers. No pets. 
$800 me. plus DD. Heat incl. 
Avail July 1. 635-B350. 
BRIGHT, CLEAN 2 bdrm apart- 
ment. Recently renovated in- 
cluding now kitchen cabinets 
and dishwasher. $550/month, 
will consider rent to own. 635- 
3333 days or 835-1417 even- 
in~s. 
CLEAN & Cosy 2 bdr. trailer. 
W/d, f/s. No smoking. Ref reqd. 
$575 plus DD. 635-7180. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm house. Close to 
schools & hospital. Pets wel- 
come. F/S. Avail immed. 
$625/mth 635-1563. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appL New wind- 
owe, fenced yard, $600/mo. 
Call 635-2126. 
COUNTRY home in private set- 
ting. 8 minutes from town. 5 
acres fenced suitable for 
horses. $750/mth. W/D includ- 
ed. 635-4593. 
DUPLEX 3 bdrrn on 3 levels. 
Thornhil1635-3756. 
EXECUTIVE CONDO in quiet 
cul de sac with 180 degree pan- 
oramic view. 2 bedrooms with 
studio, 1.5 baths, garage with 
automatic door opener, 5 ap- 
pliances, all window coverings, 
2 decks. All yard maintenance 
and snow removal included. 
$9e5 plus utilities. No pets. Call 
635-4840. 
FORD 
FOR RENT townhouse $650 
month. Require DD. No pets. 
635-2479. 
FURNISHED ROOM by week 
or month. All facilities. Quiet 
home. Close to downtown. 638- 
8944. 
LARGE STUDIO suites. Rea- 
sonable rates. Heat supplied. 
Right downtown. Secured build- 
ing. Perfect for working couple 
or single person. Ref reqd. 635- 
7585. 
NEAR NEW 3 bdrm condo. 
N/G, F/S, W/D, H.U. carport, 2 
baths.,. Ref .~reqd:,~ + ,DD;, 638, 
,1053 or.635-2932. • : " ;~" • 
~P=W 2100 S'q fi, 3 bdrm, 1 1/2 
45: VACATION - 
• SPOTS. L . 
baths. Duplex, Close to 
schools/town. Laundromat. 3 
new appliances, NO pets. Non 
smoker. $850/mo. Avail July 1. 
635-2280. 
NEW EXTRA large 2 bedroom, 
1 1/2 baths, Iotsof storage, ce- 
ramic tiles, oak cabinets, w/d 
hookup, 3 appliances, no pets. 
Avail Auq 1. $750. 638-0661. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
QUIET 2 bdrm dplx. Avail July 
1. $550/mth. + DD deposit. 638- 
8503 leave message. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 




Thirdfloor m¢=kes this 
apartment fairly quiet. 
Very c~n and in great shape. 
$590 per monlh 
plus damage deposit. 
Sorry no pets and no smokers. 
For more inferrnction or an 
appointment to view.., please 
Call 615-9116 JUST IN!  IMPORTS 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
RENT OR rent to own with 
down payment. 3 bedroom trail- 
er wilh 12x36 addition. Fruit 
trees. End of Kerby St. Phone 
250-842-2163. 
SMALL 2 bdrm house near 
downtown, w/d included $650 
per month DD. No smokers. No 
oets. 635-4133. 
SPACIOUS 2 bdrm suite in 4- 
plex, Avail immed. Walking 
distance to downtown. Working 
couple reqd. 4 appl. incl, NO 
pets. Ref reqd + DD $775. 
ALSO AVAIL 2 bdrm apt. Avail 
lmmed. F/S. No pets. DD $600 
635-6824. 
TWO BEDROOM apadment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month; Call 635-4954: 
TWO BEDROOM apartment on 
Braun's Island, five minutes 
from downtown. Pets welcome. 
$400/month. 635-9102. 
PARK MANOR: 
2 bedroom apartment, 
2nd floor, 
sBO0 per month, 
includes heat. 




WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
1 Bdr Apt $500/month 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
: 40 .COMMERCIAL  
SPACE!:FoR::i~ENT 
1990 CHEV Euro lumina, 3.1 FI 
excellent condition, loaded, new 
tires, brakes, battery, 116,000 
kin, $5,800 also 13 foot Hour- 
sign Glascraft 35 HP Mercury 
Outboard with trailer, boat, cov- 
er, life Jacket, skiis, $2,300. 
638-1292. 
3 BR, home, Mill Bay Rd. 1- 
acre leased lot. Granisle 37' 
Aluminum Boat. Has every- 
thing. 2 welders, gas, electric. 2 
chev land/marine motors, volvo 
legs. Has everything tools, lot 
29. Mill Bay Rd. Granisle. 1- 
250-697-2474 or 1-250-697- 
2720; 
4 MAN HOT tub, new lid, cedar 
exterior $2,500 obo, 1973 Win- 
nebago Brave, 21' motorhome, 
fr]dge, stove, oven, bathroom, 
70,000 miles, awning, and new 
tires 845-3568. 
4.BRIDGESTONE V-steel 750 
R/Ib all season tires. Used 2 
winters. $400 obo. One pair of 
"new style" small block Chevy. 
Cylinder Heads. Fresh valve 
grind, new valve seals $350 
obo. 160 Watt integrated ampli- 
fier, 5 disc cd player, 100 watt 
paradigm speakers $900 obo. 
(250) 633-2273. 
BEEF, LAMB, and pork. 
Naturally raised & processed 
meats. Freezer orders cut & 
wrapped to your specifications. 
Also, custom butchering, cutting 
and sausage making. Delivery 
available. Hamblin Farms, 
Houston. Phone 1-250-845- 
2133 or 1-800-665-6992 or 
email, farms@hambfln-qrp.com. 
ESTATE SALE. Must sell 
household items In very good 
condition. Matching couch and 
Ioveseat, dining set, antique 
child's bed, and kitchen Items. 
Showing Sat. June 19 at Chap- 
parel Mini Storage. Best offers. 
Leave messaqe at 392-3690. 
LARGE QUANTITY heavy wall 
culverts, w/collars, never used, 
48"-84" diameter, up to 90 ft. 
long. Good for mad building, Ill i RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE wells, manholes, root cellars, AJmmlin Building . etc. Can deliver anywhere. 847- 4083. 
3219 Eby St. MASON AND Reiche piano. 
2~OOsq.fi.EetoilorO~ce, GroundRoo~ Very good condition. Asking 
I 1,000sq.h.t01,500sq.h.0ffiee2ndE~ $2,200 obo. 635-5690. 
Ph: 635-7191 NEW CONDITION 4 wheel sh0- 
. . . . . . . . . . .  wider electric cart. Uft up arm 
STORAGE SPACE 
up to 2,000 sq. ft. of 
heated indoor storage 
space. Loading dock 
access. Also outdoor stor- 
age space for boats, vehi- 
cles and equipment. 
635-7171 
LAKEHAVEN B&B on Lakelse 
Lake is open for business. One 
bdrm self contained suite is also 
available for weekly booking. 
Sleeps up to five people. N/P, 
N/S. 798-9555 
RED WILLOW Guest Ranch. 
Family oriented, horeebackrid- 
ing, hiking, youth camp, fishing 
nearby, hunting, retreats. Amer- 
ican plan, B & B, group rates. 
South Cariboo, Hwy 97/24. 1- 
800-696-0576. 
SUMMER FUN at Sunpeaks 
Resort. Top of the mountain ac- 
commodation & Mgt. 45 min 
from Kamloops. Golf/Chair. 
Rides/Biking/Hiking/Swim- 
ruing/Tennis/Fishing etc. Book 
now for the millenniuml 1-800- 
585-88'34. email: sunpeaks@di- 
rect.ca. 
SUMMER FUN at Sunpeaks 
Rased. Top of the mountain 
accomodations & mgt.. 45 rain. 
from Kamloops. Golf/tennis/fish- 
ing etc. Book no for the 
millennium. 1-800-585-8834. e- 
mail: sunloeaks@direct.ca. 
TOW BDR Lakeshore log 
house east side of Lakelse 
Lake. July to Aug. Furnished. 
$900/mo. Reply to File #15 c/o 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St. Terrace BC V8G 5R2. 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION 
wanted by older working male. 
Non smoker. 635-5973 .Please 
leave a messaqe. 
SINGLE WORKING man seeks 
shared accommodation with 
one person only. Very clean. 
Needed by July 1. 638-7181 af- 
ter 4. 
4 BEAUTIFUL adificial wedding 
cakes. One, porcelain Mickey & 
Minnie Mouse under flowered 
archway. One, beautiful 2 tiered 
rest, swivel seat for easy ac- 
cess-comes with batteries, 
charger, shopping basket, safe- 
ty flag. No tool take down or as- 
sembly. New price $3,700 Ask- 
ing $3,000. 635-7843. 
OFFICE FURNITURE and as- 
sorted office supplies. 638-7727 
PING PONG table & 
accessories $75, hockey pants 
$20, hockey refs shirt and arm 
bands $15, Sanyo double tape 
& radio boom box $20. Yamaha 
PSR-12 Electric pia- 
no/syntheszer $35,, n ground. 
heavy duty =slam dunk" basket- 
ball hoop $125, 2 voyager BRC 
mountain bikes (boy/girl ages 
10-12) $75, older norco BMX 
$40, 10 gal. aquarium/accs $25, 
Gibson 17 CF deepfreeze $225, 
Viking 15 CF deepfreeze $225, 
"Co-op" 120 volt electric fence 
$50. Large home made 6 tray 
fruit dryer $25, Sony video 8 
movie camera 638-8901. 
r all of your fencing needs. I 
In stock right nowl 1 





'~ae Keys % Safe Driving' 
IGift CertfficatesJ 
Looking for that hard 







ToU Free 1-800-665-7998 
Ph/Fa~ 635-7532' 
We Buy,  
Sel l  
& Trade  
MUSICAL 
INSTRUlVlENTS Ask for MonlcaWarner butterfly theme. One, lovely 4 
Cal l :  635-4478 tiered (basket weave)with 
artificial flowers (or use your 
own real). One, absolutely stun- 
ning 3 tiered head shaped, sur- 
rounded and topped with hand 
crafted sugar flowers. Call 638- 
0640. 
H Photo: 635-7459 
80: :WANTED :. 
(M iSC: )  : 
FOR LEASE 
4818 Highway 16 West Greig Avenue.Central Location 
warehouse po(a 880 sq.h. 2 relall/office space 
warehom w/otfke 7,450 ~1- II. 1,700 and 900 sq. h. 
2709 Kelum Street 5002 tome Avenue 
5,200 sq. h. (ommardal building 2 adjoining ~ooces 
(/'w dorefront, worel~m &(ompound office/vereh~s~OH door 
951.5 sq, ft. eoth 
~11 US ABOUT OTflER LOCATIONS 
I I 
COUCH SWIVEL rocker, brown 
beige blue, excellent cond. 
$300.635-3384. 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS i~ 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs, 
(250) 573-2054. 
WANTED SMALL cat with 
bucket blade or small back hoe. ~ ~ i ~ '  _ ~ . ~  I 
Call 1-250-698-7627. 
4 Door with air conditioning 
1967 VW Beetle. Good running 
condition. All original parts. Ask- was $20,765 
ing $3,000. 1981 Cadillac El 
Dorado. Excellent running cond. 
Askln.q $4,000. 638-0039. 
1976 MGB. 2 Tops, Exc shape. 
$6,000 obo. 635-6126 (w) or " 
635-3575 (h). 
1980 CHRYSLER Le Baron. In 
excellent condition with 135 K 
original kilometers. 318 Au- 
tomatic. TWO door. Very cam- w r - .  *k,.~|lgi .&.l l~lg,,  , 
fodable and reliable transperta- 
lion. $1,750. 615-9116. www, te~'aeeau~ma]] .eom 
.ow $ ! 7 ,77300 
RACE 
lg83 VOLVO sin. wagon. Good 
running condition. 236,000 kms. 
$2,000 QBO. 635-4149 even- 
in,Is and weekends. 
1984 BMW 318 I Excellent con- 
dition. Aluminum wheels, new 
tires. 40K on rebuild. $5,500. 
638-8882. 
1984 OLDSMOBILE Omega in 
good running condition. $%200 
635-9420. 
1984 VW rabbit $600 GRC 638- 
1822. 
1986 HONDA civic hatchback, 
5 speed, good running condi- 
tion. Body needs work. $900. 
635-7119 leave messafle. 
1988 CHRYSLER daytona tur- 
bo. Immac cond. 115,000 kms. 
Lady driven. Only $3,950. 635- 
8183 after 5. 
1989 CHEV Sprint 157,000 kin, 
5 speed. New winter tires, muf- 
tier, brakes, one owner, Lear 
Jet stereo and speakers. 
4916 Hwy 16, Terrace • 635-7187. 1-800-313-7187 
• ,999  
GRAND CARAVANS 
I ~  ~ 
O Financing 
OAC 
Limited Time Only 
~ [11-" I ;li'~,'l II I : |  
www.terraceautomall.com 
4916 Hwy 16, Terrace • 635-7187 • 1-800-313-7187 
$1,800 obo. 638-1487. 
From $ 2 4 , 9 9 5  
including 2.8% financing OAC 
www.terraceautomall.com 
4916 llwy 16,Terrace . 635-7187 . 1-800-313-7187 
1989 Toy-o'E'Camry 
4 cy], 5 spd, lots of extras 
Was $6,495 
Now $5,995 
1985 Toyota 4x4 
Pick-up 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
Was $4,995 
NOW $2,995 
1993 Chevy Lumina 
Eurosport 





1890 Honda Accord I.X 





1988 Ford F150 4x4 
5 spd~8 cyl, canopy 
$6;995 
m 
1995 Ford F150 4x4 
vs, 5spd, New Tires, Chrome pkg. 
$16,995 
1993 Honda Accord EX 




1991 Dodge Club 
Cab LE 
Auto, V8, fully loaded, low 





4 cyl Auto, absolutely loaded 
including CD stacker, alarm 
Was $20,995 
Now $19,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
V6 Auto, fully loaded, CD, 
alloy wheels, spoiler. 
Was $17,995 
Now $15,995 
1987 Honda Civic 
Wagon 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$3,495 
1996 Subaru Legacy 
Brighton 
AWD, 5 spd, 4 cyl, 
Am/Fm/Cass., super clean, 
low km's, remaining factory 
warranty 
$15,995 
1993 Ford Taurus 
Wagon 
6cyl Auto, fully loaded 
1998 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
5spd, 6 cyl, NC, 4x4, factoff 
warranty 
$24A 995 
1994 Ford Taurus 
6 cyl Auto, full load 
911,995 
1997 Ford F.150 XL 
Stepside 
4x4, Auto, 8 cyl, HC, tilt & 




5spd, 4dr, 4cyl, NC 
$7,495 
1991 Ford E-350 XLT 
Clubwagon 
15pass., Diesel, fully loaded 
$11,9._..995 1991 Dodge Shadow 





*Get it clean for summer 
*Detail adds to resale 
*Free Estimates 
*Located at Terrace Honda 
*Call 24 Hours 
-l ¢d, dill_4 L 
1989 MERCURY Topaz. Good 
running condition, four cyclin- 
der, new clutch, brakes tires 
front end. Asking $4,500 obo. 
638-8888 or 615-7691. 
1990 DODGE Colt. 6 tires & 
wheels (2 winter). New brakes, 
transmission & tune up. $2800 
obo. 635-2673 after 6pro. 
lg91 CAMARO V6 automatic 
91,000 km T-top new brakes, 
new muffler, exc. condition. 
Asking $8,950.624-3280. 
1992 PONTIAC Lemans auto. 2 
door, 58,000 kms. Cassette 
stereo, tinted windows. No rust. 
Almost new. Asking $5,000. 
635-4571. 
1992 TOYOTA 4-runner V-6 ful- 
ly loaded well maintained. New 
tires. 6 pack CD player. Sale or 
trade for long box pick-up. 
Similar vintage or value. Asking 
$16,000. Ph 79a.2088. 
1994 SUZUKI DR 350, excel- 
lent condition only 1750 km 
since new. Electric start A-1 
shape. $3,350. 638-1427. 
1995 CAVAUER 2 door coupe. 
$7,500. In good running condi- 
tion. Call 635-0079, 
88 PLYMOUTH Voyager SE 
mini van. Seats 7 in good condi- 
tion $4,300. 638-0633. 
97' DODGE Stratus. Quick sale 
price, 4 door, forest green, com- 
pany driven vehicle w/regular 
maintenance. Mint shape. 
$13,200. 615-0103 evenin.qs. 
1985 GMC 2500 series 3/4 ton 
Auto 350 exc. running. $2.500 
Call evenings 635-2124. 
1988 CHEVY" Blazer 4x4 auto 
air. $5,695. 635-4246. 
1991 GMC Sonoma 4x2 cab 
$3,500 obo. 1968 Ford 8000 
Diesel dump truck $1,200 obo. 
1 ton Chev Flat Bed $500, Misc. 
tools and parts. Phone 638. 
8436. 
1991 TOYOTA 4-runner 5 
speed, 4 door, one owner ex- 
cellent condition, fully loaded, 
auto, a/c, cruise, tilt, power 
windows locks and sun roof 
with towing package $15,500 
call 635-7745. 
1992 FORD F-150, 4x4 dual 
tanks, air conditioning, am/fm 
cassette. 635-3400. 
1994 CHEV Silverado. 4x4 fully 
loaded ext. cab, new exhaust, 
new tires, command start, low 
miles. Ex. cond. $19,500.635- 
2921. 
1998 DODGE Quadecoke. For 
sale or take over lease. For 
more info. call 635-7657. 
PARTING OUT or sell complete 
for parts only. '84 GMC 1/2 ton. 
Good engine. Or will consider 
trade for small car. Also 10" 
table saw. Panasonlc $125 and 
microwave. Call cell 615-7612. 
'96 DODGE Ram 4x4 extended 
cab, F_./C. Asking $20,000. 638- 
1260. 
HANGER SPACE for sale at 
Terrace/l'Otimat Airport, south- 
side entrance T-hanger $7,500. 
Contact Stu Ames, member 
Terrace Hanger Group. Cell # 
565.5224, 
HOMEBUILT SINGLE seat 
"Baby Ace" low time engine/air 
frame. Fun, affordable flying. 
Excellent condition, Includes 
760 channel portable Navcom. 
Always hangared. $11,900 Bob 
250-260-6687 Vernon. 
1977 GMC campertsed van. 
G/C, clean ~,500 638-7727. 
1984 5TH wheel, 3 way frldge, 
stove, oven, stereo, air condi- 
tioning, large awning queen 
size bed. $11,900. 1-250-692- 
7654. 
I '98 Dodge Stratus 




V6, Auto, NC, Dual sliding 
doors 
$15,995 
'95 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Laredo, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Window Locks, & more 
$29,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,995 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
6wh, Auto, Air, windows, locks 
& mere 
$25,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 
6 cyl, Auto, hardtop 
$10,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
V6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 Now $8,995 
'92 Chrysler Daytona 
v6, 5 speed, A/C, CD. 
$8,995 




'90 Dodge Ram 1500 LE 
VS, Auto, Canopy & More 
W88,$5,995 Now $3,995 
'93 Ford Explorer 4Dr. 
4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Cruise/Tilt, 
Windows Locks 
$17,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 NOW $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$11,995 
'88 Ford Ranger XCab 
4x4, V6, 5spd, XLT, Lariat, 
Canopy 
$5,995 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$5,555 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, 0nly 11,339 kms 
Was $15,995 Now $13,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
v8, 6 speed, T Roof, Loaded 
$22,495 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
Was $29,995 Now $27,995 
'96 Gee Metro 
5 speed, cassette. 
only 29,000 kms 
Was $10,995 Now $9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
$17,995 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 4x4 
v8, Auto, HC, Tilt, Cruise & More 
$16,995 
'97 Toyota ~4 I~er  
Ai r~ lng . .  
$25,9~N-OW $23,995 
'96 Suba.ru L.egacy 
uu~acK 
All Wheel Drive, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Looks 
And More 
$25,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V.6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6,Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyI, Auto 
Now $5,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed 
$9,998 Now $7,995 
T ER E 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 Dm 5958 
www.terraoeautomall.com 
1 ) i 




1984 CAMPER van, GMC 
fridge, stove, furnace, C-B, twin 
beds. Excellent condition-never 
driven. $157,000. Phone 635- 
7996. 
1989 27' CITATION supreme 
Motorhome loaded. E/C sleeps 
6. Rear bdr. 62,000 kms. 
$29,500. 635-3838. 
1989 BIGFOOT; 11.5 camper, 
weighs 983 kg. Roof storage & 
ladder; full bath; hot water; ex- 
cellent condition. Includes air 
bags for Chev (three quarter) 
ton pickup and front tle down 
bar. $11,000. Call 1-250-845- 
7649. ,~ 
19~1) ~INAIR Motorhorne 28' 
Cummins diesel engine mileage 
31,000 kin, air cond, hydraulic 
leveling jack, propane genera- 
tor, fully loaded, sleeps 4, 635- 
2340. 
1991 29' ALJO travel trailer. 
Fully loaded, sleeps 6 (no bunk- 
beds), m/w, a/c, separate back 
bedroom, front kitchen. Excel- 
lent condition, 635-6474. 
1994 SECURITY Timberline 9 
foot camper. Queen bed, sky 
light, 3 way fridge, 4 burner 
stove/oven, forced air furnace, 
bathroom, awning, exc. condi- 
tion. $13,900 abe. Phone 635- 
2804. 
1995 RUSTLER 25.5 Fifth 
wheel. Bunk beds; sleeps 8. 
Loaded with options. Excellent 
condition. $18,000. Call: Hous- 
ton 1-250-845-3456. 
1996 20' Drifter Travel Trailer. 
Lots of options. Used 
twice.Excellent condition. 
$13,500 abe. Call 635-9598 
1996 FRONTIER 9' camper. 
Queen bed, storage, full bath. 
Forced air furnace. Bright/roo- 
my. Stove, microwave, fridge. 
Monitor system & much more. 
Very clean. $11,900. 638-8082. 
72 18' PROWLER Travel Trail- 
er. Sleeps 6, furnace, fridge, 3 
burner stove, oven, awning, in 
good condition. $4.000. 638- 
0633. 
FOR RENT: 1998 24' Motor 
Home, dual air, t.v., vcr, rn/w. 
For more into 635-9451. 
MIKE ROSMAN RV "Help" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th, mo- 
torhomes, buy/consign, fenced 
compound separate use, sales 
staff, interiors largest dealer. 
Call Peter 1-800-811-8733 or 1- 
250-558-8635. 
lOVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 I 
new brands. 0 down financing, I 
trades, or we pay cash. For best I 
price in B.C. Callus flee 1-800- I 
668-1447 or www.voyager.rv.com I 
B.C. Interiors largest dealer | 
Voyager R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 | 




1999 Outboards Are 
Here! 
L'  : 
I I r  146 Princecraft 
30 Manner & EZ loader t ailer 
$4,995 : : :  
1999V-Star 
11DOcc, bedvalue 
$9,799:  ~ 
New Alumaweld 
21' Inbuder J t B0aL Umited Edition 
Come &See 
Yamaha C30 
Yamaha "IT 225R 
DidBikes 160:  H EA~ DUTY 
: EQUIPMENT~II;. • $178.69/m0 0 Down 0.A.C, 
Lawn Mower Sale 
21" rear bagger 
._, 
1999 Yamaha 
Grizzly 600cc, 4x4 
I~'~,,[~ ~l'bl~/ii [ r l l i  i ]r l,,,ji IlR_~[IIR 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
• 170.. FARM ~ , 
.: • :MACHINERY : 
: r ": . .  
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
i YAMAHA, SUZUKI, 
KAWASAKI DEALERSIIII' 
Business Opportunity 
Established 20 Years . _ .~ '~ 
Serious Inqaires Only 
Ca l l  PETER ~I~]~ (250) 575.7551 ~ 
Fill a cooler, get your gear; and head out to your favourite 
fishing hole. Hold on tight and jump on plane with a skier in tow. 
Explore shallow secluded waters where you wouldn't consider 
taking other boats. Take the family out for a ride. a swim and a 
picnic. With single or twin Mercury Sport Jets, 17 to 22It., 
Marathon will do it for you with class and style.  ~ I 
Call for free video. 
Phone 847-4064T I 
.~ Fax847-9026 J 
HONDA TRIKE- 1981 Goldwing 
immaculate condition, luggage 
compartments, luggage rack, 
62,000 kms, burgundy colour 
$9,900. Harley Davidson, 1991 
FLHTC, Electric Glide Classic, 
black 58,000 kms, lots of extra 
chrome, $15,995. Harley David. 
son, 1988 FLHS 57,000 km 
green & cream colour $14,500, 
Call Steve or Marc. Harley Da- 
vidson of Smithers 847.5473 for 
into. on any of these bikes. 
16' DRIFTBOAT for sale. 
$1,400 or with 6 HP evinrude 
motor. $2,000. 635-3316. 
16 1/2 ' speed boat 80 horse 
mercurY. E-Z loader trailer. Ex- 
cellent Condition.S4,995. 635- 
9084. 
1988 BAYLINER 2155 Sierra 
Sunbridge. 4.31 6 cycl volvo 
penta ending with volvo, penta 
leg both new. In 1997 low hrs. 
extended warranty to 2002 In- 
cludes 1995 9.9 mercury 4 
stroke electric start kicker. 1992 
ely-loader trailer marine survey 
bone in 1995. $23,900. abe. 1- 
250-692'7654. 
hum boat c/w 1996 Mariner 30 
Jet and EZ Loader Trailer. 638- 
1319 days or 638-1087 even- 
in.qs. 
Vortec Marine Engine 5086 
Marine grade aluminum-trailer 
included $23,500. Phone 250- 
964-9247 or 798-2039. 
Marc Trailer, full kitchen, bath-' 
room, sleeps 8. $12,000 firm. 
Call Tony 250-721-2123. 
interior, no rigging $15,000 
OBO. 638-8436. 
and trailer. Two motors, 35 
merc w/jet. 30 marc prop. 
$3,800 abe. 635-2673. 
trailer for boats up 'to 24 feet: 
load carrying ~capacity '4,500 
Ibs. Low highway mileage. 
$4,250. 30 HP Evinrude Manual 
Short Shaft $650. Call 847- 
5284. 
WATER SKI boat 100 HP Mar- 
iner & Trailer. $6,500 abe. 635- 
6126 or 635-3575 evenin.qs 
WE HAVE over 10 ex-fish boats 
for sale. See our listings at 
<~wvw.pacificboat.bc.ca> or call 
1-888-330-7878. 
I 
1997 20' Kellahan 
Aluminum Jet Boat 
with 310 HP Kodick GM 
Vorteck engine and .American 
Turbine Jet with power trim, 
heater, etc.: Great river and 
big water boat with only 30 





1990 E 120 B Cat Excavator, 
hydraulic thumb. Very good 
condition. Quick Sale. $32,900. 
1-250-692-3821. 
CLAUSON LOGGING ltd. 
Quesnel BC. General freight, 
Iowbedding, railbed, pilot car 
service, local & long distance. 
Lowbed capabilities from 5 axle 
highboy to 9 axle Iowbed, 
licensed, full cargo insurance. 
Equipment moved anywhere in 
BC and Alberta. Call (250)747- 
1229 24 hrs. Fax (250) 747- 
1900. 
SANDBLASTING SAND deliv- 
ered, excellent price. 847-4083. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment, Quality used 
sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
2607, 6kn~ Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. 
1 80: PETS 
CKC REG. German Shepherd 
puppies. Top quality pedigree, 
excellent health and 
temperament. Have both par- 
ents. $400 + up. (250) 392- 
6504. 
PUPPIES 12 wks old, Mother 
pure bread Rotwleler w/papers. 
Askin.q $200 each. 635-6326. 
PUREBRED MINIATURE do- 
berman puppies to go. Have 
shots and health records, $300. 
All male, 638.7766, 
ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD 
Guardian dogs, Turkish breed. 
This is a large breed to protect. 
livestock from bears, coyotes & 
other predators. This breed will 
work in you field or in your yard. 
Pups & adult dogs available 
$350-$700. Great White 
Maremma Italian guardian dogs 
for livestock & family protection. 
Great companion dogs, pups & 
adult dogs available $350-$700. 
Australian Cattle dogs 1 male, 1 
female, Red. Healers natural 
bobbed tails, good farm & 
companion dogs $250. 
Registered Boarder Collie pups. 
Excellent blood line and 
working parents. Black & White, 
great livestock, farm or 
companion dogs, $350. Mill 
Swanson Grandview Ranch 1- 
250-842-6678. 
i |H f4  KENN|LS ,,co.ouo, ANONYMOUS. Forintek Canada Corp. in 
Phone 635-6533. Vancouver, B.C. Terrace, B.C. She was prede- 
tD0g Boarding SINGLE MALE gay would like David was born in Kitimat ceased by her youngest 
to hear from other gay for and attended school there, ~_~, ~,~. ~ i@ ~ daughter, Wenda Livesey 
, Grant. She is survived by. her 
0Qualilyt0mb&RiceD0g friendship. Reply to file #7, c/o until moving to Whitecourt, ~ --'~"~ ~J~{~,~ Iovin.q husband and best 
The Terrace Standard, 3210 Alberta ia 1989, with his p~- ~riend'of 62years, Alex; bye 
F00d-Excellent e$. Clinton St., Terrace BC, V8G ants Bob & Elaine and siatsr IN LOVING daughters, Sharron Pollard 
and Ja-Ann Gibbons; five "We Care About Your Pets" ..... eros-Roe. $6,300 FILM acting scholarship He is the grandson of the /~EMORY OF ) granddaughters; one greet- 
Call 635-1238 contest. Acontest for best actor fate Wilt'& Grace Fell and "~ PHIL~ILEIB "~ grandson, with o great 
to win Vancouver's Professional Frank 8= S~ah Pongracz of . ~arnn!doughter soon to be 
Film Graduate 6-monlh course. Terrace. ~ JU~IE 18, 1994 ~ A Memorial Service will 
Rules 604-683-9290 www.uni- " ' ~e  ~ be held on Saturday, June 
verse.cam/awe. Toll Free # 1- ~ ~his d(z 3' lee '~  12, 1999 at 2:3.0pro at 
BLACK AN(3US bulls. Year- 1877"FILM'ACT, _ t~ do ~IL ._  Henderson's Funeral Home, 
lings and two year aids. Easy O.N~UO~ I soa~ ~"= Chilliwack, B.C. Rev. Laura 
calving tyne of bulls. Call ~ remember ~ Turn b u II o f ficiating. 
Lance/Shirley at Hamblin , T rv~.c l lou i r~g ~ Cremat ion ,  Valley 
Farms. 845-2133 or 1-800-665- a~ir,s,,co~u~a,~ ,~ :  t~oughts wetr/~ Crematorium, Chilliwack. 
6992. A~o~o~ o,~sto, ~ In lieu of flowers, donations 
choice in memory oF  Verna 
• ~o one no - -  
i ,=eveu,,  s I Dental Recephon,st for I can be made to a chari!y of 
Chestnut Morgan Gelding. 15.3 ;~ r~ I I ,q l=n l lq= i I Dr. P. Okimi I ~1  Grant. 
HH Double registered, well ~ I~T~:  Henderson's Funeral  
trained, lots of chrome, very 1; AHcW,:n  I I Thank You! I ger with ~ Home, Chiillweck, Directors 
(604)792-1344. flashy, lots of energy. $3,000 ' n . . . . . . . . .  
I I I To all who aoplied for the I ~But  in oztr ~lmL abe 846-5031. I . tr,~ & I, eZSON,U. I I t • , '. . . . .  i 
i u~e, #, , ,  aurora, i i aenra, reception poe,non i ~ hearts tilt ~ ," ~ " 
I mm,vuvsT= . I I that opened up in our I 
Uln l  I ON I '  . . Braun's lsland. Three and a half I ,-,, I I office. Werece,vedneorly I  liues 
9aores102 with on-site water. 635- | tow ~ ~ma I I 50 applications for the I ~ .  
You arc I eJLIIIII "~ .~ ";~Cal~J~ i i PO . we  are p leas~ I 
I ~'~-~'~ invitcdtothe ~l ~ I I toonnouncelhat(Sayle I t" Mildredand ~t" 
Biannual :11-900-451-4055 I I Skoalrud has agreed to i daughters ~, ,  :: :~ 
l~ft-'~;Im~ Open House !1 24 Hill. $2.99/mIn-  "+/  I join our team. I / '~-  Lilt,Ann (Bitl),(Z,e,), /'~ :~  i l  
8~ In Lovaw Argyle, Yarmut5 to., Hove 
!: :] JUile 20 ~:i:~: :.'. ':'~": ~(olio en Aid 5, 1929, moved to Tma~, 
Horses Slio~n'ai' 3 pm I /'he Industrial/'Technology Education i ~ gram~i~ren. X~ e.c i. ~ ;~sy. ,n ~U~ w=,~ 
FoodtoFollow ,]~jlDeportr~entotC.ledoniaSeniorSecond, ry , |  " "  ~')~-"~'~J~-~ i.tehis.S~x,'sm~smin~.., 
Imnl0 with mm~. Telkwa lit-Road, M would like to Ihank the following businesses for I 0rn~ of A~/24, 19~ ~ a 5 per 
3 km west of Snake Rd at supporting our students at the recent 8evmsl~e&~emnd by his p~onts Vdwm ~ /  and fl~d Minion. K-20 B.C. Skills Compe//tion. Cud ~ ~0 m~= h~ ~ I~,, I~ I 
Phone v" Terrace Builder's Do It Centre loving wi~e of 46 ye~n, ~ I,=d~,ik=r) I 
son Torn-Romeo, Ten'm, B.C., doughtm I 847-3938 ~, Acer Resource Consulting Ltd. Oadnr~ •JeW x~ rormm, e,r_, t
HORSES FOR sale. 4 horses I, / Dediluke Land Surveying Inc. Korea - oo~ ~r~ - e=n~ I~, I Hunm~ T~iI~T, fin~T - G~d J0dum, I 
for sale. Ages 5-15 years vari- Iv" UniversalDynamics v" InlandKenworth ~ll~6,e.CondEvel~-ItemJ~lwoll 
ous skill levels. They load, clip, V" Nechako Northcoost Construction I~ ,  B.C 
Elrven grandd~ Amelia, Line.e, 
bath, and are all very willing. V" McEIhanney Consulting Services Ltd. rams0, Velven, Andrea, I(etli, Stavnn, Kevin, 
For more into. phone (250) 845- Lour., G~ristet~lwr andR0thd. 
7483. ~ Royce Candle Architect Inc. Myron Clifford s~,,, ~0~ 8,~, 0,,m0~, ,S., 
R--'~STERED AND unregis- ~ Terrace Truck and Diesel Ltd. win, r, oo~, rubn~o, N~. ,nd (mOo 
tered Tennessee Walking I /PNG v" IrlyBird gaugherty go~-  Wewille, ft.5. and ~ltmr 
in Toronto 0nlo~. horses. Yearly, four and five yr. ~ /Hay21, 1930.May24, 1999 
aids. (250) 842-6346 or (250) Myronwe~bom in[=VorI, S~m&r,,~n.He Also many r, iea~, ne~,  (oodm n~ 
moved to the Columbia Valley in B.C. during other ~m~ me~bee~ ~l'~ Connda who 
842-5231. ROy or Judy. the eo~ nineteen ~lie$. fie work~ for Giant 10vnd him end wil miss his Pmenc!. 
He will be f0dly ren~nd by 
vmrkm in format where ha wod~nd ~33 
Ha~ot Mines h $pillmacheen for  few yeon. 
Myron mo,i~ Shilley IngeSrif',on f I(imbedy 
B.C on August 25 1957. T'hay moved ~th fdthf~l yms os well as mony other Iovbg 
their family from [dgewoler B.C to Kitimet ~e" rl~s within the roelmudfy and In 
J I{ I  " tt~t s~me yam. ,r/moved fo [~rom B.C in ,n i~st ,6,rs. 
1969. Myron continued to work for Alen fro' Salvkes Wm'l held at the ~ristion am:l 
• ~e noel 29 yonrs unlil hk retirement i  1995. ~sionory Allinn~ (~urth on t~ 21 ~ith 
g After hh retirement MFon's fnverile ~times .Pa'stor Redph Rbfi~l and |omer IX~ter nlXl Ladies .._nd M e n  w~remmplngnndriding his ,aurwheelmin long lime friend Joke ~ of Sieve 
l~eeemlmnyolhisfamilyendd0$ehie~ Lake, ~10. I~lmment fol0'w~ at the 
Myron is pr~lecea~d by his ~tSer Pond, his Tenn(e Munidpol Cen~lary, 
lather Cliffod, hk skier June, and brothers 
Hubed and ~orlie. Peg bearer~ were soo Tom, and sons-in- 
_ . . . . . .  , , , ,  
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i ; : 245 i  i:(i  A U ~ De NC E M E NT  Caledonia Graduate 
. . . . . .  obtains veterinary Degree 
FEB 3. 1999 in the ladies ~Dr.D. Fisher&Dr.e. Taba~ ~thDist inct]on 
• Dl: Alison Leah Siemens (Ehom) . change room at the Aquatic are proud to intreduce 
• Centre, a bulova "Millionth graduated from Caledonia 
• " Ounce'" watch. Has great senti- Dr. Kyoko Ueda Senior Secondary School in 
mental value. Please call 250- to Park Avenue Dental Clinic June 1991. 
771-3149. Reward offered and n l l l~e~v~~ Alison received her B~chelorof 
no questions asked. N Science Degree with high hen- 
FOUND MANS watch behind ors in Biology at the Universily 
Mr. Mikes. Cal1638-1858. of Saskatchewan in May, 
LOST AQUA Marine Diamond 1995. 
Sided ring. Lost at Thornhill Jr. Alison continued on with her studies at Western College of Veterinary 
Sec. School Ball field. Very ~edicine at ~e Universily of Saskatchewan and has obtained her doctor- 
Sentimental Value. Call 635- ate with disfindion at this springs convocation. 
9505. Reward offered if found. 
LOST GREEN colored pager. If nt graduate of UBC. Alison married Brett Eltom in a quiet family weddina on the dream's rest. 
found please contact Carol at vill be offering denceinUnily, Sask. on May 22, 1999. - " " 
635-9505 or 638-72S3. emergency, evening & Alison & Brelt will be residing in aids, Alberto where A son s employed 
LOST NAVY blue fanny pack weekendappointrnents ataVeterinaryClinicondBrettwillbeleochlngotCrernona, Alto.
with ladies black wallet inside. #201-4619 Park Ave. ' . . . .  ' 
Reward offered. Drop off at 638-0841 635"5256 
RCMP station if found. ( ~  
I~ ;  I ~ 635-6206 j ~I~EPILEPS Y 
CANADA • 
w i ~  e.aJ~anon 
ATTRACTIVE MARRIED 35 yr. 1 800 860-5499 
old woman seeking discreet 
sexual encounters with married 
or single men of same age. 
Reply to file #17, Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton $I. Terrace 
sc V6G 5R2 Verna  
CANADA'S LEADING Psy- G 
chics. Live & Confidential..99' rant 
predictions. Daily crisis, reid- It is wilh deep sadness Ihat 
tionship? 24 hrs/18+/$2.89rnin. David Fell received his 1,4 Look who's 40! ;,' we announce the passing of 
>4 Vema Grant on June 2, Mystical Connections. 1-900- Masters of Science degree in H • M 
H Ha Belated Birthd , ~4 1999. She died at home wilfi 677-5872. Also Free Reading. Forest; Products from Oregon PPY oy 
).4 • ~4 her loving family by her side, 1-877-478-4410 (Credit Card State University. David is now H Dave Middleton . 
at the age af 133. She was only), employed as a market 1,4,.,,,,,,.,,.,,..,,.,,,.,,,,.~,.,,,.,,.,,..,,...,,,,,..~4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  born Felomap/ 19, 1916 in 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, researcher with the wood ._ . Portage La Prair ie,  
many have found help with products research institute, Manitoba; but lived most of 
her life in Chilliwack and 
SAFE CLEAN, DISCRETION ASSURED AND EXPECTED 
Advance Bookings Accepted Myr0nvnllbesod~mis~byhls~feShidey, law 60rd is&son, Jerry I(eeldng, Rene 
Jemter and Ixolhen-lnJaw R0n Saltier end 
(:lift (Cindy), his glanddl~dren J ffrey (Sortie), I:11 ~lionson. IP r War ' ' "  have  gr~eat  ~11 his ,hildren Jim IS)ring), KnrenLtenord nnd 
[ Grads  ~ Dads  ] Terrace & Ki l lmat  area June 17-18 & June 29-30  lrecy(Kevinl, Oanen 0nd Imvts endhisFont McKnys Funsal Ifme ns in ~ of grand daughler (hailynn. Ills sister Darlene arrongemenls. Donotiom vmuld be g~l- 
L  i, d as L Call toll free 1-877-469-7158 n0,,is,,r.,u-,.,,0ef es e, em.,is brorhen On'el, gob (Doris), Frank (Merge) /he Eanod/an B/b/e.fede~, 
and hls sister Glade (Bud) and sister.io-~ lOComfofthRo~, 
Darlene ll from I.C He ~11 eke be greo~ Toronto, One, M442~ 
missed by .lay, taurene, J~ska, Krisloffer, 
WANT D 
Brad and caunlless olhers who knew him 0s 4645~kekeAm., 
Grom~ D. '._. renom, B.(. VBG IR3. 
.". 21102 . . . . . .  :GARAGE : :  A Canuckto fanangryfOr river sacrificialgod, offering
SALES 
• Ca l l  Sach  a t  Moon l ighter  Lee 
635 731 7 Th Lazelle Ave, Sat. June 12, 9am- i omson 
noon and June 19, 9am-ll am. 
Windows, good for greenhous- Au 9 17/78- 
es & paLl°s, alum'num frames, ~ i ~ ~  ~ June15/98 
sliders & awning. Various sizes PITCH-IN 
3'x4' to 3'8" x9'10" from $35- AND 
$70. Horizontal window blinds 
$10-$25. Apartment size stoves RECYCLE "~' ~ You  gave our  l i ves  mean ing ,  
$100-$140. Misc. items. 635- You gave  so much j oy ,  
3475. Your  smi le  was  so  prec ious ,  
YARD SALE various items, 210• GARAGE Oursweet ,  spec ia lboy  
everything must gel 4707 Days  come ~c go ,  
Welsh, 8 am to noon. No early- SALES ]But  you  are not  her  
birds1 We wish  i t  was  on ly  a dream,  
. . . . . . . . .  ' ' We can  on ly  hope  you  knew 
Garage Sale How special  you were. 
~ h, , - , In , ,  June 26, 9:OO How r~luch  we a l l  l oved  you ,  and  , a . , , .  , . , .  I a .m.  A l l  needed you  around 
Acoustic Pianos Electric Pianos I n  a sp l i t  second 
Guitars Melronomes Anne is Nifty yo. were  taken  awa~ 
Music Decorations No goodbyes ,  No  t ime to  sa~ 
Pos~,r, eldures Works at  C01 Ha , .  m.ch  we love you  
Tables Compuler Just turned How spec ia l  you  are•  
Forever  in  our  hear ts  Blackboards Furniture 
I . :, Northwest Academyof the. Performing Ads Love Always 
Tilhcum Twin~eah'e Braid. ig, 3rd Floor Dad, Morn, Mikey & Brit 
,, ! 
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KATHY'S PET CARE Loving 
29,0, BUSINESS ~ 
OPPORTUNITIES. 
care for your pets in your home 
when you can't be there. 638- 
7824. 
COKSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
,=~nts. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit, Immediate 
approval, Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed. , 
DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
help. Free consultation. Low 
Cost Consolidation Plans ac- 
cepted by Creditors. Stop 
Stress & Collection Calls. Credit 
Counseling Society of B.C. A 
Non Profit Service. 1-888-527- 
8999. . . . . .  
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, blac k tie orcasual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information. 638-7630. 
DON'T PLANT grass, have an 
instant lawn, Put sod down and 
turn on sprinkler. Call 847-4083 
for a delivered price. 
NOW OPEN in Fraser Lake. 
Kendra & Co. Hair and Body 
Studio. Hair Services, tanning' 
and waxinq. 699-6641. 
R.A.K. CONSTRUCTION, Ren- 
ovations, siding, painting, land- 
scaping, tree removal etc. 
Reasonable rates for everyone. 
Please call cell phone 615- 
7612. 
WATKINS PRODUCTS For 
more information. Call Bey at 
635-9268. 
: l  ~ '~ar Seryice i~  l l Because Your Home is Your Castle ' 
:;I .~$ .  -~.~_! Bar Service for .i-.l~\~. I :/ ^ "" 
ill ~;~,  ..o~O'5°Ope°p~" , %~.:. I::::/ . . ,~  Home and Omce i iilV'   : Certified Bartenders ~"=~1:~:::/ A ,~: .L  Excep tionalServ~jee I 
!ill :1  " Very Reasonable Rates Competitiveaates I 
::!ilk 'Jl . .c°"UkF°'... ~ i  I /}M~: I  LlsaSaatucci 
.:~:1 ~ ! 1  r la l l lO  i, ree  i~ar l renc l l~  H I  I / J .=kNID ,"IS :; ~ ~ ~: :.. terrace: 635-5152 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
;women wilh or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.k.? 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
You can be safe. 




24 HOURS A DAY 




E~Jng  calls 
wefcomo~ 
Doub le  C lean 





Specializing in Danger Tree Removal 
s Trees in your yard mak- ing you nervous? 
Call Hardcore Falling 
=20 years experience 
• Free estimates anywhere in 
the Northwest. 
Call (250)849-5289 
ii:ii[ ~red, busy, stuck at home. [i:l~ -Be~ellecl panels for cabinets  
i:iJ Let me l)ring t-he pamp~rifig to you] J!J~ ~am~sr :nd  teaded H 
!:i:i~ .Manicures .Pedicures .Sculptured Nails ~ ~  
i!:;I . .- . .  Please calIMaflEhsesat ~i 
::l Appointn'Jents not always necessary I I -~-  / ~  ~ ~i  
:] To.  638-2092 
Terrace Tree Trimming 
B C, C8111RB Ct~ 
FULLY  INSURED 
FORALLYOUR INSULATION NEEDS Danger Tree Removal 
AND BOBCAT SERVICES By Houses And Power Lines ~ Bockhoe *Sweeper *DumpTruck *Augers J CLEAN-UP SERVICES AVAILABLE Waste Removal * Snow Removal * Landscaping Sanding • Blown Insuation .Wa s- Attics- F corsJ From Houston to Prince Rupert 
5022Agar Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1Jl FREE (250) 635'7400 
..... ~ ,uss .~ ., ,,.,~.! , ,o! .??:~ =. ,,,0! ,?,.24~ ~:: ............. ES~ 
iii !i;iiiiiiiiiiiii:PREclsEL¥ RiG HTIiilI; iiil !i 
....... ~ ' "~ck~ ~ew ~S .~ie; at~o;r ~icei 
%I~P • Across town or the country 
~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
' ~ ~ q  m .............. : :~a~!~ .................... ~ ........... 





SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking for full or par- 
tial backhauls from anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan to de- 
liver anywhere from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. 847- 
4083. 
• Direc   
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 




SERVICE • LTD. 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
Furniture Moving 
NORTHWEST Express 
~3~ ~®®~®~U~,  ~®~G ~ 
V' Local Or Out Of Town 
I," Full Service 
v' Inquire about U-Load Discount 
PHONE 635-7504 Cell: 615-9377 
 ! ain Coast Chipper 




4715 Olson Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2A4 638-1786 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
' "  ""'~' .... 3901 Dobbie St., Terrace, B.C. 
C laudette Sandecki  635-9434 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD.' 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE '1 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart tel 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- J 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
courier service. , | 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
ii ............. Ii iii ,.O.L..A e . ~  has worked in Toronto, 
i~i~i~i Ottawa, and Montreal for 
~::~:~:.i:~. !::::~::~i~z~:~.~i ~i :i.i :~:i!:~i~i~i over 25 years in the hair 
,~ ~;~::;~~i,~:~,~ Now in Terrace to serve 
? :i':ii! I'.i~,, ::::::ii:, ~:~iii~';~ you in your hair fashions. 
i: Please call 
61S-0092 
IlLOSE WEIGHT NOWt! I lost 
40 pounds in 3 months. You 
can too. All natural. Doctor for- 
mulated. Call 1-877-211-6731 
toll free. 
$$ GOYERNMEI~T PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs, in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
BEAUTY SALON for sale. Lo- 
cated in Terrace. Owner retir- 
ing. Will sell or lease. 635-3756 
after 6:00 pro. 635-6995 during 
day time. 
BUSINESS FOR sale. Very 
profitable janitorial business. In- 
quire (250) 635-2479 or (250) 
638-1094. 
CASH BUSINESS for sale. 
Long time established coin op- 
erated amusement route in the 
Merritt, Lillooet area and the 
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House 
area, containing pool tables, 
foosballs, pinballs, video 
games. Juke boxes and stuffed 
animal cranes already in loca- 
tions. This makes a great in- 
vestment giving 30-50% returns 
on your money yearly. Easy 
2nd job only takes 2-3 days a 
month. For more into. call Peter 
at 250-372-2908. 
CONCESSION WAGON w/pop- 
corn, frankfurter, coffee, deep- 
frier, grills, freezer, cooler, wa- 
ter system, 15 kw power plant. 
$18,500. Taylor soft icacream 
machine $6,500. (250) 563- 
5872 Gilbert. 
GONE HOLLYWOOD video 
Canada's leading video fran- 
chise has individual units or 
area development opportunities 
across Canada. Full turnkey, 
training, ongoing support and 
financial assistance. Call today 
for more into. 1-800-567-7710. 
HARDWARE BUSINESS for 
sale. Located in the Fraser Val- 
ley and in a new building. This 
is the only hardware business in 
town. Possible living quarters 
above store. For more into. 
please call: Days (604) B69- 
5343 evenings (504) 869-2362 
or Fax (604) 869.5340. 
HOME WORKERS neededll To 
assemble our products. For free 
information send SASE: Distinc- 
tive Crafts, 8-7777 Keele St. 
Concord, Ont. L4K 1Y7 or call 
1-888-771-7409. 
MOBILE HOME moving busi- 
ness for sale. Including 1986 
Peterbuilt Truck, Trailers and all 
necessary equipment, All In ex- 
cellent condition. Call 250-567- 
2381. 
MOVING AND must sell em- 
broidery/t-shirt shop with com- 
puter portrait system. Estab- 
lished cllenteie. Located In Ter- 
race's busiest mall, Serious en- 
quiries only. (250) 6,35-4388 or 
evenings (250) 635-9300, 
LIKE TO travel? Need money? 
Home based business. Not 
MLM. Earn $2K to $5K per 
week. Call 1-800-345-9688 ext. 
5522. 
PRINGLES POTATO Chips. 
Enjoy financial freedom with 
this proven winner. Solid busi- 
ness investment with state-of- 
the-art equipment, Enjoy all 
benefits of self-employment. 
with little effort. Min investment 
$16,800 puts you on the fast 
track to early retirement. Info, 
packa.qe: Call 1-800-336-4296. 
SMALL OKANAGAN nursery, 
suitable for semi-retired. Valu- 
able main road property, 2 other 
rentals. 1-250-542-9154. 
DON'T MISS THIS 
OPPORTUNITY. 
,,. Selling due to health 
reasons. Large cleaning 
service serving Terrace & 
Rupert. Steady clientele & 
contracts. Large volume, 
sales $150,000 year. 
Asking $90,000 
638-6377 
Serious enquiries only 
i 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan into call our CDI 
college- Abbotsford Campus- 
collect, todayl 0-604-850-8585. 
F.A.C. (NON-restricted) course 
being offered June 21, ?_2, 23, 
24, 25. Call John Halley for 
more into. at 635-6542. 
BE A PROFESSIONAL actor. 
Vancouver's Professional Film 
Graduate 6 month program. 
Vancouver's film industry need 
actors. Toll-free 1-877-FILM- 
ACT www.universe.com/awa. 
BODYSHOP REQUIRES an 
experienced prep & paint 
person for a rapidly growing 
shop. Wages based on 
experience. Comprehensive 
benefit package. Technician 
required for a busy, growing 
repair facility. Experience in 
steering, brede, suspension etc. 
preferred. Wages based on 
experience. Comprehensive 
benefit package. Apply to Kelly 
Mc Cormack, Service Manager, 
Hoskins Ford Sales Ltd., Box 
400 Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0. 
Phone 250-847-2237, Fax. 
(250)-847-4653. 
CLEANING LADY for 2-4 hours 
bi-weekly. Friday afternoons. 
635-7245 after 5. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week assembling pro- 
duct in the comfort of your own 
home, send a SASE to OPH, 6- 
2400 Dundas St. West Suite 
541, Ref L63, Mississauga., 
Ont. LSK 2R8. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI- 
"IV: Warren Consulting Ltd., a 
forestry consulting firm based in 
Houston, has the following posi- 
tions vacant: GIS Digital Map-. 
ping Techinlcian-This is a part 
time position which involves 
creating and maintaining 
silviculture prescription maps, 
woodlot maps, etc. Applicants 
must have the following qualifi- 
cations: knowledge and 
understanding of ARC/INFO 
operated in Windows NT, 
AUTO/CAD knowledge would 
be an asset but not essential, 
some AML Programming will 
be required, preference will be 
given to forestry background. 
GPS Technician- Full time 
position open for an experience 
and certified field technician. 
References will be required. 
Please send resumes to: 
Warren Consulting Ltd., PC Box 
1567, Houston, BC. V0J 1Z0 or 
fax 250-845-3780. 
EXPERIENCED LOG house 
builders required for permanent 
full time work. Send resume to 
Daizen Log-Tech, 1285 
6pringhill Rd. Parksville, V9P 
2Gil. Tel: 248-0294. 
FALLERS WAWlrED, Kitimat 
area. Must have WCB. Fax re- 
sume to (250) 632-5644. 
FIGURE SKATING coach re- 
quired m Nechako FSC. 
Group/private lessons for ap- 
prox 90 skaters, 15 hours 
ice/week. Apply to NFSC @ 
Box 945, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 
3A0 or Fax (250) 567-2323 
(Ruth). 
HEALTHY, NON-smoking cou- 
ple for year round recreation- 
aVresldential area near Hope, 
BC. One partner- full time 
maintenance of buildings, 
grounds, utilities, construction 
equip, etc. Other padner- part 
time janitorial, swimming pools 
etc. (Training Avail) Flexible 
hours includes weekends. Mini- 
mum of management. 3 
bedroom accomodation. Reply 
SCDL, 71737 Meadow Rd. 
Hope, BC V0X 1LO. 
LAWYER REQUIRED to pro- 
vide representation for the full 
range of poverty law work. Fax 
resume to C. Dulop at (250) 
992-9720 or call (250) 992- 
839t for more Into. 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 _¢7~; 
June 17, June 26 8 am -4 pm 
July 6, July 17 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
June 27, July 23 8 am -4 pm 
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 , ,~g5 
June 21 - July 2 (2 Weeks) 
Aug 16- 27 8am - 4ira 
Sept 13.24 
w.z,s $50 July 20 on demand 
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
July21 8am .4prn $100 
RRE SUPPRESSION $100 
July 15 & 16 $200 
FIRE SUPPRESSION ~IOOA $75 
July 14 I/2 Day Refresher 
TRAFFIC CON1110L $150 
JUNE 25 & 26 8:O0-4:OO 
COU~ESHELDAE 
Houston Forest Products Company is looking fora dynamic 
and versatile Individual to fill the following position In Our 
sawmill: 
Millwright 
You have Journeyman Status with B,C. or Interprovinclal 
T.Q. and previous sawmill experience would be an asset. A 
dynamic team player, you are results.oriented and have 
demonstrated asincere Interest In the forest products Industry, 
Houston Forest Products Company Is a HI-Tech sawmill/ 
planermill complex producing 250 million board feet of 
lumber annually, 
Please forward your resume, prior to June 25, 1999, to: 
Human Resources Manager 
Houston Forest Products Company 
Box 5000, Houston, BC VOJ lZ0 J ~ 
Fax: (250) 845-5301 
"lumshHn i| 
' FOREST PRODUCTS COMPANY 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS, B.C. 
B ritish Columbia Buildings Corporation, a progressive Crown Corporation that provides 
accommodaUon and related sewices for its clients, is 
seeking a Building Maintenance Engineer in the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. The successful candidate will 
be required to service and repair the mechanical 
systems, buildings, or complexes in accordance with 
all relevant acts and regulations. A critical aspect will 
be the monitoring, repair, installation and 
maintenance of various control systems, i.e. HVAC, 
ener0y management, related controls and motor  
control systems. As well, selecting, coordinating and 
monitoring contractors of all disciplines ensuring 
completion of work to corporate standards and 
performing minor building maintenance are an 
integral part of the duties. The successful candidate 
must be a self-starter, work under minimal supervision 
and have highly developed interpersonal and 
customer .service skills. Candidates must possess a 
class "B" gas ticket, have a working knowledge of DDC 
control systems and a TQ in either efrigeration, power 
engineering, pipe-fitting or electTi.'cal. A valid B.C. 
Driver's License is required. 
Salary: $3,599.22 per month with o comprehensive 
benefits package and relocation assistance. 
Qualified candidates may send their resumes quoting 
position #1999.027 by June 23, 1999 to Human 
Resources, BC Buildings Corporation, 3350 Douglas 
Street, Victoria, BC VSZ 3L1 or fax 250-952-8283. 
We encourage applications from qualified women, men, visible 
'-~ KSAI~ HOUSE SOCIETY 
$11~ 201 - U~30 LAZFJJ~ AVB, 
~L~E,  B.C. YIK) 156 NIONE: (~64} 6)5-;U73 
PAX: (604) 635-2315 
Support Counsellor 
The Terrace Sexual Assault Centre is a Specialized Victim's 
Assistance Program operated by the Ksan House Society. The 
Sexual Assault Centre provides services to vicJ'ims of sexual 
assault including adult su' rvivors of child sexual abuse, and pro- 
vides justice related services to assist victims of wife assault and 
child sexual assault/abuse. This includes victims of crime who 
may choose not to be involved with the criminal justice system. 
Ksan House Society is seeking a dedicated and motivated 
individual to fill the position of full time Support Counsellor. This 
is a unionized position with wages and benefits as per BCGEU 
Collective Agreement. 
QUALIFICATIONS: A degree in social work, counselling or 
extensive related training and experience in crisis management, 
sexual assault, wife assault or child sexual abuse. 
APPUCANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
• The ability to deliver one on one counselling within a feminist 
tram°we& 
: Strong counselling and crisis intervention skills. 
Knowledge of groupprocess and facilitation techniques. 
• Skills in assessment, he ability to keep current and accurate 
roles, an understanding of statistical monitoring and 
presentation. 
• ~cellent communication skills and ability to work in a team 
environment. 
Or clanlzotional and time management skills. 
: Unaerstandincl of the legal system as it relates to victims. 
• Knowledge oFcommunity agencies and abilily to work 
effectively with same. 
Employment is conditional pendin.q results of a Criminal 
Record" Search and the employee will -be required to sign an 
Oath of Confidentiality. 
Send resumes, wilh cover letter, by noon June 25 to: 
Ksan House Socie.ty 
#202-4630 Lazelle 
Terrace, BC V8G 1 $6 
Afln: Carol Sabo 
shipper 
apply your experience in a busy 
sawmill environment 
Prince George 
This position is in the Prince George Sawmill of 
Northwood Inc, a progressive integrated forest 
products company. 
Reporting to the Finishing Superintendent, you 
will provide leadership/dlrecfion to the Shipping 
Department and be accountable for: • making offers 
• Inventory tracking and management • the timely 
and accurate shlpplng of products • maintaining a
positive sales reputation. You will also De responsible 
for the safe and efficlent direction of crews in shipping, 
tallying and loading. 
In addition to working with a number of external 
contacts, you will work closely with corporate sales 
co-ordlnation staff to provide accurate and timely 
inventory levels, 
You are a results-oriented person who has: • a 
Grade 12 supplemented by several years of post- 
secondary related experience •a good knowledge 
of lumber products • competence in word pmcesslng 
and spreadsheets • excellent communication and 
Interpersonal skills • a commitment to continuous 
improvement. 
The salary/benefits package Is competitive. 
Please submlt a r6sum6 In confidence to: Human 
Resources, Prlnce George Sawmill, Nodhwood 
ICE MAKER for Quesnel Curl- 
ing Club. Contract posit ion 
($3,000/mo) from Sept 15, 
1999 to April 15, 2000. 
Responsibilities include ice in- 
stallation, removal, all ice main- 
tenance, some general club re- 
late duties. Resume to Quesnel 
Curling Club, Box 4041, 
Ouesnel BC, V2J 3J2, Fax 
(250) 992-3635, Deadline is 
July 15, 1999, 
LOG HOME AG, Switzerland 
requires quality Log Home 
Builder w/minimum 5 years ex- 
perience, Starting wage Cana- 
dian $25/hr. Contact Log Home 
AG Unus Schelbert, Brand 16, 
CH-6436 Reid Musthal, Tele- 
phone 41-41-631-0131 Fax 41- 
141-831-0132, 
driver Terrace/Kitimat area. 
Must have drivers abstract. 
Must be bondable, heavy lifting, 
send resume to File #13 c/o 
The Terrace Standard 3210 
Clinton St. Terrace, BC V8G 
5R2. 
I OPENING FOR a Dental 
i Hygienist or CDA in a fast 
paced challenging dental office. 
',Experience preferred but willing 
ito train the right career minded 
'individual, Opportunity for ex- 
i cellent bonuses. Fax resume: 1- 
'250-692-4251 ar Phone 1-250- 
1692-7791, 
: 
, position avail to care for a very 
', active 2 1/2 year old boy. Must 
, be mature, ambitious and enjoy 
',outdoors. Apply in person to 
,:3867 Hwy 16 East between 6 
: and 8 pro, 
' REQUIRED IMMED ma- 
',ture/senior couple to manage 
' newer 20 unit motel in Terrace. 
i Accom/utilities included, basic 
'bookkeeping, ref reqd, contract 
',basis, flexible time off. Jack at 
' (250) 635-9590. 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
,~lusC~r~eg;Ver for elderly man. CARS FROM SS00 OmaTANCE EOUaA DSS"A'rELI~ITE,ub. 
f uem in I::ngllSn, non- Government seized and TION, The University sertptian or card prob. 
smoker, have f rat aid ticket sou locally. All makes College or the Carlboo lama? Eurocards over 
bondable, .qo--' . . . . . . . .  ;' and models• Call for n. now oeceptlng abplica. B00 channels + PPV 
. . . .  .u  ru~ume wlln formalinn 1-800734- Ions lot Executive one low pries, guaran. 
references to Fife #16, c/o Ter- r,s~a Ext. 1'212. Diploma Programs in land satolllte r . . . . . .  " human Hesources, aystems/Echostar avail, 
ace Standard, 3210 C[irlto/1 St. BUSINESS general Management able. Cealer Inqulrlss 
Terrace BC, V8G 5R2 .. OPPORTUNITIES and Management & w01come. 1-780.888. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , C/~SH/N/cAsH (~jT" Training, Qualifies as 11281-977-777.1447. 
RNS AND/OR Dr's needed to Coke Penal HostesS' pre.MBA program. SAWMiLL'$JB95 SA~VV 
perform insurance medicals and MaMI RerStOCk estab: Um~=~p~¢e. CaJI!250! LOGS INTO BOARDS, fished u-i-u ~'- '~--~- ~.,-~=.~ ~. .,~,, planks, beams, Large 
health assessments on a too- your area, No se,,,ng, _www_,c~t.boo,~,sa~ . capacity, Best sawmill value ar~.  Free in. 
bile basis, You must be an ac- Full-time, part.time. ACCELLERATED PRI- formalicn 1-eo0.Bae. 
t ire practicinn member Minimum nvast neat VATE PILOT COURSE 6899.  Norwood 
"~N . . . . . .  =...  $109801.888-503.8884 starts July 05,1999 wtth Sawmills, R.R, 2 
~H AI::$U or HUMA) nave a rell- 24 ~4~m : license August 15, 1999, Kilwodhy, Ontario POE 
a I • .......... ' . . . .  :-" . . . .  Advanced coumea o re. IG0. ._ . . . . .  
b e vehicle, good blood (vent- PERFECT HOME BUBI- low $5800,00. Victoria . . . . . . .  
puncture ski l ls)and a flexible ~ NESS. Eam$500.$tS00. RightTralnlng (250)658- CARes.DeS 5008ATELLITEchannels 
st~h=H.l~, R~nt# r~.,,~,... ,~ :a woex, working only 0001~1-888.838.4359. with European V2 card, 
~-~- ,~.  ~, ,= ,oou, w= ~.u. 2hrs/day. Call for your . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Also Echostar cards. #60 EXCITING WELL PAID 8-1112 W, PenderSt. Van- FREEInfo. l.888-279- caraerslnsemr~arnm C~npletssystomsavaJl. 
couver, BC, V6E 3X5 or Fax  1: :~ 8~2-.4~...-~J~.-.-. gramming. W~witi pre~ able. We'll beat any competitor by 5%. Call 
800-382-5558. : : FREE INCOME tax fran- parasuitablsapplicants, 780-914.5772. 
~lm iin iiii i 
~!Co.M~N~sP~,.s Network  C lass i f ieds  .o .~o~ JUNE 14,1~9t) 
: A _S $ 0 L I t. / ! O N These ads appear In appreslmately 100 e~Jnn  *- =s.o~ 're p,,o, ;,, ,0 ., I  
8tltt~i C.hmll4 #li Ymk~l community newspapers In B,O•andYukon %~- .~U se.00eadl tni| paper or ale ecY. 
and each mo • than 3 million readers, ~ wo~ CNA el ((504) ~S9.9222 
AUTO CAREERTRAINING; . FOR BALE MISC. . . . .  TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT 
MOTORCYCLE TouR- OPPORTUNmES 
JUNIOR PUBLISHER ING, For every m0tocy- We're expecting an 
cle touring rider on the opening for a publisher 
road, thousands uffer ate small Interior B.C. 
paper. Candidates avoidable problems or should have a high do- 
do not otherwise njoy glee of energy, a mini- 
the experience. SlraJght mum two years commu- 
nity newspaper safes ox- from the shou/der, c4ear, pedenee, and a desire to 
ly Informative withe growln their job, Must 
sense of humou,, The be comfortable In a 
Road Ranger Guido to small town and willing to he Imolved in tier corn- 
Motorcycle Touring, reunify. We're w~ll[ng to' 
$17.95 (cheque or taheachanco ansome. 
one With potential, and 
money order) offer a competitive r - 
CentreLine Marketing wards package. If you 
Inc., P,O. Box 24161, even think you might 
..K~_ ~ ON, K2M 2C~. qualify, contact George 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Manning, Smell Town 
.- . TRUCKS Press Ltd., 2981 Glen 'o ~WN O.~--~i: Lske Road, Vlc,o.s, 
S.C. VgB 482 Fax: 2S0 
Guaranteed credit ap- 4;~8=11.3B.__ . . . . . . . .  
• 'WANTED AN experienced live- 
in nanny to care for a 9 year old 
girl. References needed, ECE 
or equivalent certificate pre- 
ferred. Please contact George 
at (250) 696-3491 after 6. Full 
time position, weekends off. 
shies territories. Ministry of Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  provals, Trucks. 4x4's, INTERNATIONALAGRI. CULTURAL Exchange. SEEKING ENTERTAINERS ...... Belectsd areas through, Registered Home Study ~. I,IOBILE HOMES. crew cabs, diesels, sport Ages 18-30 with sgflcul. 
• , ' out Canada Lowstartu~ D p omo Program PARK MODELS • utilities, Rope's, hrokon turel experience to 
Sngers aancers, cnildren's en. , .~,~ lime~ t im'  nffm~ I" F nanclal ass stance Manufactured Homes 
tertalners etc, exhibitors and Exletinglocatlonsalso !°anal ¢°mPul°rsYs; ~S~d~dth~Zl12es.~l~8 leases, heavy duty Auatrats,itvo/w°rkwlth femlly nNew Zealand, 
m~r,'~h~nte #~. 0~,~¢, .~ O ~ = ,~ available Carl 1-800- toms ann ICe placement Used Ideal '~'r'~e~, equipment. Take over Europe, Japan. 
, , ,~. , , . . , , ,o .u. , . ,=p. . ,=a ~. ,e 665 5144 ior more tnfor cosevalabe Noexpa. Pro "' PdvatePro ' payments. Franddivery. Cost~/detaits.l-800-283. 
Fall Fair. Contact 635'7779 Pat real;on or vlsii our web~ de,ncenec~s=ary. CMS p~sn'~'esorts, Hom~sl Call The Untouchables !r~7. Calgmy, A)bert& 
St. Thomas. sitewww,!iodrtyt~,c0m~: ] --°u'c~-!"~=' • . . . .  1-~309-5133.  RV's 1- now, 1-e00-993.3673, BUSINESS MANAGER 
• COMING EVENTS 800-667-1533. Vancouver 327-7752. needed for G,M, dealer- 
WORK SMART and .e- M-AsTER YOUR SPIRi- ....... t~lNiE~-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ship. 48 minutes from START IMMED. National col- cure your financial fu, Edmonton, Alberta, 
lection agency requires expert, luratAnexcellonthome- TUALDestinythraugh TIqA~VELTOEUI~OPE SAVE ON TRUCKS $ Grsatalmasphere, great 
enDed sales reps to service ex- based business oppoflu. PAST LIVES, DREAMS, Australia &South Afri~.a CARS, New & Used• faditty, Looking for pp.sl- 
nity Is now being offered SOUL TRAVEL• Begin as a childcara worker, Guararrleod Instant clod. five. motivated Individual 
isling and develop new clients in your areal A limited the adventure today. For Experience a new cul. it approval, Free home with ability to work well free book, call ECK- lure and language living in you immediate area. Prefer, number of positions are ANKAR, 1-800.LOVE. with a family, delivery with O down• with others, Sates and leasing experience a presently ava~lnhisl Rat GOD ask for book #F18 Registration fee $300, Call today 24hrs 1.e77. musl, Good opporlunlly 
ence will be given to mature, calls fl,st asrvedl ~ecka,lkcr.orgt___ (_60/I.)_92._4_~.~7.1. ... ... 212.3232. Ford, Dodge. forsuccesstulcandidste, 
veteran, commission sates per- Provides teady income Benefit package- re- 
sons who have sold business of $1o,ooo/month plusl EDUCATION PAY TELEPHONE GM. 
. . . . . . .  Easy to dct Full.lime or A NEW CAREER? T-~'~ SERV" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  warding pay plan. Apply 
mercnanalse previously ana part,tlmel No selltngl to be an CANADA'S #1 PSY-  EMPLOYMENT bYManagerreSumeAdvertlsementtO: Business 
who can perform in an environ. Includes full training, Apartment/Condo CHICS,,.. Call us lorthe _ OPPORTUNmE~ c/o Box 720, Fort 
_ . ~ ~ . . . . . .  new car bonuses and Manager, Many JOas-PJI answers to all your Masleod, AB, TeL 0Z0. 
meet where renumera.on is arl- free unlimited worl~lwida roasl Free lob place, q u e s t i o n s . CARMACKS ENTER- Relationships, money, PRISES - Hlghwoy SALES M~N.~GER 1~0: 
ven by performance This could long dis ance To learn ment assistance: 18 health and much more. Maintenance Foreman: SITION. Must be moll- ' more years or successl Per vatod Individual to man- also be of great interest to pea- ' 187~',jCalg141,,sed5a2Y3 t01/=ff,,e~= lore/brochure 681- Accurate and Affordable 
• , " " " "~ . . . . .  - 0 - -B 3 1 -9e0-451.7070 Catgaryarsa. Onlythose ageprograsslvesalas 
Pnle ~, tha  strong !ega!/account- ~u~:Ssa~, se ~:us in, 545~!1 80  BB5 3 9, $2.891mlnuts 18+. with supervisory and floOr.kat knowledgeUSed v hlClels verymar" 
g acKgrouno-aole rework  3 q _ . .yp .......... COUNSI~L~-OR-~RA~ ~ ..... R-~.~-ESTA:'rE-- hlghwaymaintenance Impodact. Must be orpa. 
days per week. If interested fax INTERESTED IN MAK' NG nsttiute of Caned; QUAtLRI~E R--ES0"I~'I: experience need apply, nlzed, co-operative and 
resume lamed to [Mr~ r.vnthi~ IN~ m0neyon molnter- offers on,campus and Hotel Condominiums on Resume: Carrnacks able to motivate sales 
. . . . . .  - ' : ' - '_- ' ,v""7 ~ net? Meetings in correspondence courses the 1st fairway of 36 peoplsandald Indaslng 
~rawec, I-'res a[ (~zu4) z~o-5817 coqulllam, Richmond, toward a Diploma In holes of championship Enterpflsas, #260, 720- deals. Resume: 
or mail to l60-14th St , Brandon VIctoda, Foraraserved CounsellngPractlceto golf. 1/4 Interest 288t, N,E,,Calgory. AB, Weatlock Chevrolet S58,900. Beautiful T2A 6R3. Attention; Oldsmobile, 10415-104 . . . . . . . .  " seat 1.088-422-2657. begin June 30/99. Free Okansgan Valley 
ManltoDa, H7, o, 71<,1 : vn~w gtobalpegos,not~ba c talogue call 24hrs 1- Ke owns, e.c. 1-877- Dave Kristensen or fax Ave.. Wearied(. AS, T'/P 2E4. E.mall: 
nks, 800-665-7044, 513.9093 1-400-543-0314. chevalds@ptanetmst. 
THE NEXT MAJOR giant is 
herel Not MLM 65% profit, 24 
hr. record ing  1-800-345-9688 
ext. 2055. 
VOICE TEACHER NEEDED. 
Spectrum City Dance in Pdnce 
Rupert requires a Saturday 
voice teacher for our Musical 
Theatre Program. Sept-May. 4 
hrs per week $40/hr plus travel 
Skilled fisheries technicians allowance, flexibte with regards 
:to weather. Call Ella 624-6131. ' 
are in demand. 'NTERESTEO IN a Career in 
Firefighting/Law Enforcement? 
To obtain your Firefighter/Law 
Oureight-mcnthWatershed Restorat ion Enforcement Career Guide in- 
Technic ian Cer t i f i ca te  program was cluding a listing of agencies and 
created out of the growing demand for  depts recruiting in North Ameri- 
. . . .  skilled fisheries technicians in B.C. ' ca. Call 1-800-266-2400. Cost 
of Guide $80 (allow 4-6 wks. for 
Our applied approach to training provides delivery). 
. youwith hands-on experiencework!ng on NORTH OKANAGON Comput- 
er Service Company looking for 
. . . .  watershed and  s t ream rerhabilit;~tion an experienced technician. Min 
projectsl upon completion of the program: .: : 2 years experience. Preference 
• you will be skilled in the practical aspects given te MCSE or A+ certified. 
of salmonid habitat populat ion assess- Fax resume, references and 
. : "  mentsandrehab ta tonmethodoogy ,  salary expectations. 250-546- 
, . : • : 6542. 
Classes start this September. 
' 320." WORK 
WANTED i i Capi lano ........................................ 
College For  more  in fo rmot ion :  :, ~ ~ . . . . .  
S6271nletAve . : '  ~ I ~ ,-" 
Sechelt, BC 
_ . .  _ . .  
CITY OF TERRACE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
LAN CO-ORDINATOR (PART-TIME CONTRACTOR) 
~e City of Terrace invites proposals for providin~ part-time 
Local Area Network Co-ordinator functions at tF;e Terrace 
R.C.M.P. Detachment on a conlract basis• The Contract Terms of 
Reference are available on request by contacting the R.C•M.P. 
Executive Assistant/Office Manager at 638-74.14. 
The successful bidder will have a minimum of the following 
qualifications: 
• 2-year Computer Science DiRloma. 
• Novell NetWare CNA Cerhficatian and Nehvork Technologies 
Training. 
• Microsoft Systems Engineer Certification (MCSE) Courses. 
aA minimum 2 years ex~rience in technical support of personal 
computers, soft 'are installation and local area network;, and at 
least 6 months previous experience in teachlng computer 
techniques. 
• B.C. Driver's Ucence 
The successful bidder must also meet R.C.M.P. Security 
Clearance Requirements. 
In addition to experience, previous work history and refer- 
ences, the Cantract submission must include the following 
informatian: 
,Availability 
• Preferred Hours of Work 
aBackup (must also meet R,C.M.P. Security Clearance 
requirements) 
• Emergenoy Response 
aCon.h-ac.t Pricing - - . . . . .  
All submissions arB subject to the clear understanding that the 
City of Terrace reserves the riqht to accept or'reject any submis- 
sion(s) solely at its own. dis.creti%n and without explanah'on based 
on its own views of what best serves the Cily and the R.C M P. 
The lowest pricinn not necessarily accepted. 
Sealed and cFearly marked Proposals must be delivered to ~e 
office of  the Director of Administration na later t h a n ~  
Friday, June 25, 1999, 
Denise Fisher 
Director of Admlnlstml(on 
City of Terrace 
32fs Eby Stree, 
Terrace, O.C, 
• V8G 2X8 
. . . . . . . .  T~t: (2S0) 6~8,47~ 
iiiii i ii i i 
KIDS AT PLAY 
PRESCHOOL 
School Age Cenlre 
PartTime & Full Time 
SPACES AVAILABLE 




Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis, 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
leg. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS. EX-. 
PERIENCED CARPENTER will 
do work in all aspects of con. 
struction; concrete, framing, sid- 
Ing, building maintenance, etc., 
Workmanship guaranteed. 638. 
8210. 
PAINTER 15 years experience, 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it riqht oncel Call 635-3783. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en. 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
s0nable rates. Call 635.2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace al 
635-2126 or 638-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041. 
QUALITY RENOVATIONS 
from start to finish. 635-2319. 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
DRAIN CLEANING Unstop 
your sewer 638-8052. 
RELIABLE MOTHER of one 
willing to babysit in my home. 
Contact Donna at 635-7107, 
KID 'S  
CLUB 
Summer 
Program ~ ~  
Licenced child~i~r ~ Z-el-- 
providers offerin 9 children 
ages 612  fun, crafts, 
games, outings 
and lots morel 




3229 Sparks St. 
. - Sundays  -
Sunday  School  10 am 
Worsh ip  11 am 
- Thuxsdays  - • 
Even ing  Prayer  7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
IN THE MATTER OF THE J 
BANKRUPTCY OF I 
KEVIN FREDERICK BROOKS I 
FOA'CONSUMER'S #l FLOORgNG" I 
DBA 91BIRACE CNU~'T ONE" I 
NOTIOE Is k~drt ~m ~ NEViN I 
FREDIRIa( IIROOI(S ~ as asslgmmt I 
N lle 2ml ~ d Jess, 1999, m~l tlut 
Ib ~st Ht~ d crditm's will/x I~1 
om Frldm/, Ilw 13tb doy d A~st, 1999, 
of Ib I=)=' of 9:30 ='do& ~ tim Io(e- 
=vm, =It tk ~ House, I00 I~rkel 
Pbce, b t~ al /of  ~ R@~t, Ii fh 
hovt~ of Irltlsb 
Ddd d h~ ~gt ,  D.C. tkis 4tk 
olJB, 1999. 
JOHN S. BWERLEY & 
ASSOCIATES INC 
~ ...BPJ:rlSH NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION FOR u.~.~ (~ 
(.,OLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LIOENCE A50586 r,,,m 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the ForastAct, a Timber Sale Ucenne is being offered for 
sale, 
Closing Date: July 5, 1999 st 10:30 a.m. Dl~det: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Carpenter Creek Term: One (1) Year 
Volume: 13,282 ocblo metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $24,47 per ocbic metre 
The upset stumpoge rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawing rades, 
Tenders will only be eccaptab from fodlvldusts or ccrporallons registered as a Small 
Business Forest Entsrpdse, Category One (1). 
Logging System: Cable (Skyline) 
Species: Hemlock 73%, Balsam 11%, Spruce 10%, Cedar 6%, 
more or Jess 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, KaJum Forest District, 200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia vaO IL1 until 10:30 s,m, on July 5, 
1999. 
Thors Is additional material which the applicant must conetdor In their application. 
This material, application fanme, and other information about he Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from Ibe above Forest District Office. Specify Timber 
Sale Ucanco A50586. 
~ . . . ,B~ NOTICE INVITINGAPPIJCATION FOR u,,~,~ ¢
L.OLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A4k'1888 
Pursuant to Section 20 of 1he ForestAct, e Timber Sale Ucence Is being offered for 
sale. 
Cloe(ng Oats: July 5, 1999 at 8:30 a,m, Dlstdct: Ketum 
Geographic Location: Herman Mountain Term: One (1) Year 
Volume: 4,846 cubic metres, more or less 
Upsst Slumpege Rate: $24,81 per cublo metre 
The upset elumpege tats was determined by the Market Pricing System, and io 
applicable only to coniferous green aswtog rades. 
Tenders will only be ao~lepled from indMdoais or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category Two (2). 
logging Syldem: Cable (grapple) 
Spoetal: Hemlock B2%, Cedar 17t6, Spruce 1%, more or less 
This licence requires the building of approximately S,4 kifometres ofon-block road, 
Applications witl be accepted by the Dlsldct Manager, Kalum Forest Distrlct, 200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1LI until 8:30 e.m. on July 5, 
1999, 
There Is additional material whish the applicant must consider In thetr applloatlon. 
This material, eppticotJon formal and other Inf0rmallon sb<~ut the Small Business 
Program, can be obtalesd from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timher 
8ale Lloense A43688.  . . . . .  
i i i i i 
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~ , . . ~ H  ( , ,OLU~B~ FUBUD VIEWING OF PROPOSED 1999-2003 r~m. ~r .~,  ~ 
FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Notice is hereby given that the Small Business Feresl Entarpdse Program will hold a 
public viewing of the proposed Farast Oevelopment Plan lor the Kalum Forest Cistdct. 
This plan will cover operations Inthe vicinity el Hawkabuw Island, Killmat, Ten'ace, 
Roaswood, the Naes Valley, West Nsss and Bonney Lakes. 
This draft Forest Oovelopmont Plan shows the Iocaticn and development ofproposed 
harvesting and road development for the nexl five (5) years (from 1999 to 2003) and 
Identifies the road deactivation for the next hree (3) ysam. The plan also includes 
information on the maintenance and protection of other esoL~rco values in the area. It 
is avallabis for review by resource agencies and the public before approval is consid- 
ered by the Minislry of Forests, 
The purpose of presenting Ihe plan is to provide the opportunity oaddress any con- 
cerns of the public or other rasouroa users. The Forget Development Plan amend- 
ment will be available for review at the dales, times and Iocabons listed below: 
June 15, 1999 to August 14, 1999 Minislq/of Forests, Kalum Forest District 
(Monday to Friday, B:00 am Io 4:00 pro) #200- 5220 Ketih Avenue, Terrace, BC 
June 15,1999 to August 14, t999 Terrace Public Ubrary 
(Regular Operating Hours) 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, BO 
Anyone wishing to view the Forest Development Plan may contact he Kalum Forest 
District affice to arrange an appolntmeet, and a Ministry or Forests representative will 
be available to d!seuss the proposed plans. 
Pisaso forward any comments, questions or concerns in writing 1o Barb Lenardt, 
R,RF., or David Nlcholcon, R.RR, at the Ministry of Forests, 200 - 5220 Kolth Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 1Lt, not later than August 5, 1999, 
CITY OF TERRACE 
INVITATION TO 
TENDER 
IRRIGATION INSTALLATION-SKEENAVIEW PARK 
Proposals are  being invited to be made for the 
installation of  an irrigation system at Skeenaview Park. 
The Contract Documents can be picked up from the 
Terrace Parks and Recreation Department at the Terrace 
Arena,  3320 Kalum Street, bekveen the hours of  
8 :00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Monday to Friday. 
The lowest o r  any proposal  price not necessari ly 
accepted. 
Proposals will be received no later than 1:30 p.m. on 
Thursday, June 24,  1999, by the undersigned at: 
Parks and Recreation Department 
Arena Off ice 
3320 Kalum Skeet 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dale Mcfadden 
Parks and Facilities Manager .  
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. PURSUES 
CERTIFICATION OF ITS FOREST TENURES 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. has initiated a process to achieve forest certification under 
the Canadian Standards Association process of sustainable forest management 
on two company forest tenures in the Terrace area. The company is inviting the 
public to an open house to explain the certification process and to inform the 
public as to how they can get involved in the process. 
Kitimet 
Key Map of TFL 1 and FL A16835 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
FL A16835 
TF, , @ 
What is Forest Certification? 
The auditing of the state of the forest or the forest management system against 
an agreed standard. If a company applies for certification under a particular 
standard and meets its requirements, it is awarded a certificate. 
Why Certify? 
Significant pressure has been placed on BC forest industry to prove it is envkon- 
mentally responsible and it practices sustainable forest management. 
Certification is a communication mechanism, 
Area to be Certified 
SCI will pursue certification for Tree Farm Licence 1 and Forest Licence A16835. 
What Standard will Skeena Cellulose Inc. Follow? 
SCI will follow the sustainable forest management standard developed by the 
Canadian Standards Association. The foundahan for this system came from an 
international agreement on the definition of sustainable forest management. This 
standard is intended to complement not supplant existing laws. 
What is Sustainable Forest Management? 
The SFM system requires major commitments to: 
• recognition of environmental, economic, social, and cultural values; 
• conservation of biological dlversity; 
• Public participation thrau~hout the process; 
• an independent audit of the SFM System and the forest; and 
• continual improvement of the SFM System 
What is the Public's Role? 
An,extensive public participation process is required to identi~ the local values 
and indicators. These are measurable features that show if the criteria is being 
met. 
What is an open house? 
Skeena Cellulose inc, will be hostlng a pub ic meeting des gned to inform the 
!seal public.about !he certification process and identify how the public can 
become involved in the process, 
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Biuel set six pool records at Pani 
IF THE Terrace Blueback 
swim team had one thing to 
say about tbe McDonald's 
Panhandle Meet June 4-6, it 
would be that the team 
swam fast ~ really fast. 
Topping the list is Kaya 
Downs, 16, who has been 
trying all season long to turn 
in times that would qualify 
her for the Junior Nationals 
ia Ontario next month. 
She shaved 3.5 seconds 
off her 100 breaststroke, and 
broke the pool record in the 
200 breaststroke. 
"She's been very 
focussed in her training and 
learned a lot this year," said 
Blueback coach Mike Car- 
iyle."She's really excited." 
Other record breakers in- 
'elude Jenine Barton, 13, 
who took four seconds off 
her 200 butterfly clocking in 
at 2:36.70 minutes. 
Kyle Na~t broke th~ pool 
record in his 1500 freestyle 
swim and cut 20 seconds off 
his entry time. Narz-t, said 
Carlyle, has been working 
on developing his distance 
and this proves his con- 
ditioning is working. 
Narzt also placed first in 
the 100 butterfly swim and 
will be attending Junior Na- 
tionals next month. 
Fifteen-year-old Judy 
Stevenson broke a pool 
record iu the 200 fly 
clocking in at 2:39.77 
minutes two seeouds faster 
thau the pool record. 
The Panhandle Meet also 
represents the first time 
Scott Vanderlee, 12, of Ter- 
race has made the finals 
since his return to competi- 
tive swimming this year. 
Petra Robertson earned six 
gold or silver medals at the 
meet. Her times, said Car- 
lyle, are very good for her 
last performance as a 12- 
year-old. 
And Allison Knoedler, 9, 
of Terrace will cherish her 
first regional silver medal, 
which she earned by turning 
in a 1:23.40 100 freestyle 
swim. 
Knoedler turned in 100 
per cent best times at the 
meet as well as a gold and 
bronze performance at the 
meet in her 50 butterfly and 
100 breaststroke. 
mdle 
MEDAL WINNERS: Allison Knoedler, Petra Robert- 
son, Will Shack, denine Barton and Scott Vanderlee 
at the Terrace pool June 12. 
Riders, fans brave speedway chills 
DIE-HARD fans wrappedin ing problems marred the 
winter coats gloves and performance ofcars 635 and Terrace 
blankets braved cold 111. 
weather Saturday, June 5 to Jason and Trover King's A Hobby Heat 
watch the Pizza Hut 100 car number 869 tangled with Main 
races, another car, hit the wall and B Hobby Heat 
The fans, however, were sustained major front end Main 
rewarded by steam hot d~image. A Street Heat 
races, featuring several runs On the strength of good Main 
so tight that determined at friends and resources, they B Street Heat 
the finish line. came back strong for Sun- Main 
The adrenaline rush, said day's races. C Street Heat 
one organizer, kept most The speedway's next race A Bomber Heat drivers warm. weekend is June 19-20 with 
Main Several cars suffered on a special grudge match bo- 
B Bomber Heat the Pizza Hut 100 weekend tween 50/50 ticket sellers 
Main 
as their drivers were forced Patti Johnson and Lynn C Bomber Heat 
to park them early. Reynolds. Main 
Among the casualties On Sunday, organizers 
were Tom and Michelle have planned a spectacular Pizza Hut 100 
Bolton's car 999, with a Father's Day race and Car Hobby 
blown motor. Sponsor's race. Street 
Car 911 suffered motor With any luck the weather Bomber problems, while wheel bear- will cooperate. 
speedway race results June 5-6, 1999 
June 5 
77 Gord Klassen 
77 Gord Klassen 
55 Debby Reinhardt 
15 Darcy MeKeown 
869 Jason King 
351 Lea MeArthur 
351 Richard Meyer 
351 Richard Meyer 
999 Michelle BoRon 
117 Kevin Pongracz 
117 Kevin Pongraez 
690 Dan Dollemore 
117 Kelly Hgton 
117 Veronica Paupst 
635 Jannette Vandenbroek 
First 50 laps 
15 Darcy MeKeown 
266 Jose Pires 
635 Shane Severeid 
June 6 
77 Gord Klassen 
55 Dave Reinhardt 
66 Leslie Ouast 
77 Elizabeth Cloakly 
351 Len MeArthur 
351 Len MeArthur 
351 Richard Meyer 
351 Richard Meyer 
180 Dave Lamke 
180 Dave Lamke 
117 Kevin Pongrac'z 
117 Kevin Pongrac'z 
117 Veronica Paupst 
117 Veronica Paupst 




Student ; set recc "cls at annual meet 
[] Go Meg! 
HEADING FOR HOME: Meagan Watson, was 
one of many six-year-olds having a ball at Copper 
Mountain Elementary School's Sports Day June 
11. Her twin sister Kathryn Watson won this race. 
MORE THAN 400 elementary school students from 
Hazelton to Stewart came here June 5 for the Terrace 
elementary school track meet. 
Centennial Christian School students Tim Braam and 
Justin Stiksma set three meet records. Braam set a record 
in the 1500 metre run and Stiksma set two records for his 
long and high jump. 
Stiksma also won first in the 400 metre race. 
Outstanding athlete awards went out to Jennifer Eikins, 
9, from Uplands who won the 50-metre race in 8.62 sec- 
onds 13 seconds ahead of Veritas' Sarah Palahicky. Elkins 
also won the 200-metre race in 37.28 seconds and 1500- 
metre run in 7:03 minutes. 
Brady Myers, of Uplands, won first place in the 200- 
metre, 1500 meUre and long jump competitions to take the 
outstanding athlete award for nine-year-old boys. 
He put a full second distance between himself and 
runner-up Danny McColl in the 200-metre dash, finishing 
the run in 36.08 seconds. 
Robin Cater and Corey Hales won 10.year-old categories 
while RAta Pare and Lyrie Sandhah won the l 1-year-old 
competitions. 
Adam Poole and Kore Melanson, of Uplands, won the 
11-year-old boy competition. 
Victoria Johnson, of Veritas placed first in the 800 metre 
and discus, second in the 1500 metre and third in shot put 
for the 12-year-old female award. 
Score Board 
Terrace Men's Soccer Assoclatlon 
League standings to June 10 
Team GF GA GP W L T Pts 
BM 14 3 5 4 1 0 12 Super 
FC Alcan 13 6 6 3 1 2 11 
NorthemFC 17 10 5 3 2 0 9 
RuinsFC 11 14 7 2 3 2 8 
Internationals 8 11 6 2 2 2 8 
Canadian 'l~m t3 12 5 2 2 1 6 
Home Hardware 5 13 4 1 3 0 3 
Forestry 4 9 5 0 3 2 2 
Falcons 8 15 3 1 1 1 2 
f Looking for ~ [ /~  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
• I ~ & HEALING CENTRE 
Child Care? I ~ i  
Skeena Child Care Resource and | ~ f l ~ i !  
Re[erral has information  
child care 0pti0ns and 0n MetaphysicalC0umelling ~ CANADIAN TIRE ~atma, Spridtual Cmis, Karmic 1~1~.~ 
• choosing child care. Laurel gregg, Mac.D. Phd.  V www.canadiantire.com 
Drop by The Family Place 635-'/'/'/6 Or Ernall us at 
at 4553 Park Ave .  Transformational Cou~se]lhg www, cantlre.terrace@osg.net 
or call 638-1113, :' Relationships, Family, Grieving, Car~rs 4~-~IL  
Skeena CCRRIs a prog.m of ~e ' .  Sean Gregg, Consultant/Coach SAFEWAY ' 
re~race Woman's Res0urce Centre i 635-7776 
and Is funded by the Ministry for | 
Children and Families. ~/. www.safeway.com 
~ ~ ~ . , - . ~ , ~ ~  TERRACE T.~ERRACE 
A La Carte www.terraceautomall,com 
1. For  the  month  of June  en joy  a cho ice  of ~ ~ D .  
/ FRESH COD $6.99 { duradek-ra!lings-patio covers 
| or FREsH HALIBUT $8 .99  t ~ I 
}, the family "~,~_b~"~E~f~~,~D.~ rl TERRACE T__~.ERRACE 
te r race .automal l@osg .net  
(~ . . . . . . .  The Terrace Standard C0~I'~|N-~-~ I O t A N U A K U  sta:dard@kermodo.net 
4702 Lakelse ~ 
Terrace ~ ~ Your  webs i te /e rnml  address  
~ ~ ~ ~  cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
635.TIPS- ItNqq'n|s 
In hlemoriam Gifts fund vita) heart ¢, 
HEART 
/~D S ' l~  
FOUNDAtiON OF 
B.C & YUKON 
aud stroke research and health 
provzotion programs 
Please print the name of the deceased 
or person honoured; the  name/ 
address of the next of kin for card; and 
your name/ad dress far tax receipt (Visa 
and M/C accepted). 
Please mail your donation to: 
Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 4A2 
Anne Evans 638-1966 
Fan Appreciation'Day 
at Terrace Speedway 
Saturday, June 19 
~ Racing starts at 7:00pm 
Time Trials - 5:30pro ,~ 
Lots of Door Prizes to be given out. 
Join us for coffee & donuts after the races and 
meet the drivers. 
Also come out for the "Uniform Challenge" 
and a "Special" Grudge Match. 
Sponsored by: Northern Motor Inn & 
Bear Country Inn 
Father's Day 
Racing 
Sunday, June 20  
Racing Starts at 2:00pro 
Time Trials- 12:00pro 
Hey Dads ,  Enter  to  race  i n  our  
• "Fearless Fathers  Race"  
Also its time for our Car Sponsors to put the 
Peda l  to the  Meta l  
Sponsored by: BC Automotive & Thornhill Pub 
• See our WeBsite - www.kermode.net/speedway or 
call 635-9060 for more information 
J 
F 
Cutty" s IKitirnot) 
BC Lottery License No. 822095 A1 Only 2500 Tickets Printed 
Stampede Amateur I 
TOURNAMENT 
r Tournament  • July 3 "d & 4 =' 
a, RW 61RO PRAWg 
~,N OUTBACK 3 /4  LENGTH DROVER COAT 
ILF BAG • BIG BERTHA STEELHEAD DRIVER 
JACKET AND SHIRT COMBO 
nter and Pay Before June 12, 1 999 J 




1999 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 
1/2TON 4X4 EXTENDED CAB 
Motor Trend Truck of the Your 
Value $40.000 
~ILER ~ WILLIAMS LAKE 
_ ~ H O N D A  
• =5['O/';S HONDA 450 AIM 
~IMo~: HODGSON PLAC]~ MALL 
sglooo OmT CEm'mCATE ro ANY 
BUSINESS IN WILLIAMS LAKE, 
rAYS  WIN,ERa C.OICE 
" = l~[. CA-~SON UISE FOR ss!0oo nnsP 
(Aft Ho/e.ln.One Prizes are sub~get to availability and 
may be substituted for prize o~ equa/ va/ue) 
eed Gol f  • Put t ing  Contes t  
g Drives * Bunker Chipping 
ly 3 & 4- $90.00 banquet include(l 
July 2- $15 .00  practice round 
tandlcap Cards Required -Ext ra  Meal Tickets Avai lable 
Must be 19 years of age to enter 
104 Falview Ddve, Williams Lake, B.C.V2G 3T1 
Entry Deadline June 23, 1999 
For more information contact the Pro Shop at (250)399.6026 
